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Abstract 
 
 Cytochrome P450 (CYP) is a superfamily of heme-containing enzymes that 

have roles in the breakdown or synthesis of steroids, fatty acids, vitamins, and 

eicosanoids.  They are also the main family of enzymes involved in the Phase I 

metabolism of xenobiotic compounds, including drugs.  Several isoforms of 

cytochromes P450 of both types are targets for the prevention or treatment of cancers.  

The xenobiotic metabolizing enzyme CYP2A13 and the steroid synthesis enzyme 

CYP17A1 are two such enzymes.  Understanding the mechanisms of substrate 

recognition and inhibitor interaction of these enzymes is important for the 

development of clinical inhibitors and is the focus of this dissertation. 

   Human CYP2A13 is a lung-specific cytochrome P450 that metabolizes the 

tobacco procarcinogen 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) into 

two carcinogenic compounds and thus is a target for prevention of lung cancer.  

However, CYP2A13 is one of three human CYP2A enzymes, sharing 94% sequence 

identity with the human hepatic CYP2A6.  Despite this very high sequence identity, 

CYP2A6 metabolizes the procarcinogen NNK at much lower levels.  The similarities 

and differences between these two human CYP2A enzymes with the substrate 

nicotine and the inhibitor pilocarpine were investigated by determining co-crystal 

structures.  Additionally, a structure was also determined of CYP2A13 with NNK.  

These structures provide insight into substrate binding by CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 

and indicate that CYP2A enzyme selectivity is primarily guided by statics.  The third 

human CYP2A enzyme, CYP2A7, was reported to be an inactive enzyme ten years 
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ago.  We utilized the same techniques used to express and purify large quantities of 

CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 to determine if CYP2A7 was a stable, active enzyme.  

CYP2A7 was not as stable as CYP2A6 and CYP2A13, and only a very small amount 

of 7-hydroxycoumarin was detected.  That any metabolite was produced does indicate 

that in some individuals CYP2A7 may contribute to xenobiotic metabolism. 

 Human CYP17A1 catalyzes two steps in the synthesis of androgens.  

CYP17A1 first catalyzes the 17α-hydroxylation of progesterone and pregnenolone to 

17α-hydroxyprogesterone and 17α-hydroxypregnenolone, respectively.  Then the 

17,20-lyase activity converts these 17α-hydroxyderivatives to androstenedione and 

dehydroepiandrosterone, respectively.  Since the majority of prostate cancers are 

dependent on androgens for growth, inhibition of CYP17A1 provides a means to 

inhibit the production of androgens throughout the body.  Several inhibitors are 

currently in clinical trials including abiraterone, TOK-001, and TAK-700.  In order to 

understand the interactions between the inhibitors and target enzyme CYP17A1, we 

determined the first crystal structure of CYP17A1, which had the inhibitor 

abiraterone bound.  This structure indicates an active site complementary to the 

steroid core of abiraterone.  Some excess volume and polar amino acids not currently 

interacting with inhibitor that give direction to possible modifications for an inhibitor 

with increased interactions with the CYP17A1 protein.  Future directions include the 

determination of structure with TOK-001, TAK-700, and at least one substrate.  

These structures will also aid in the rational design of inhibitors for CYP17A1.   
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Chapter 1. 
 

Introduction 
 
Introduction to Cytochromes P450 

 Cytochromes P450 are heme enzymes that catalyze a monooxygenation 

reaction.  Most commonly, this results in the addition of a hydroxyl group to the 

substrate, thereby increasing its hydrophilic nature.  The enzyme class was first 

identified by Garfinkel and Klingenberg who independently announced in 1958 that 

they had discovered a carbon monoxide binding pigment that had a characteristic 

absorption maximum at 450 nm after reduction of the enzyme and the addition of 

carbon monoxide (Figure 1.1)1.  This spectral feature is still used today to obtain the 

concentration of active cytochrome P450 enzyme in solution. 

 During the next ten years, cytochromes P450 were identified as the enzymes 

involved in drug metabolism, the production and catabolism of steroids, fatty acids, 

vitamins, and eicosanoids1,2.  The large numbers of substrates that can be metabolized 

by many individual cytochrome P450 enzymes make the enzyme family fairly 

unique.  Unlike the majority of enzymes that catalyze one specific reaction on one 

substrate, many cytochrome P450 enzymes can oxidize greater than a hundred 

different substrates.  This is the case with the cytochrome P450 enzymes that 

monooxygenate xenobiotics.  The xenobiotic metabolizing cytochrome P450 

enzymes are particularly important because of their roles in drug metabolism and the 

activation of protoxins and procarcinogens.  
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Figure 1.1.  Reduced P450 carbon monoxide difference spectrum.  Carbon 
monoxide binds tightly to the heme iron when CO is bubbled through a solution of 
reduced cytochrome P450, resulting in a spectral shift from 420 nm to 450 nm.  Thick 
lines flanking the iron represent bonds to the protoporphyrin IV nitrogen atoms. 
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The human genome project has now identified 57 genes for cytochrome P450 

enzymes (Table 1.1)1.  The classification nomenclature for these cytochrome P450 

enzymes is based on amino acid sequence identity.  Cytochrome P450 enzymes are 

divided into 135 families, 18 of which are found in humans3.  Cytochrome P450 

enzymes within a family share at least 40% amino acid identity4,5.  The first number 

in the P450 enzyme name indicates the family.  In humans, families 1, 2, and 3 are 

mainly involved in the metabolism of xenobiotics, while the families with higher 

numbers are more specific for their substrates and are often involved with 

monooxygenation of endogenous compounds.  Each family is further subdivided into 

subfamilies, represented by capital letters, that share at least 55% amino acid 

sequence identity5.  A second number denotes the individual isoform.  For example, 

CYP2A6 belongs to family 2, subfamily A.  

Cytochrome P450 Enzymes and Cancer Research 

 This dissertation has two main projects that provide a biochemical and 

biophysical basis to treat or prevent cancer.  The first project involves the CYP2A 

enzymes that metabolize xenobiotic compounds.  There are three human cytochromes 

P450 in the CYP2A family: CYP2A6, CYP2A7, and CYP2A13.  All three of these 

CYP2A enzymes are at least 94% identical to each other.  Despite this close amino 

sequence identity, CYP2A7 has been reported to be an inactive enzyme6-8.   
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Table 1.1.  Human cytochrome P450 enzymes. 

Xenobiotics Steroids Fatty 

Acids 

Vitamins Eicosanoids Orphans 

1A1 2C19 1B1 19A1 2J2 2R1 4F2 2A7 4V2 

1A2 2D6 7A1 21A2 4A11 24A1 4F3 2S1 4X1 

2A6 2E1 7B1 27A1 4B1 26A1 4F8 2U1 4Z1 

2A13 2F1 8B1 39A1 4F12 26B1 5A1 2W1 20A1 

2B6 3A4 11A1 46A1  26C1 8A1 3A43 27C1 

2C8 3A5 11B1 51A1  27B1  4A22  

2C9 3A7 11B2     4F11  

2C18  17A1     4F22  
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 Both CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 are known for their ability to oxidize small 

substrates including several toxins and procarcinogens.  Aflatoxin B1, 4-

aminobiphenyl, nicotine, and the nicotine derivative 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-

pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) are well-known substrates.  CYP2A13 in particular has 

been implicated in the development of lung cancer due to its dominant role in the 

activation of the procarcinogen NNK.  Lung cancer remains the number one cause of 

cancer deaths in the United States for both men and women9.  Although cigarette 

smoking is the primary risk factor lung cancer, about 20% of Americans continue to 

smoke9.  

 In tobacco, NNK is one of the most prevalent procarcinogens along with 

benzo[a]pyrene and perhaps 3-methyl indole.  NNK is formed from nicotine as a 

byproduct in the tobacco curing process and has been shown in animal studies to lead 

to lung carcinogenosis10-12.  Lung cancer can occur as a result of the accumulation of 

NNK-derived pyridyloxobutyl and methyl adducts in the lung nuclear and 

mitochondrial DNA13 (Scheme 1.1).  Furthermore, although there is also an increase 

in DNA adducts in the liver with exposure to NNK and the formation of tumors are 

primarily in the respiratory tract where CYP2A13 is expressed12,13.  The CYP2A 

family is the main enzyme family in both animal models and humans responsible for 

the metabolism of NNK into the pyridyloxobutyl and methyl adducts14.   
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Scheme 1.1.  NNK α-hydroxylation and formation of DNA adducts.  The green 
circled carbons indicate the site of hydroxylation.  The pyridyl and methyl adduct 
precursors are colored red. 
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 Although CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 are 94% identical, CYP2A13 metabolizes 

NKK at a much higher reaction rate15-19.  NNK is metabolized at two sites by 

CYP2A13, the α-methylene or the α-methyl carbon, with hydroxylation at the α-

methylene leading the primary metabolite (Scheme 1.1).  The catalytic efficiency of 

CYP2A13 for α-methylene hydroxylation has been reported by two labs with 

different results to be 0.646 min-1µM-1 or 3.9 ± 0.8 min-1µM-1 while the α-methyl 

hydroxylation has a catalytic efficiency of 0.185 min-1µM-1 or 1.4 ± 0.8 min-1µM-1 

17,20.  The catalytic activity for the α-methylene hydroxylation by CYP2A6 is much 

lower with a catalytic efficiency of 0.003 min-1µM-1 and no detectable α-methyl 

hydroxylation17.  The α-methyl metabolite can lead to the formation of the pyridyl 

DNA adducts and the α-methylene metabolite leads to methyl DNA adducts13.   

 In addition to differences in metabolic rate, CYP2A13 is primarily expressed 

in the respiratory tract where the first pass metabolism of inhaled nitrosamines 

occurs, while CYP2A6 is primarily expressed in the liver21-23.  Further evidence for 

the involvement of CYP2A enzymes in NNK activation to carcinogens is that when 

the CYP2A inhibitor phenethyl isothiocyanate was included with the dosing of NNK, 

the pulmonary tumor formation in rats was significantly reduced10,12.  Phenethyl 

isothiocyanate is a well-established CYP2A nanomolar inhibitor with a Ki of 30 ± 10 

nM for CYP2A13 and a Ki of 370 ± 90 nM for CYP2A624.   

 A reduced risk of lung cancer has been noted in individuals with some 

CYP2A13 polymorphisms25.  A naturally occurring substitution of a stop codon at 

residue R101 completely eliminates functional CYP2A1326.  There are epidemiology 
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studies that indicate a second polymorphism, R257C, decreases the risk of lung 

adenocarcinoma although the CYP2A13 enzyme activity is only partially reduced25,26. 

The R257C polymorphism is located at the start of the G-H loop in an exterior 

portion of the protein.  Collectively, these studies suggest that CYP2A13 inhibition is 

likely to reduce the formation of DNA adducts and the resulting risk of lung cancer in 

smokers.  Selective inhibition of CYP2A13 would reduce the activation of NNK into 

carcinogens, but not affect CYP2A6 metabolism of the other compounds in the liver, 

thus reducing concerns about drug-drug interactions.   

 Other members of the Scott Lab have focused on finding specific small 

molecules inhibitors for CYP2A13 by high throughput screening, while the focus of 

my CYP2A project has been on a functional and structural understanding of the 

differences between the CYP2A family enzymes, which will ultimately aid in a more 

rational approach to the design of inhibitors that are specific for CYP2A13 as lung 

cancer chemopreventitives.   
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 My second project involves CYP17A1, another cytochrome P450 enzyme that 

is a drug target, this time for prostate cancer treatment.  Unlike CYP2A13 which is 

expressed in the lungs and metabolizes xenobiotics, CYP17A1 is expressed in the 

gonads and androgen gland and is involved in human steroid biosynthesis27.  

Specifically, CYP17A1 is responsible for the selective 17α-hydroxylation of 

pregnenolone and progesterone (Scheme 1.2).  CYP17A1 then catalyzes a 17,20-

lyase reaction with 17α-hydroxypregnenolone and 17α-hydroxyprogesterone as 

substrates to form dehydroepiandrosterone and androstenedione, respectively.  The 

steroid substrates and metabolites of CYP17A1 are the precursors of 

mineralocorticoid and glucocorticoid hormones, androgens, and estrogens.  The 

essential role of CYP17A1 in the synthesis of androgens makes this enzyme an 

attractive target for the treatment of prostate cancer because prostate cancer requires 

androgens.  The major side effect of CYP17A1 inhibition is that levels of 

mineralocorticoid and glucocorticoid hormones are affected and must be managed; 

however, this can be accomplished easily. 
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Scheme 1.2.  The synthesis of steroid hormones.  Reactions catalyzed by CYP17A1 
are in red boxes. 
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 Prostate cancer is the most common cancer diagnosed in American men and is 

the second leading cause of male cancer mortality9,28.  The prostate gland normally 

secretes a solution containing citric acid, acid phosphatase, and several proteolytic 

enzymes that contributes to about 25% of semen and aids in sperm mobility and 

viability29.   The homeostasis of the normal prostate gland is maintained by the 

androgens testosterone and dihydrotestosterone (DHT) which activate the androgen 

receptor located in the cytoplasm of epithelial cells30 (Figure 1.2).  The androgen 

receptor is phosphorylated, resulting in the formation of a dimer and translocation 

into the nucleus where it activates genes required for maintainance of normal 

homeostasis and growth30.  For example, spikes in androgen levels during 

adolescence induce the growth of the prostate gland.  The majority of prostate cancers 

are also dependent on androgens for growth31.  Prostate cancer cells often over-

express the androgen receptor (AR), which is activated by the circulating 

androgens27.  The AR dimer binds to specific sites on androgen responsive genes, 

which in turn leads to increased expression of genes involved in cellular 

proliferation31.   
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Figure 1.2.  Mechanism of androgen action.  CYP17A1 synthesizes the testosterone 
precursors dehydroepiandrosterone and andostenedione, which are converted to 
testosterone.  Testosterone enters the cell and is converted to dihydrotestosterone 
(DHT) by 5α-reductase.  DHT binds to the androgen receptor (AR) which induces a 
conformational change and releases heat shock proteins (HSP).  The AR bound with 
DHT is phosphorylated and dimerizes.  The AR dimer binds to androgen-response 
elements in the promotor region of target genes.  Alterations in the expression of 
target genes leads to biological responses including prostate cell growth and 
production of prostate-specific antigen (PSA). 
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 Traditionally, chemical or surgical castration has been the most effective 

treatment for prostate cancer32.  Such treatment significantly reduces the amount of 

circulating androgens by eliminating androgens produced by the testes and thereby 

decreases prostate cancer cell growth.  However, eventually the prostate cancer cells 

become sensitized to even the very low levels of androgens leading to resumed tumor 

growth32.  Once men develop castrate resistant prostate cancer (CRPC), the 10 year 

survival is about 24% and there is a median survival time of only 8-18 months33.  

Originally CRPC was thought to be due to growth occurring via a mechanism that 

was independent of the AR pathway, but more recent studies have shown that many 

CPRC tumors are still reliant on androgen activation of the AR34.  The CPRC state 

has been proposed to be a result of increased expression of the AR, heightened AR 

sensitivity, AR activation by androgens other than testosterone and DHT, or a 

combination of all of these34,35.  Low levels of circulating androgens are produced in 

the adrenal gland as well as locally within the prostate cancer cells32.  CYP17A1 has 

been shown to be up-regulated in CPRC tissue which may aid in local tumor levels of 

androgens sufficient to activate the AR34.  The inhibition of CYP17A1 would enable 

a global androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) by eliminating androgen production in 

both the adrenal gland and in the local tumor tissue as well as in the reproductive 

tract.  

 Currently, several drugs that target CYP17A1 have been used or are in clinical 

trials for prostate cancer.  The antifungal ketoconazole was the first CYP17A1 

inhibitor clinically used for prostate cancer (Figure 1.3).   
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Figure 1.3.  The chemical structure of CYP17A1 inhibitors currently in clinical 
trials. 
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Although ketoconazole treatment did prolong a patient’s response to ADT, severe 

side effects accompanied treatment due to non-selective inhibition of other 

cytochrome P450 enzymes36,37.  Abiraterone acetate is a pregnenolone analog that is a 

highly selective CYP17A1 nanomolar inhibitor currently in phase III clinical trials 

(Figure 1.3)38.  Patients with castration-resistant prostate cancer treated with 

abiraterone acetate had declines in prostate-specific antigen, tumor regression, 

decreases in circulating tumor cell count, and symptom improvement38.  The primary 

side effect is mineralocorticoid excess, which results in symptoms including 

hypertension, hypokalemia (low blood potassium levels), and fluid retention and is 

often managed with prednisone34.   Phase III clinical trial results have been promising 

with an increase in overall survival of 14.8 months for abiraterone acetate/prednisone-

treated patients compared to the 10.9 months for the prednisone/placebo group35.  

Another pregnenolone analog, TOK-001 is in phase I/II clinical trials39 (Figure 1.3).  

In addition to inhibiting CYP17A1, at higher concentrations TOK-001 also targets the 

AR directly, offering a second mechanism of action40.  TOK-001 was especially 

promising in the LAPC4 prostate cancer xenograft model in which combination with 

castration resulted in inhibited tumor growth and significantly down-regulated AR 

expression34.  The fourth drug is a non-steroidal imidazole inhibitor, TAK-700, that is 

just entering phase II clinical trials (Figure 1.3)41.  TAK-700 is reported to be a 

selective 17,20-lyase inhibitor, which is advantageous because it should reduce the 

side affects associated with excess mineralocorticoids34,41.  The primary side effects 

in the phase I trial included fatigue, nausea, constipation, anorexia, and vomiting34.  
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Treatment reduced testosterone levels from 4.9 ng/dl to 0.6 ng/dl and androstenedione 

from 53.8 µg/dl to less than 0.1 µg/dl34.     

 Despite the recognized clinical promise of CYP17A1 inhibition, the structural 

interactions between CYP17A1 and inhibitors were not well understood because no 

structural information was available for this enzyme.  Several homology models have 

been utilized to study ligand interactions in CYP17A1, but a major weakness was the 

lack of a cytochrome P450 with an amino acid identity closer than 30%42-50.  The 

earliest models utilized the soluble bacterial cytochromes P450 as models while many 

of the newer studies rely on a combination of human cytochrome P450 structures42-50.  

These models did account for the importance of some polymorphic residues.  The 

main shortcoming was in the active site architecture.  In the majority of existing 

steroid cytochrome P450 structures (CYP19A1, CYP11A1 and CYP46A1) the steroid 

backbone is nearly parallel to the heme plane, as was the case for CYP19A1, 

aromatase51.  This orientation was predicted by several of the homology models43,46.  

Other models predict a bilobed active site with one lobe for 17α-hydroxylation and 

the other for 17,20-lyase activity47,49,50.  The crystal structure of CYP17A1 described 

in this dissertation is the first structure of CYP17A1.  It clarifies many structural 

aspects that were not clear from homology models.  In addition, the structure was 

determined with the inhibitor abiraterone bound, allowing a detailed understanding of 

the structural interactions with this advanced clinical candidate and revealing new 

avenues for inhibitor improvement.   
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Features of Cytochrome P450 Enzymes 
 
 All cytochrome P450 enzymes share structural and functional commonality.  

The overall fold appears to be highly conserved across all P450 enzymes.  Likewise, 

the basic features of the catalytic cycle are similar for all cytochrome P450 enzymes.  

The bacterial cytochrome P450 CYP101A1 was the first cytochrome P450 structure 

solved and has served as a model system for much that is known about the 

cytochrome P450 catalytic mechanism52.  Many early structural and functional 

studies were based on bacterial cytochrome P450 enzymes because eukaryotic 

cytochromes P450 are membrane proteins, making them much more difficult to 

obtain in purified form and to characterize.   

 All human cytochromes P450 are membrane bound.  The majority are 

incorporated into the endoplasmic reticulum by an N-terminal transmembrane 

sequence of roughly 20 amino acids1.  A second membrane-associated region is 

thought to be composed of the Fʹ′ and Gʹ′ helices and portions of the protein near the A 

helix.  The catalytic domain of the P450s is on the cytoplasmic side of the 

endoplasmic reticulum.  There is also a short proline-rich domain that is generally 

conserved and connects the N-terminal trans-membrane portion of the protein to the 

structurally conserved catalytic portion of the enzyme.  A pivotal discovery for 

human cytochrome P450 crystallization was that the N-terminal membrane bound 

helix could be truncated to the point right before the proline region and the resultant 

enzyme retains catalytic activity53.  This truncation usually results in a substantial 

increase in expression levels in E. coli, as well as improved solubility and 
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crystallization due to the removal of the direct membrane-binding region.  Almost all 

human cytochrome P450 enzymes have been crystallized in this truncated form.  The 

exceptions are aromatase (CYP19A1), which was crystallized as the full length 

enzyme isolated from human placenta, and CYP11A1, which was expressed and 

purified as a full length histidine-tagged enzyme in E. coli51.  Each of the cytochrome 

P450 enzymes discussed in this thesis were modified to remove the N-terminal trans-

membrane helix. 

Cytochrome P450 Structure 

The overall cytochrome P450 structural fold is conserved and consists mainly 

of an α helical protein core with three or four β-sheets (Figure 1.4, panel A).  There 

are typically 12 major α helices (A-L) and several more variable smaller helices 

indicated by a prime character (Figure 1.4, panel B).  The most highly conserved 

features are those located closest to the heme – in particular the I helix which spans 

the diameter of the protein and the L helix which interacts with the heme1.  The iron 

atom of the heme is always coordinated directly to a cysteine located in the Kʹ′-L 

loop.  Several additional residues stabilize the heme, but the exact identity of these 

residues varies.   
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Figure 1.4.  Tertiary and secondary structure of human cytochromes P450.  
Panel A, The overall fold of truncated CYP2A6 with nicotine.  The heme is red sticks 
with the iron shown as a red sphere.  Nicotine is blue sticks.  Panel B, The secondary 
structure of CYP2A6.  Alpha helices are indicated by red ribbons and beta strands are 
indicated by blue arrows.  The grey region is the N-terminal leader sequence that was 
truncated and does not appear in the crystal structure. 
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 The most variable regions of the cytochrome P450 structural fold include the 

Bʹ′ helix and the region between the F and G helices.  In many mammalian P450 

structures, including CYP2A13 and CYP2A6, this region is well ordered and contains 

two additional helices, the Fʹ′ and Gʹ′ helices54,55.  These regions of the protein have 

higher variability due to their proximity and involvement in active site interactions1,56.  

The Gʹ′ and Fʹ′ helices are located in close proximity to the N-terminus and contain 

hydrophobic residues, and this region may be partially buried in the hydrophobic 

environment of the membrane when the cytochrome P450 is embedded in the 

membrane.  This region of the protein may also be involved in the opening and 

closing of the enzyme active site to permit the entrance and exit of ligands.  Although 

the transmembrane N-terminal helix is deleted when expressed in E. coli, the 

truncated enzyme is still localized to membrane and detergents are required for 

extraction.  The most hydrophobic surfaces are the Fʹ′ and Gʹ′ helices, which usually 

form a packing interface between different molecules in crystals.   

 In all cytochrome P450 structures, the active site can be considered like a 

room, with the floor of the active site consisting of the heme; the walls composed of 

the I helix, the K-Kʹ′ loop, the Bʹ′-C loop, and sometimes the Bʹ′ helix; and the roof 

consisting of the F and G helices1.  The particular residues that are found lining the 

walls and roof of the active site are often important for substrate recognition.  The 

size and shape of the active site can vary widely between cytochrome P450 enzymes 

mainly due to the identity of side chains and movements in helices relative to one 

another.  The active sites of xenobiotic-metabolizing cytochrome P450 enzymes are 
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less constrained compared to the cytochrome P450 enzymes that metabolize 

endogenous substrates, which often have active sites that are more complementary to 

their substrates.  The means by which a substrate molecule enters and exits from the 

active site is usually not fully understood as the majority of cytochrome P450 

structures currently available have their ligand buried in the closed active site.  

However, there are some structures that have active sites open to the solvent-exposed 

surface.  The most extreme examples are a series of CYP2B4 structures that contain 

structures that vary from tightly closed to open depending on the ligand bound57-62. 

 In this series of CYP2B4 structures, the major changes between structures 

occur in the F, Fʹ′, Gʹ′, and G helices.   

Other cytochromes P450 with more open active sites include CYP2D6, 

CYP2R1, CYP2C8, and CYP3A4.  CYP2D6 has a volume of 747 Å3 with a channel 

that opens between the F helix and turn towards β-sheet 4 (Figure 1.5, panel A)63.  

CYP2R1 has an active site volume of 1167 Å3 that opens to the surface through a 

channel leading under the F and G helices (Figure 1.5, panel B)64.  The active site of 

CYP2C8 is quite a bit larger with a volume of 1536 Å3 and has two openings to the 

solvent exposed surface, one beneath the Bʹ′ helix and the other beneath the G helix 

(Figure 1.5, panel C)65.  CYP3A4 has a similarly sized active site to CYP2C8 with a 

volume of 1508 Å3 that opens to the surface from beneath the Bʹ′ helix (Figure 1.5, 

panel D)66.  The wide variety of active sites is important for the recognition of the 

variable substrates and structures with access to the surface give information as to 

how a ligand may enter or exit from the active site. 
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Figure 1.5.  The active site volumes of human cytochromes P450 with access to 
the surface shown as black surfaces.   The heme is shown as red sticks with a red 
sphere as iron.  A white arrow indicates direction to entrance/exit from active site.  
The solvent occupied surfaces of the active site cavity were calculated using 
VOIDOO with a 1.4 Å probe and a mesh of 0.4.  Panel A, CYP2D6, PDB 2F9Q 
(yellow cartoon).  Panel B, CYP2R1 in complex with vitamin D3, PDB 3C6G (pink 
cartoon).  Panel C, CYP2C8 in complex with palmitic acid, PDB 1PQ2 (cyan 
cartoon).  Panel D, CYP3A4, PDB 1TQN (cyan cartoon). 
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The Cytochrome P450 Catalytic System 
 
 The human cytochrome P450 enzymes require the presence of the redox 

partner protein, NADPH-cytochrome P450 oxidoreductase (POR) to catalyze heme 

reduction.  POR contains both FAD and FMN domains.  Electrons accepted from 

NADPH are transferred from the POR FAD domain to the FMN domain and from the 

FMN domain to the cytochrome P450 heme1.  NADPH is utilized as the primary 

electron source.  Based on the crystal structure of P450BMR, which naturally 

contains a redox partner protein, it is expected that the FMN domain of POR docks on 

the proximal surface of the cytochrome P450 opposite the active site and in close 

proximity to the heme67.   

 The features of the catalytic cycle consist of multiple steps (Scheme 1.2).  The 

cycle begins with a resting state with the ferric heme iron coordinated with water 

(Step 1)1.  Substrate or inhibitor binding displaces the water from the sixth 

coordination of the heme iron (Step 2).  In the case of an inhibitor containing 

nitrogen, the nitrogen is able to displace the water and directly coordinate to the heme 

iron1.  In the case of a substrate, this alters the iron oxidation potential and thereby 

facilitates the acceptance of the first electron from POR FMN to the P450 heme (Step 

3)1.  Molecular oxygen then binds the reduced iron atom (Step 4).  Transfer of a 

second electron from POR results in a peroxoanion intermediate (Step 5)1.  

Protonation yields a ferrous hydroperoxy species (Step 6), which, upon loss of water, 

generates the proposed highly reactive iron oxo species (Step 7)1.  The iron oxo 

species is able to abstract a hydrogen atom from the substrate and then rebound to the 
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substrate as a hydroxyl group.  The substrate may sometimes undergo additional 

rearrangement before release from the protein (Step 8)1.  The end result is a substrate 

with increased hydrophilicity. 

 There are three branchpoints in the cytochrome P450 catalytic cycle where is 

possible to prematurely abort the reaction.  The first is the autooxidation of the oxy-

ferrous enzyme (Step 4), which produces a superoxide anion returning the protein to 

its resting state1.  The second is the peroxide shunt, in this case the coordinated 

peroxide intermediate (Step 6) dissociates from heme iron and forms hydrogen 

peroxide1.  This shunt includes the two-electron transfer but ends in unproductive 

catalysis of the substrate.  The third shunt is the oxidase shunt in which the ferryl-oxo  

intermediate (Step 7) is reduced to water by two additional electrons instead of the 

normal hydrogen abstraction and substrate oxidation1.  Each of these shunts can be 

utilized in vitro to study the catalytic cycle. 
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Scheme 1.2.  The catalytic cycle of cytochromes P450.  
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Challenges in Studying Cytochromes P450 
 
 The most challenging aspect of human cytochrome P450 structural studies is 

that cytochrome P450 enzymes are membrane proteins.  Even with genetic 

engineering to remove the putative N-terminal transmembrane helix, when extracted 

from the membrane cytochromes P450 enzymes are less stable and tend to form 

nonspecific aggregates, possibly via the hydrophobic Fʹ′/Gʹ′ surface.  Crystallization 

requires that individual protein molecules pack in an organized repeating manner.  If 

a solution of cytochrome P450 molecules is a mixture of monomers, dimers, trimers, 

and other oligomers, the formation of an organized crystal lattice is likely to be 

inhibited.  Obtaining a monomeric solution of purified enzyme is often a tremendous 

challenge with membrane cytochrome P450 enzymes.  This challenge can sometimes 

be overcome by utilizing detergents to aid in the solubilization of the enzyme.  

Frequently, a particular detergent can be essential for protein stability throughout the 

purification, obtaining crystals, or altering the crystal packing.  To determine the best 

detergent for a given cytochrome P450 enzyme, one must empirically test detergents, 

usually starting with those that have worked well with other membrane cytochromes 

P450 or other membrane proteins.  

Project Goals and Hypothesis 

 The overall goal of this study is to increase the understanding of the structure-

function principles that determine ligand binding to different P450 enzymes.  We 

examined two different types of cytochrome P450 enzymes: the xenobiotic 

metabolizing CYP2A enzymes and endogenous steroid-synthesizing CYP17A1.  The 
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majority of this disseration is dedicated to understanding the function and structure of 

CYP2A enzymes.  We hypothesized that much of the substrate overlap between 

CYP2A enzymes was a result of changes in the tertiary structure to accommodate 

very different ligands, similar to examples seen with other xenobiotic-metabolizing 

cytochromes P450.  The CYP17A1 project developed out of our interest in 

cytochrome P450 enzymes that were targets for the treatment or prevention of cancer.  

CYP17A1 has a very different role from the CYP2A xenobiotic-metabolizing 

enzymes.  Like the xenobiotic cytochromes P450, steroid-synthesizing CYP17A1 

recognizes multiple substrates and catalyzes two reactions but all substrates are very 

structurally similar to each other.  We hypothesized that the active site of CYP17A1 

would be very complementary to its substrates and contain unique features, which 

could be used for the rational design of novel inhibitors. 

 The major series of projects in my Ph.D. research involved understanding the 

function and structure of CYP2A13 and CYP2A6, which are 94% identical 

xenobiotic cytochromes P450 with overlapping ligand specificities.  They offer a 

good system to study how relatively minor changes in the active site can alter the 

binding and metabolism of the same substrate.  Another xenobiotic cytochrome P450, 

CYP2E1, also has ligand and substrate overlap with CYP2A enzymes and will be 

compared to the CYP2A enzymes.   

 The first CYP2A subproject, Chapter 3, involved determining structures of 

CYP2A enzymes with physiologically-relevant substrates related to nicotine.  I 

acquired the structures of CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 both with nicotine.  These 
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structures allow for the direct comparison between two closely related cytochrome 

P450 enzymes with the same ligand in the active site.  Furthermore, nicotine is one of 

the most physiologically relevant ligands for CYP2A enzymes, and these structures 

also give valuable insight into why lung CYP2A13 and liver CYP2A6 metabolize 

nicotine at different rates.  A second CYP2A13 structure was obtained with NNK 

bound.  The goal with this structure was to identify a rationale for why CYP2A6 has 

significantly lower binding affinity and a much lower metabolism rate for NNK 

compared to CYP2A13.  We were unable to obtain a CYP2A6 structure with NNK 

bound, probably due to the significantly lower affinity for NNK.  The CYP2A13 

crystal structures also contained molecules that had no ligand in the active site and 

were in a more “open” form.  These molecules yielded unexpected insights into a 

possible access/egress channel for ligands to/from the active site. 

 A second CYP2A subproject, Chapter 4, involved comparison of CYP2A13 

and CYP2A6 interactions with the common inhibitor pilocarpine.  Comparison with 

an existing structure of CYP2E1 with pilocarpine bound offered a unique comparison 

of differential binding of the same ligand to three different human cytochrome P450 

enzymes.  We hypothesize that although the CYP2A active sites seem to bind ligands 

primarily guided by fairly static features of the active site topology, CYP2E1 is able 

to metabolize a wider variety of substrates, some of which overlap with those of 

CYP2A enzymes, due to flexible adaptations of its the active site shape.  My 

contribution to this project is the biological characterization of CYP2E1, CYP2A13, 

and CYP2A6 with pilocarpine and determination of CYP2A structures. 
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 In the third CYP2A subproject, Chapter 6, we investigated whether CYP2A7 

is a functional enzyme.   CYP2A7 was identified at the same time as CYP2A6 but has 

been dismissed as an inactive enzyme for the past fifteen years7.  Since methods used 

to generate and study human cytochromes P450 have significantly improved, I 

designed several clones of CYP2A7 for expression in E. coli and purified them.  We 

were able to purify a very small amount of CYP2A7, but this enzyme was unstable, 

and only had very low levels of coumarin metabolism and no p-nitrophenol 

metabolism and therefore was not pursued further.  Collectively, the crystal 

structures, pilocarpine inhibition data, and CYP2A7 investigation provide 

comparative structural and functional insight into the human CYP2A enzymes.   

  The second major area of my Ph.D. research, Chapter 5, was to investigate 

the structure and function of CYP17A1 with several clinically relevant inhibitors.  

We hypothesized that there would be features in the active site that would be specific 

for the binding of steroid hormones and hormone analogs being investigated as 

clinical inhibitors.  Previously, no crystal structure of CYP17A1 was available for 

comparison.  I was able to obtain the first crystal structure of CYP17A1.  This 

structure had the drug abiraterone bound in the active site.  Using this structure, we 

are able to compare the active site and global structure of CYP17A1 to the structures 

of other known cytochromes P450 that bind steroids.  We were also able to obtain 

purified CYP17A1 with out any ligand present which allowed us to investigate the 

binding affinity of the clinically relevant inhibitors to CYP17A1.  The IC50 values for 

these inhibitors were also determined using an UV detection based activity assay for 
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the production of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone.  This assay enabled us to compare the 

existing CYP17A1 inhibitors in the same assay conditions.  The inhibition, affinity, 

and structural information gained from this project will aid in the design of improved 

inhibitors taking advantage of the unique features of the CYP17A1 active site. 

Conclusions 

 Despite many years of study, the structural basis of selectivity for the variety 

of substrates metabolized by a given xenobiotic cytochrome P450 enzyme remains 

largely unknown.  The comparison of multiple complexes and related enzymes can be 

extremely enlightening with respect to the adaptive nature of the individual 

cytochrome P450 enzyme or the enzyme subfamily.  Comparison of multiple 

xenobiotic P450s with the same ligand provides a different way to investigate the 

adaptive nature of the specific cytochromes P450.  Understanding how cytochromes 

P450 interact with ligands in the active site can provide a solid rationale for the 

design of drugs to inhibit cytochromes P450 when those P450s are targets for the 

treatment or prevention of disease.  The research accomplished in this work has 

allowed for just such an enhanced understanding of how CYP2A enzymes interact 

with their substrates and initiated the same for CYP17A1 by providing the first 

structure of this enzyme.  The information gained from these structures will allow for 

the design of inhibitors with improved affinity and selectivity. 
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Chapter 2. 

 Methods 

Introduction 

 As all of the enzymes discussed in this thesis are cytochromes P450, many 

techniques are common, especially for the CYP2A subprojects discussed.  

Additionally, the majority of the general protocols included are fairly well established 

in the cytochrome P450 field, though details in the protocols were optimized based on 

the particular enzymes and instrumentation available.  For this reason, CYP2A 

methods are aggregated in this chapter.  The exception is the CYP17A1 project, 

which utilizes a different cell line for expression, has a different purification protocol, 

and different enzymatic assays.  All of the CYP17A1 specific protocols are found in 

the methods section of Chapter 4: Determination of the Structure of CYP17A1.   

 Cloning and site directed mutagenesis for the various projects is included in 

the individual chapters as relevant.  Generation of rat cytochrome P450 reductase 

(POR) is not included because this enzyme was purified of our use by the COBRE 

Protein Production Group.  Production of cytochrome b5, an accessory protein 

required for optimal activity of the CYP2A enzymes, is also not included as another 

member of the lab purified this protein.   

Methods 

Plasmid Transformation and Expression of CYP2A proteins in E. coli1-3 

 Transformation into Topp3 cells: A pKK233-3 plasmid modified to contain 

either the 2A6, 2A7, or 2A13 truncated gene was transformed into E. coli 
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tetracycline-resistant Topp-3 cells (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA).  E. coli Topp-3 

chemically competent cells (100 µL) were incubated on ice for thirty minutes with 

0.5 µL of pKKCYP2A plasmid, followed by heat shock at 42° C for 30 seconds to 

facilitate the uptake of DNA.  Super optimal catabolite repressive (SOC) media (1 

mL) containing 1.7 µL of 10% β-mercaptoethanol (BME) was added to the cells, 

which were then incubated at 37° C for an hour with shaking at 250 rpm.  Following 

this recovery period, brief centrifugation at 10,000 x g was used to pellet cells and all 

but ~100 µL of supernatant was removed.  The cell pellet was resuspended and 

spread on Luria-Bertani media (LB) plates containing 50 µg/mL ampicillin.  Plates 

were incubated overnight at 37° C to produce isolated colonies. 

 Topp3 Expression: Large-scale expression was accomplished by scaling up.  

First, a single colony produced as described above was inoculated into 5 mL liquid 

LB media containing 50 µg/mL ampicillin and 25 µg/mL tetracycline.  This culture 

was grown for ~8 hours at 37° C with 250 rpm shaking.  A medium-sized culture was 

grown by inoculating 50 µL of the 5 mL culture into 200 mL of terrific broth (TB) 

containing 50 µg/mL ampicillin and 12.5 µg/mL tetracycline.  This medium-sized 

200 mL culture was grown overnight at 37° C with 250 rpm shaking.  Fifteen 

milliliters of the overnight 200 mL starter culture was inoculated into each of 

eighteen 1L-flasks containing 25 mL of TB media, 25 mL of TB salts, and 50 µg/mL 

ampicillin.  These expression cultures were grown for ~2 hours at 37° C with 250 rpm 

shaking until an OD600 of 1.0-1.5 was reached.  To initiate cytochrome P450 

expression and facilitate heme incorporation 240 µg/mL isopropyl β-D-1-
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thiogalactopyranoside and 80 µg/mL aminolevulinic acid (ALA), respectively, were 

added to each culture.  The cells were incubated a total of three days at a reduced 

temperature of 30° C and shaking at 190 rpm.  Cells were harvested after this 

incubation period by centrifugation at 6500 x g for ten minutes.  The cell pellets were 

collected into 15 mL falcon tubes and stored at -80° C until purification. 

CYP2A Purification1,2 

The isolation of membrane-associated P450 protein was accomplished by the 

combined methods of flash freeze, homogenization, sonication, detergent 

solubilization, and centrifugation.  First, the frozen cell pellet was thawed and 

resuspended in 200 mL of resuspension buffer 1 (20 mM potassium phosphate buffer 

(KPi), pH 7.4, 20% glycerol) and lysozyme was added to a concentration of 0.3 

mg/mL to initiate hydrolysis of peptidoglycan in the bacterial cell wall.  The solution 

was stirred at 4° C for 30 minutes, and then 200 mL of 4° C distilled water was 

added.  The solution stirred for ten additional minutes and was centrifuged at 8,671 x 

g for 15 minutes.  The cell pellet was retained and flash frozen in a dry ice/ethanol 

slurry.  After thawing, the pellet was resuspended by manual homogenization in 

resuspension buffer #2 (500 mM KPi, pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 20% glycerol).  The 

homogenate was sonicated on ice four times for thirty seconds with a minute break 

between sonication rounds, followed by centrifugation at 8,671 x g to remove cellular 

debris.  To solubilize membrane-associated CYP2A protein, Cymal-5 was added to 

the supernatant at final concentration of 4.8 mM, two times the critical micellar 

concentration (CMC), and the solution was stirred at 4° C for one hour.  This solution 
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was centrifuged at 100,000 x g for one hour to separate the solubilized CYP2A from 

other cell components.   

 CYP2A proteins were purified by nickel nitrilotriacetic acid (NiNTA) metal 

affinity, carboxymethyl (CM) sepharose ion exchange, and size exclusion 

chromatography on an AKTA purification system.  The NiNTA column was utilized 

as the first column in the purification scheme since the engineered 4 x histidine tag on 

the C-terminus of CYP2A enzymes complexes with Ni2+ immobilized via 

nitriloacetic acid to the column matrix.  The highly selective interaction between 

multiple sequential histidines and Ni2+ allowed rapid and effective isolation of the 

histidine tagged protein from most other proteins.  The protein solution was loaded 

onto the column at a 1 mL/min flow rate and non-specifically bound proteins were 

removed from the column by a two-column volume wash of loading buffer (100 mM 

KPi, pH 7.4, 20% glycerol, 0.2 M NaCl, and 4.8 mM Cymal-5).  Impurities with a 

weak affinity for the NiNTA column were removed by a 8 mM histidine wash 

(loading buffer + 8 mM histidine).  Finally, His-tagged CYP2A was eluted from the 

column using a solution containing 80 mM histidine (100 mM KPi, pH 7.4, 20% 

glycerol, 0.1 M NaCl, 80 mM histidine, and 4.8 mM Cymal-5).  

 To further reduce the concentration of salt prior to loading on the CM column, 

the NiNTA elutant was diluted five-fold with buffer containing 4.8 mM Cymal-5 (5 

mM KPi, pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol).  The diluted protein was loaded onto 

the CM column which acts as a cation exchanger.  CYP2A enzymes typically have a 

pI of ~9 (ExPASy tools, www.expasy.org) and so at pH 7.4 the protein has a net 
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positive charge and binds efficiently to the negatively charged CM resin.  A ten-

column-volume wash with CM wash buffer (50 mM KPi pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 20% 

glycerol) was used to remove further impurities.  CYP2A protein was eluted from the 

column with a buffer containing high salt (50 mM KPi pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA, 20% 

glycerol, 0.5 M NaCl). 

 Protein in this high salt buffer was concentrated to one milliliter using 

centrifugal concentration.  The protein was injected onto a size exclusion column 

(Superdex 200, GE Healthcare) and the column was run overnight with a flow rate of 

0.5 mL/min.  CYP2A protein eluted at a volume of ~64 mL which corresponds to a 

mass of 210,025 Da.  Theoretically, monomeric CYP2A13 is 54,726 Da so the 

elution profile indicates that CYP2A13 is primarily tetramer, so even with the 

addition of detergent, CYP2A13 aggregates. 

 The process of purification on the Ni-NTA, CM, and size exclusion columns 

are monitored by comparing the absorbance at 417 nm (heme Soret peak) to that at 

280 nm (absorbance from tyrosine, tryptophan, phenylalanine, and small organics).  

The final concentration of cytochrome P450 protein was determined by both the 

absolute absorbance at 417 nm and the CO difference assay.   

Absolute Absorption Assay 

 Instrument: UV-2101 UV/visible scanning spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 

Scientific Instruments, Inc., Columbia, MD) 

 Procedure: Buffer (800 µL) was placed into a cuvette, was zeroed, and a 

baseline was recorded from 700-250 nm.  Protein sample (100 µL) was added to the 
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buffer and the cuvette was inverted to mix and then placed back into the 

spectrophotometer.  The sample was zeroed at 700 nm and then scanned from 700-

250 nm.  

 Analysis: The concentration of P450 protein present was determined using 

Beer’s law: c = A
!l

 where c is the concentration in µM, l is the pathlength (1 cm), A is 

the absorption, and ε is the extinction coefficient, which is equal to 0.100 µM-1 cm-1. 

Reduced Carbon Monoxide Difference Assay 

 Instrument: UV-2101 UV/visible scanning spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 

Scientific Instruments, Inc., Columbia, MD) 

 Procedure: The concentration of cytochrome P450 protein samples was 

determined by diluting 100 µL of protein solution into 800 µL of buffer in a 1 cm 

pathlength cuvette.  A few crystals of sodium dithionite were added to the cuvette to 

fully reduce the protein.  The cuvette was inverted to mix and then placed into the 

spectrophotometer.  The sample was zeroed and a baseline was recorded from 500-

400 nm.  After collecting this baseline, the sample was removed from the 

spectrophotometer and ~50 bubbles of carbon monoxide were added.  The cuvette 

was inverted to mix and then placed back into the spectrophotometer.  The sample 

was zeroed at 500 nm and the difference spectrum from 500-400 nm measured.  

Spectra were taken every few minutes until the increase in absorbance at 450 nm 

reached its maximum, as indicated by multiple scans at the same absorbance or a 

decrease in absorption.   
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 Analysis: The concentration of P450 protein present was determined using 

Beer’s law: c = A
!l

 where c is the concentration in µM, l is the pathlength (1 cm), A is 

the absorption, and ε is the extinction coefficient, which is equal to 0.091 µM-1 cm-1. 

Spectral Ligand Binding Assay2,4 

 Theory:  When a ligand binds to a cytochrome P450, a water molecule is often 

displaced from the heme, which is otherwise located at the sixth coordination position 

of the iron atom in the enzyme resting state.  Displacement of this water molecule by 

a ligand results in a change from the low spin, 6-coordinate iron state (λmax=420 nm) 

to the high-spin, 5-coordinate iron state (λmax=385 nm), known as a type I binding 

spectrum5.  Upon addition of ligand, this shift can be measured with a UV-vis 

spectrophotometer in difference mode as an increase in absorbance at ~385 nm and a 

decrease in absorbance at 420 nm.  Alternatively, replacement of the water molecule 

with a ligand containing a nitrogen can result in a type II spectra shift which is 

characterized by an increase in absorbance at ~425-435 nm and a decrease in 

absorbance at 390-410 nm5.  Nitrogen substitution for the water molecule bound to 

the heme in the resting state stabilizes the low-spin, 6-coordinate iron.  Finally, a third 

type of binding spectra is known as reverse type I which has an increase of 

absorbance at ~420 nm and a decrease in absorbance at ~385 nm.  The reverse type I 

shift is caused by the ligand binding in a way that increases water coordination with 

the heme iron5.   

 Instrument: UV-2101 UV/visible scanning spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 

Scientific Instruments, Inc., Columbia, MD) 
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 Procedure: Spectral ligand binding assays were conducted with purified 

protein at 20.0˚ C.  Protein samples were diluted to a concentration of 1 µM in 100 

mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).  The protein/buffer baseline was taken 

from 300 – 500 nm before beginning the titration.  Concentrated ligand stocks were 

prepared in 100% ethanol.  Ligand was added to the sample cuvette, mixed, and 

equilibrated for 8 minutes.  An equal amount of ethanol was added to the reference 

cuvette for every addition of ligand stock to the sample cuvette.  After each ligand 

addition, the difference spectrum was recorded from 300 – 500 nm and the difference 

between the absorbance maximum and to the minimum (ΔA) was determined.  The 

total amount of ethanol was kept less than 2% over the course of the experiment.  

 Analysis:  Graphpad Prism 4 (Graphpad Software, San Diego, CA) was used 

to determine the Ks and Amax with nonlinear least-squares regression fitting to the 

equation: ! = !!"#
!

∗ (1 + ! + !! − (1 + ! + !!)! − 4 ∗ 1 ∗ !) 

Western Blotting 

 Samples were electrophoresed on SDS-page gels (BioRad, MiniProtean 10% 

SDS) in reducing conditions.  Protein was transferred to nitrocellulose by 

electrophoresis overnight at 0.1 amps.  Non-specific protein was blocked by three 20 

minute washes with 10 mL of 5% milk in PBST (140 mM NaCl, 11 mM KH2PO4, 2.7 

mM KCl, 1.8 mM Na2HPO4, 0.1% Tween20).   Primary antibody was added to 5% 

milk in PBST in a 1:1100 ratio for the CYP2A13 antibody (AVIVA) and CYP2A6 

antibody (BD Gentest) and allowed to react for two hours.  Samples were then rinsed 

three times for ten minutes with 10 mL of the 5% milk in PBST solution.  Secondary 
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antibody conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (Sigma Aldrich) was then added to 

5% milk in PBST in a 1:2000 ratio for one hour.  The blot was then washed three 

times with 10 mL of PBST for five minutes.  The western blot was developed with 5-

bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (BCTP) developing solution (Sigma Aldrich) for 

thirty minutes.  Rinsing with 1% acetic acid solution in water stopped the reaction.  

Metabolism Assays 

 Reconstitution Protein System (RPS): A total of 50 pmol of purified CYP2A 

protein was reconstituted with 200 pmol NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase and 

100 pmol cytochrome b5  (1:4:2 ratio) for 20 minutes at room temperature prior to use.   

 Instrument: Prominence High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

system (Shimadzu Scientific Instruments, Inc., Columbia, MD) 

Column:  C18 reverse phase 100 mm Luna Column (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) 

 Coumarin 7-hydroxylation:6  Coumarin metabolism was determined by a 7-

hydroxycoumarin metabolism assay (Figure 2.1).  The RPS was added to buffer (50 

mM Tris, pH 7.4 and 5 mM MgCl2) containing coumarin (0 - 90 µM) to yield a total 

volume of 225 µL.  The samples were pre-incubated at 37° C for 3 minutes.  

Reactions were initiated by the addition of 1 mM NADPH.  Samples were incubated 

for 10 minutes at 37° C to allow metabolism to proceed and then stopped by addition 

of 75 µL of 10% TCA and placed on ice.  All standards and zero samples had 75 µL 

of 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) added prior to the addition of NADPH. All 

samples and standards were diluted by the addition of 1 mL (2A6dH) or 200 µL 

(2A13dH) of buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.4 and 5 mM MgCl2) to the reaction tubes.  
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Samples and standards were centrifuged at 4500 x g for 10 minutes to pellet protein.  

The amount of 7-hydroxycoumarin present was determined by fluorescence following 

HPLC separation.  The mobile phase consisted of 30% MeOH, 68% water, and 2% 

acetic acid with a 1 mL/min flow rate with a sample volume of 10 µL.  The 7-

hydroxycoumarin metabolite was detected by fluorescence with an excitation 

wavelength of 355 nm and emission wavelength of 460 nm.  Samples were quantified 

by comparison to 7-hydroxycoumarin standards ranging from 0 to 3 µM.  Under these 

conditions the 7-hydroxycoumarin metabolite eluted at approximately 11.5 min.  
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Figure 2.1.  CYP2A metabolism of coumarin by CYP2A enzymes produces 7-
hydroxycoumarin. 
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 para-Nitrophenol (PNP) hydroxylation:7  PNP is converted to 4-nitrocatecol 

by CYP2A and CYP2E1 enzymes (Figure 2.2).  For this assay, the RPS was added to 

100 mM potassium phosphate pH 6.8 with 2 mM ascorbic acid and (0 – 750 µM) p-

nitrophenol.  The reaction tubes were pre-incubated at 37° C for 3 minutes.  

Reactions were initiated by the addition of 1 mM NADPH and incubated for 10 

minutes at 37° C.  Sample blanks and standards had 300 µL 20% TCA added prior to 

the addition of 1 mM NADPH.  Samples were stopped after ten minutes by addition 

of 300 µL of 20% TCA, followed by centrifugation at 5000 x g at 4° C for ten 

minutes.  The amount of 4-nitrocatecol was determined following HPLC seperation.  

A mobile phase of 27% acetonitrile and 0.2% acetic acid was run at a rate of 1 

mL/min.  Monitoring absorption at 345 nm allowed the detection of 4-nitrocatecol at 

~5 minutes.  p-nitrophenol eluted at ~8 minutes.  4-Nitrocatecol in samples was 

quantified by comparison to 4-nitrocatecol standards in assay buffer ranging from 0 to 

30 µM.   
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Figure 2.2.  Metabolism of p-nitrophenol by CYP2A and CYP2E1 enzymes 
produces 4-nitrocatecol. 
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 Chlorzoxazone 6-hydroxylation:7  Chlorzoxazone is hydroxylated at the 6 

position by CYP2A and CYP2E1 enzymes (Figure 2.3).  The RPS was added to test 

tubes containing 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 and varying 

concentrations of chlorzoxazone (25 – 700 µM) to yield a total volume of 480 µL.  

Standards were prepared in the same buffer system with concentrations of 6-

hydroxychlorzoxazone ranging from (0 -10 µM).  Samples and standards were pre-

incubated at 37° C for 3 minutes.  Like the p-nitrophenol and coumarin metabolism 

assays, sample reactions were initiated by the addition of 1 mM NADPH.  Standards 

and controls had 25 µL of 60% perchloric acid added prior to the addition of 

NADPH.  Sample reactions were stopped after 10 minutes at 37° C by the addition of 

25 µL of 60% perchloric acid.  Samples were incubated on ice for an additional 10 

minutes followed by centrifugation at 5000 x g for 10 minutes.  Samples of 

supernatant were then transferred to HPLC vials for analysis. The HPLC mobile 

phase consisted of 20% acetonitrile, 78% water, and 2% acetic acid with a 1 mL/min 

flow rate.  The 6-hydroxychlorzoxazone metabolite was detected using an absorption 

wavelength of 287 nm.  This metabolite eluted at approximately 6 minutes under the 

conditions described.  
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Figure 2.3.  Chlorzoxazone is metabolized by CYP2A and CYP2E1 to  
6-hydroxychlorzoxazone. 
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 Inhibition Assay:  Inhibition assays to determine Ki values were conducted 

with one of the three metabolism assays described above.  The metabolism assay was 

run with at least three concentrations of inhibitor added to a full series of substrate 

concentrations.  Each assay also had a control reaction series with no inhibitor added 

and each assay was repeated in triplicate.  Analysis was completed using Prism5 

software with the competitive inhibition model using the equation 

Y=Vmax*X/(KmObs+X) where KmObs=Km*(1+[I]/Ki) or the noncompetitive 

inhibition model using the equation Y=Vmaxinh*X/(Km+X)) where 

Vmaxinh=Vmax/(1+I/Ki).  
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Chapter 3. 
 

Structures of human cytochrome P450 2A enzymes with the physiologically 

relevant substrates nicotine and 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone 

(NNK) 

Introduction 
 
 Lung cancer is the number one cause of cancer-related deaths1.  Furthermore, 

smoking is responsible for 87% of lung cancer deaths1.  Despite a decrease in the 

number of adults in the United States who smoke over the past 30 years, tobacco use 

is still responsible for nearly one in five deaths1.   Although increased risk for cancer 

is well established, 20% of Americans continue to smoke due to their dependence on 

nicotine, the major additive in tobacco.  Understanding how nicotine is eliminated 

from the body can provide unique mechanisms for the treatment of tobacco 

dependence2-4.   

 The major pathway of nicotine metabolism in humans is through 5ʹ′-oxidation 

to form the 5ʹ′-hydroxynicotine intermediate, which is in resonance with the imine 

form and then converted to cotinine (Scheme 3.1)5.   Oxidation of the methyl or at the 

2ʹ′-position result in formation of the metabolites nornicotine and aminoketone, 

respectively5,6.  The hepatic CYP2A6 enzyme has the primary responsibility for 

physiological metabolism of nicotine in humans.  Upon nicotine inhalation, nicotine 

very rapidly circulates systemically in the bloodstream reaching the liver where the 

majority of nicotine metabolism occurs7,8.   
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Scheme 3.1.  Nicotine oxidation pathways.  Width of arrow indicates relative 
amount of metabolite produced by CYP2A enzymes. 
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 CYP2A6 produces all three nicotine metabolites, with approximately 93% of 

the substrate undergoing 5ʹ′-oxidation to form cotinine, 5% undergoing methyl 

oxidation to form nornicotine, and less than 2% undergoing 2ʹ′-oxidation to form 

aminoketone5,6. Although CYP2A6 is responsible for the majority of nicotine 

metabolism in vivo, CYP2A13 actually has a catalytic efficiency for nicotine 22-fold 

greater than CYP2A69.  CYP2A13 also has a much higher binding affinity for 

nicotine (22 µM) than CYP2A6 (101 µM)10.  Like CYP2A6, the major nicotine 

metabolite for CYP2A13 is 5ʹ′-oxidation (88.8%), while methyl oxidation accounts 

for only 11.2% of metabolite formation and 2ʹ′-oxidation was below the limits of 

detection5,9.  A knockout mouse has been constructed deleting the CYP2A13 mouse 

homolog CYP2A5, and this CYP2A5-null mouse has significantly decreased 

clearance of nicotine indicating a substantial role in nicotine clearance for the CYP2A 

enzymes11.  There is a two-fold goal for obtaining crystal structures of CYP2A13 and 

CYP2A6 with nicotine.  The first is to establish the interactions between the 

respective CYP2A active sites with nicotine.  The second is to use this structural 

information to determine why CYP2A13 is so much more efficient at nicotine 

metabolism than CYP2A6. 

 In addition to nicotine, tobacco contains more than 70 substances.  Key among 

them are the procarcinogens benzo[a]pyrene (BAP) and nitrosamines.  BAP is 

activated to a diol epoxide carcinogen by CYP1A1.  The nitrosamine 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) is activated to multiple 

carcinogens by CYP2A13.  NNK is a potent lung procarcinogen in rats and mice12.  
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Metabolic activation of NNK to form carcinogenic DNA adducts occurs through 

hydroxylation of carbons α to the nitrosamino head group (Scheme 1.1).    Both P450 

enzymes from the 2A subfamily metabolize NNK.  As is the case with nicotine, 

CYP2A13 has a much higher rate of NNK metabolism--95% higher than CYP2A6.  

The primary metabolite produced by CYP2A13 is the keto aldehyde with a 3-fold 

higher catalytic efficiency than CYP2A613.    CYP2A13 has the lowest Km (14.0 ± 

1.55 µM) and the highest activity of any human cytochrome P450 for NNK which 

makes CYP2A13 the most likely candidate for procarcinogen production from NNK 

in vivo13-15.  Additionally, the primary expression of CYP2A13 in the development of 

respiratory tract correlates with NNK-derived adducts and tumors in rats and mice 

and the occurrence of lung tumors in rodents and humans16-18.  Treatment with the 

CYP2A inhibitor phenethyl isothiocyanate during NNK dosing have also been shown 

to reduce the DNA adducts and tumors in rats19,20.  Finally, several polymorphisms in 

CYP2A13 has been reported to decrease the incidence of lung cancer21,22.  Altogether 

this evidence supports the concept that inhibition of NNK activation by CYP2A13 in 

the human lung may be a means to reduce the incidence of lung cancer in 

smokers7,8,23.   

  Prior to my Ph.D. research, several crystal structures were available for 

CYP2A6 with various substrates and inhibitors including coumarin, methoxsalen, 

substituted indoles, and furan analogs24-26.  Additionally, a crystal structure of 

CYP2A13 complexed with the ligand indole had been determined27.  Using these 

structures as a basis, several molecular models have been used to predict the 
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conformation of NNK in CYP2A1327-29.  In order to provide improved insight into the 

binding of NNK into CYP2A13, we have determined a structure of human CYP2A13 

complexed with NNK by X-ray crystallography.   In addition, we sought to 

investigate the structural differences between CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 by determining 

the crystal structure of both enzymes with nicotine bound in the active site.  This set 

of three structures allows the identification of important amino acid residues that 

result in differential nicotine and NNK binding in CYP2A6 and CYP2A13.  In the 

process we also obtained two molecules of CYP2A13 with no ligand in the active site 

and which adopted novel, more open conformations.  These latter two molecules 

provide insight into a potential access/egress channel in CYP2A enzymes. 

Material and Methods 

 Chemicals and Reagents: Nicotine was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO) at the highest available purity.  NNK was purchased from Toronto 

Research Chemicals (Toronto, Canada).   

 Protein Design, Expression, and Purification: Both CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 

were designed, expressed, and purified for crystallography as described in Chapter 2.   

Protein Crystallization, Data Collection, and Structure Determination: CYP2A6 and 

CYP2A13 crystals were grown by hanging drop vapor diffusion.  The 

CYP2A6/nicotine crystals were grown from a solution of 200 µM CYP2A6 in CM 

elution buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 20% glycerol, 1 mM 

EDTA, 0.5 M NaCl) with 2% Anapoe-35 and 50 mM nicotine in a 1:1 ratio with the 

precipitant solution.  The precipitant for all CYP2A crystals was 30% PEG 3350, 
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0.175 M Tris, pH 8.5, and 0.2 M ammonium sulfate26,30.  The CYP2A13/nicotine 

crystal was grown from 200 µM CYP2A13 in CM elution buffer and 2% Anapoe-35 

and 50 mM nicotine in a 2:1 ratio with precipitant solution.  The CYP2A13/NNK 

crystal was grown from 200 µM CYP2A13 with 50 mM NNK in CM elution buffer 

and 0.2% Triton-X-405 in a ratio 2:1 with precipitant solution.   

Crystals were flash cooled in liquid nitrogen after being immersed in a 

cryoprotectant consisting of 700 µL of synthetic mother liquor and 300 µL of 100% 

ethylene glycol.  Native data sets of CYP2A13 with NNK and CYP2A6 with nicotine 

were collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (Stanford, CA) at 

beamline 9-2 using a 0.98 Å wavelength and temperature of 100 K.  The native data 

set of CYP2A13 with nicotine was collected at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation 

Laboratory (Stanford, CA) at beamline 11-1 using a 0.98 Å wavelength and 

temperature of 100 K.  Data was processed using Mosflm and Scala31,32.  Statistics are 

shown in Table 1. 

All structures were solved by molecular replacement with the program 

Phaser32.  The search model for CYP2A13 with nicotine was a 1.90 Å structure of 

CYP2A6 complexed with the substrate coumarin (PDB 1Z10, molecule B).  

Matthews coefficient (2.93) suggested 8 molecules were likely per asymmetric unit 

for 58.1% solvent. Molecular replacement readily identified 6 molecules.  

Examination of packing and the strong electron density for the heme and related 

structures easily allowed the identification and placement of two additional molecules 

in the asymmetric unit, which were added manually to the molecular replacement 
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solution.  Similarly, the Matthew’s coefficient for the CYP2A13 with NNK structure 

suggested 8 molecules were likely, with a Matthew’s coefficient of 2.86 and 57.0% 

solvent.  The initial search model for the CYP2A13 structure with NNK was 

CYP2A6 complexed with coumarin (PDB 1Z10, molecule B) and molecule G from 

the CYP2A13 with nicotine structure and this led to the identification of eight 

molecules in the asymmetric unit.  The search model for the CYP2A6 with nicotine 

structure was also the structure of CYP2A6 complexed with coumarin (PDB 1Z10, 

molecule B).  A total of four molecules were found in the asymmetric unit.  In each 

case, model building and refinement were done iteratively using COOT and Refmac5 

in CCP4i suite32.  Ligand libraries and coordinates were downloaded from the Hetero-

compound Information Centre – Uppsala (http://xray.bmc.uu.se/hicup/).  Ligands 

were modeled in after each structure was nearly complete.  Waters were modeled 

with a cutoff of 1.0 σ in the   map and B-factor less than 50.  The residues 

found in the disallowed regions of all three molecules had good density and are found 

in the disallowed region for other previously published structures of CYP2A6 and 

CYP2A13. 

The final 2.6 Å model for CYP2A6 with nicotine has four molecules per 

asymmetric unit and contains residues 31-494, heme, nicotine, and 197 water 

molecules (Table 3.1).  The crystallographic R-factor is 21.3% and the Rfree is 28.1%.  

The Ramachandran plot includes 87.5% of residues in most favored, 11.8% in 

additionally allowed, 0.4% in generously allowed, and 0.2% in disallowed regions.   

! 
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The 2.5 Å CYP2A13 structure with nicotine contains 8 molecules per 

asymmetric unit and contains residues 31-494 in molecules A-F and residues 32-494 

in molecules G and H, heme, 6 NNK molecules (molecules A-F), 1 glycerol molecule, 

and 52 water molecules (Table 3.1).  The crystallographic R-factor is 23.1% and the 

Rfree is 29.0%.  Ramachandran plot analysis shows 88.5% in the most favored region, 

10.8% in the additionally allowed, 0.4% in the generously allowed, and 0.3% in the 

disallowed regions.   

 The 2.35 Å CYP2A13 structure with NNK final model contains residues 31-

494 in molecules A-F and residues 32-494 in molecules G and H, heme, 6 NNK 

molecules (molecules A-F), 2 glycerol molecules, and 262 water molecules (Table 

3.1).  The crystallographic R-factor is 22.5% and the Rfree is 28.0%.  The 

Ramachandran plot shows 88.1% in the most favored region, 11.2% in the 

additionally allowed, 0.4% in the generously allowed, and 0.3% in the disallowed 

regions.   

 Cavity Volume Calculations:  Cavity calculations were made using the 

program VOIDOO, using a 1.4 Å probe and the probe-occupied volume calculation to 

determine the volume of the active site24,30,33.  All calculations were made with a grid 

size of 0.4.  
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Table 3.1.  Data collection and refinement statistics for CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 
structures with nicotine and CYP2A13. 
 
 CYP2A6/nicotine  CYP2A13/nicotine CYP2A13/NNK 
Data collection    
  Space group P21 P1 P1 
  Cell dimensions    
    a, b, c (Å) 70.62, 160.12, 103.98 71.66, 120.32, 153.73 71.66, 119.36, 153.75 
    α, β, γ (°) 90, 92, 90 100.62, 101.82, 93.73 100.68, 101.86, 93.60 
  Resolutiona (Å) 103.92–2.60  

 (2.67-2.60) 
117.59-2.50  
(2.64–2.50) 

83.58-2.35 
 (2.41-2.35) 

  Total observationsa 
  Unique observations 

256,520 (17,603) 
69,090  (17,603) 

329,774 (43,876)   
164,366 (21,915) 

787,673 (57,791) 
198,013  (14,523) 

  Completenessa (%) 97.7 (94.8) 96.7 (88.1) 97.5 (96.7) 
  Multiplicitya 3.7 (3.6) 2.0 (2.0) 4.0 (4.0) 
  Rpim

a,b 0.075 (0.460)  0.066 (0.452) 0.073 (0.491) 
  I/σIa 9.0  (2.2) 7.1 (1.8) 9.3 (2.4) 
  Matthew’s Coefficient 2.67 2.93 2.86 
  Solvent Content (%) 54.0 58.1 57.0 
Molecules per 
Asymmetric Unit 

4 8 8 

  Molecules closed with 
ligand 

3 4 6 

  Molecules closed 
without ligand 

1 3 1 

  “Open” molecules  0 1 1 
Refinement    
  Resolution (Å) 103.92 – 2.60  102.58 – 2.50 69.77 – 2.35  
  No. reflections 65,567 156,132 187,903 
  R/Rfree (%) 21.3/28.2 23.2/29.6 22.5/28.0 
  No. atoms 15,448 30,637 30,818 
    Protein 15,038 30,175 30,101 
    Ligand        36        48        90 
    Heme      172      344      344 
    Water      197        52      262 
    Glycerol          0          6        12 
  B-factors           
    Protein        39.4        48.7        44.3 
    Ligand        54.8        60.3        62.4 
    Heme        26.5        35.0        32.0 
    Water        32.2        32.5        33.2 
    Glycerol         42.0        47.7 
  Rms. deviations    
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.017 0.012 0.016 
    Bond angles (°) 1.777 1.353 1.608 
  Error in coordinates by      
  Luzzati plot (Å) 

0.3256 0.3474 0.3156 

aHighest resolution shell is in parenthesis. 
bRpim is 

! 

Rpim = 1/(n "1) # ( II " Imean ) / (Ii$$ ) 
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RESULTS  

 Crystal Optimization:  Although none of these structures are the first of 

CYP2A13 or CYP2A6 to be solved, a large amount of optimization was required to 

obtain crystals that would diffract to a resolution higher than 3 Å.  In the literature, 

CYP2A6 has a well-established crystallization protocol and typically yielded large 

rods that diffract in the low ~2 Å24-26,30.  However in our hands for CYP2A6 with 

nicotine, this process simply required screening a large number of crystals (more than 

50) in two separate trips to the synchrotron to find one crystal that diffracted to 2.6 Å. 

The CYP2A6 crystallization involves the use of Anapoe-35 as the detergent for 

protein extraction from E. coli membranes, stabilization during the initial stages of 

purification, and as an additional agent added to prevent protein aggregation prior to 

hanging drop crystallization.  Most membrane cytochrome P450 structures that have 

been solved have used the detergent Cymal-5 for solubilization, prevention of 

aggregation, and crystallization34,35.  Crystals formed readily in the reported CYP2A6 

crystallization conditions, but these crystals did not diffract as well as those 

previously reported in literature with other ligands.  This may in part be because 

nicotine does not bind CYP2A6 as strongly as most of the ligands previously used to 

determine CYP2A6 co-crystal structures. 

 Optimizing crystals for CYP2A13 was more difficult.  The previously solved 

CYP2A13 structure with indole was the result of much effort by Brian Smith to 

generate plate-like crystals27.  Cymal-5 was used as an additive prior to hanging drop 

crystallization.  The protein used was purified by low pressure NiNTA affinity 
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chromatography followed by cation exchange chromatography.  Gel filtration was not 

used.  The protein was concentrated to 50 mg/mL, mixed 1:1 with 0.3 M ammonium 

sulfate, 0.15 M sodium HEPES, pH 7.2, and 25% polyethylene glycol 2000 

monomethyl ether and equilibrated with the same precipitate solution.  A previous lab 

member, Patrick Porubsky, spent a year unsuccessfully optimizing the published 

CYP2A13 condition to obtain co-crystals with substrates and inhibitors.  He was able 

to get crystals to form, however, these crystals were hexagonal rods or very thin 

plates and either had such large unit cell that data collection was impeded and/or high 

mosiacity.  After working with CYP2A6 in my Master’s thesis, I decided to adapt the 

CYP2A6 crystallization conditions to CYP2A13 to see if it was possible to obtain 

crystals of CYP2A13 with the physiological substrates nicotine and NNK.  Major 

changes involved switching the detergent to Anapoe-35, addition of the gel filtration 

column to increase sample purity, decreasing the protein concentration during 

hanging drop vapor crystallization to 200 µM, and use of the CYP2A6 precipitant 

(30% PEG 3350, 0.175 M Tris, pH 8.5, and 0.2 M ammonium sulfate).  These 

changes led to small clusters of rod-like crystals (Table 3.2).   
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Table 3.2.  CYP2A13 crystal optimization. 
 
Change in 
Purification 

Change in Protein 
Set-ups 

Crystal Picture Diffraction 
Information 

Anapoe-35 (0.5%) 
for purification 

1:1 ratio of 200 µM 
CYP2A13 to 
equilibration 
solution (30% PEG 
3350, 0.175 M Tris, 
pH 7.4, 0.2 M 
Ammonium Sulfate) 

 
8/16/08 2A13 with 
NNK 

Not 
determined 

No change in 
purification. 

3:1 ratio of protein 
to equilibration 
solution  
(30% PEG 3350, 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
7.4, 0.2 M 
Ammonium Sulfate) 

 
2/4/09 2A13 with 
NNK 

Diffracted to 
2.8 Å but the 
active site 
density not 
clear enough to 
unambiguously 
identify the 
orientation of 
NNK 

Protein was purified 
with 4.8 mM Cymal-
5 and 2% Anapoe-35 
was added just prior 
to crystallization 

2:1 ratio of protein 
to equilibration 
solution 
(30% PEG 3350, 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
7.4, 0.2 M 
Ammonium Sulfate) 

 
6/2/10 2A13 with 
nicotine 

Diffracted to 
2.5 Å – 
structure 
reported 

Protein was purified 
with 0.5% Anapoe-
35; Triton-X-405 
(0.2%) was added 
just prior to 
crystallization 

2:1 ratio of protein 
to equilibration 
solution 
(30% PEG 3350, 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
7.4, 0.2 M 
Ammonium Sulfate) 

 
8/24/10 2A13 with 
NNK 

Diffracted to 
2.35 Å – 
structure 
reported 

Protein was purified 
with 0.5% Anapoe-
35 with 50 mM Tris 
buffers instead of 
100 mM potassium 
phosphate; 2% 
Anapoe-35 added 
just prior to 
crystallization 

2:1 ratio of protein 
to equilibration 
solution 
(30% PEG 3350, 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
7.4, 0.2 M 
Ammonium Sulfate) 

 
10/15/10 2A13 with 
NNK 

Diffracted to 
2.6 Å 
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 Further optimization was required over the course of two years to obtain 

CYP2A13 crystals that diffracted in the mid-2.5 Å range.  These adjustments were 

made slowly and included the observation that a protein to precipitant solution ratio 

of 2:1 was optimal for crystal growth and finding that the ideal detergent for 

purification may differ from that added back just prior to purification (Table 3.2).  For 

CYP2A13 crystals with NNK the best crystals were obtained from protein purified 

with anapoe-35 and crystallized with anapoe-35, while for CYP2A13 crystals with 

nicotine the best crystals were from protein purified with cymal-5 with anapoe-35 

added prior to crystallization.  Additionally, altering the purification buffer during the 

CM column and size exclusion from 100 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4 to 50 mM 

Tris, pH 7.4 resulted in improved CYP2A13 NNK crystals (Table 3.2).  These 

iterative changes allowed the determination of a CYP2A13 structure with NNK to 

2.35 Å and one of CYP2A13 with nicotine bound to 2.5 Å.  
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 Overview of Structures to be Described:  Although one or more structures of 

both CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 enzymes were already known with various ligands, 

there are no comparative structures with the same ligand in both active sites.  

Structures of both CYP2A enzymes with nicotine bound allow for a direct 

comparison of the enzyme active sites with the same ligand as well as reporting on 

the binding of a physiologically relevant substrate.  In addition, the structure of 

CYP2A13 with NNK bound gives insight into the binding and metabolism of an 

important human procarcinogen.   

 Four CYP2A6 molecules were in the asymmetric unit, but only three of them 

contained density in the active site at the one-sigma level with the 

! 
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that allowed nicotine to be modeled, although some ambiguity remains in its 

placement.  The orientation of nicotine was determined based on the  map 

and difference map, .  The best fit to the  map orients nicotine 

with the pyridine directly coordinated to the heme (Figure 3.1, panel A).  A 

composite omit sigma α-weighted map further defines the methyl group, further 

supporting the orientation of nicotine (Figure 3.1, panel A).  This position is also 

supported by a slight shift in λmax from 414 nm to 418 nm upon addition of nicotine 

(Figure 3.1, panel B).  This shift is not a complete shift of λmax to 424 nm, which 

would indicate 100% of type II nitrogen coordination to the heme.  Molecule C 

contained the clearest density the nicotine in CYP2A6 and so this molecule is referred 

to in all further discussions and figures (Figure 3.1, panel A).   
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Figure 3.1.  Active sites of CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 with nicotine and spectral 
scan of CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 before and after addition of nicotine.  Panel A, 
nicotine (grey sticks) in CYP2A6 (blue ribbons and sticks) with  electron 
density (blue mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ and the composite omit σA-weighted map 
(pink mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ around heme and nicotine.  Panel B, absolute spectra 
of CYP2A6 without nicotine (black), (λmax=414 nm), and after addition of 50 mM 
nicotine (red), (λmax=418 nm).  Panel C, nicotine (grey sticks) in CYP2A13 (yellow 
ribbons and sticks) with  electron density (blue mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ 
and the composite omit σA-weighted map (pink mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ around 
heme and nicotine.    Panel D, absolute spectra scan of CYP2A6 without nicotine 
(black), (λmax=416 nm), and scan after the addition of 50 mM nicotine (red), 
(λmax=392 nm). 
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 Of the eight copies of protein in the CYP2A13 with nicotine asymmetric unit, 

four molecules had active site density for nicotine, two molecules were closed 

without ligand density, one molecule was closed, also without ligand density, with a 

novel conformation, and the final molecule was in novel, more open, conformation.  

Similar to the CYP2A6 with nicotine structure, the ligand nicotine in CYP2A13 was 

placed based on the the  map and difference map, , but in this 

case with the methyl pyrrolidine ring toward the heme (Figure 3.1, panel C).  This 

orientation was supported by an absolute spectra shift of λmax from 416 nm to 393 nm 

when nicotine was added (Figure 3.1, panel D).  It was also supported with an omit 

map that more clearly defines the placement of the methyl group (Figure 3.1, panel C).  

Molecule B had the clearest density for nicotine within the active site and so will be 

referred to as a representative molecule with nicotine in all figures and future 

discussions (Figure 3.1, panel B). 

      The CYP2A13 structure with NNK consisted of eight copies of the protein in the 

asymmetric unit, with six molecules in the closed orientation with NNK present 

(molecules A-F) and two additional molecule copies both in novel orientations, one 

closed (molecule G) and the other open (molecules H).  Molecule B contained the 

most unambiguous density for NNK and is used as a representative molecule with 

NNK in all further figures and discussions (Figure 3.2, panel A).  In both CYP2A13 

structures, molecules G and H represented new conformations of CYP2A13, with 

significant backbone movement in the F, Fʹ′, G and Gʹ′ helices.   

! 
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Figure 3.2.  Active site of CYP2A13 with NNK.  NNK (grey sticks) in CYP2A13 
molecule B of the asymmetric unit (pink ribbons and sticks) with composite omit σA-
weighted  electron density (blue mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ around NNK 
and heme.   
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 The structure of CYP2A6 with nicotine:  CYP2A6 metabolizes nicotine at 

three positions but oxidation at the 5ʹ′-position leads to the primary metabolite 

cotinine.  The lesser metabolites are produced by oxidation of the methyl and 2ʹ′-

position and lead to the production of nornicotine and amino ketone, respectively 

(Scheme 1.1).  The nicotine in the active site of the CYP2A6 structure binds with the 

pyridine nitrogen located 2.8 Å from the heme iron.  Upon addition of nicotine to 

CYP2A6, there was a slight shift from 414 nm to 418 nm indicating that the water 

molecule was not displaced as is the typical case for a substrate.  This orientation of 

nicotine within the active site is not consistent with the primary site of metabolism – 

the 5ʹ′ position – which is located 8.6 Å from the heme iron (Figure 3.3, panel A).  

The position of nicotine within the active site is consistent with the electron density, 

which is continuous to the heme iron, supporting the location of the pyridine nitrogen 

directly coordinated with the heme (Figure 3.1, panel A).   In order for metabolism to 

occur nicotine would have to reorient locating the methylpyrrolidine closer to the 

heme.  The active site surrounding the ligand is compact and mainly hydrophobic 

(Figure 3.3, panel A).  Several hydrophobic residues compose the active site roof – 

F107, F209, and I300.  Additional hydrophobic residues pack around the sides of the 

ligand including V117, L370, I366, and F118.  The lone hydrophilic amino acid is 

N297 and it is not involved in a hydrogen bond with nicotine.   
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Figure 3.3.   CYP2A active sites with important residues with nicotine.  Heme is 
shown as black sticks and iron is shown as red sphere. Panel A, CYP2A6 structure 
(blue cartoon and sticks) active site with nicotine (grey sticks).  Panel B, Active site 
of CYP2A13 structure (yellow cartoon) with nicotine (grey sticks).   
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 The structure of CYP2A13 with nicotine:  Like CYP2A6, CYP2A13 primarily 

oxidizes the 5ʹ′-position of nicotine, ultimately leading to the production of cotinine.  

Only one secondary metabolite, norinicotine, has been reported and this is produced 

through oxidation of the methyl group.  The CYP2A13 structure locates the nicotine 

with the pyrrolidine 5ʹ′ position 4.1 Å from the heme iron and the methyl position 5.8 

Å from the heme iron (Figure 3.3, panel B).  The nicotine pyridine nitrogen is 3.2 Å 

from N297 supporting a hydrogen bond.  This position is substantiated by the electron 

density and omit map, which define the location of the methyl group and locates the 

pyridine ring close to N297 consistent with a hydrogen bond (Figure 3.1, panel C).  

Like CYP2A6, the active site is primarily hydrophobic with N297 the only 

hydrophilic amino acid.  The roof of the active site is formed by several 

phenylalanines including F300, F107, and F209.    Additional hydrophobic residues 

pack around the sides of the ligand including A117, L370, L366, and F118.  
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 Comparison of CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 with nicotine:  The global structures of 

the closed molecules in CYP2A13 with nicotine align very closely to that of the 

CYP2A6 molecules with nicotine (RMSD of <0.6 Å) (Figure 3.4, panel A).  The 

active sites of CYP2A13 with nicotine (290 Å3) and CYP2A6 with nicotine (245 Å3) 

are similar to the volumes reported for other ligands. 

 The main differences between the two active sites are the positions of residue 

300 and F209.  In CYP2A13 the larger phenylalanine at residue 300 is located further 

away from the active site than the isoleucine in CYP2A6.  The altered position may 

be due to a second shell substitution - the smaller serine at residue 208 in 2A13 

instead of the bulkier isoleucine at this position in CYP2A6.  Residue 208 may also 

alter the positioning of F209, which in CYP2A13 is located further away from the I 

helix.  These small changes result in increased active site volume available near the I 

helix in CYP2A13 (Figure 3.4, panel B).  The most noticeable difference between the 

two structures is the orientation of nicotine within the active site.  CYP2A13 places 

nicotine in a mode most consistent with the production of both experimentally 

observed metabolites.  In contrast, the position of nicotine in CYP2A6 suggests direct 

coordination to the heme iron through the pyridine nitrogen and the sites metabolized 

are too far away to result in the experimentally observed metabolites from this 

orientation.   
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Figure 3.4.  Comparison of nicotine binding in the CYP2A13 (yellow cartoon) 
and CYP2A6 (green cartoon).  The heme is black sticks with a red sphere (iron).  
Panel A, Overlay of CYP2A13 with nicotine structure and the CYP2A6 structure 
with nicotine shows a very similar backbone structure.  Panel B, Stereo comparison 
of the active sites of CYP2A6 with nicotine (blue cartoon) and CYP2A13 with 
nicotine (yellow cartoon) shows the largest difference in the two structures is nicotine 
orientation and differences in residues 300, 209, and 208.  The active site volume of 
CYP2A6 is represented by green mesh and the active site of CYP2A13 is yellow 
mesh. 
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 Structure of CYP2A13 with NNK bound:  The active site of CYP2A13 with 

NNK is also primarily hydrophobic.  NNK was present in the active site of six of 

eight molecules (A-F).  The orientation of NNK was similar in all six molecules with 

the best density in molecule B.  In all molecules, the overall orientation of NNK was 

unambiguous with the pyridine ring oriented toward the active site roof and towards 

F300 and with the nitrosamine tail oriented towards the heme (Figure 3.2, panel C).  

The orientation was verified by use of the difference map, 

! 

FO " FC , which indicated 

with positive or negative density how the ligand should be placed.  Although the 

general overall placement is the same in all six molecules, the placement of the 

nitrosamine tail was not as defined in the other molecules as it was in molecule B.  

The pyridine nitrogen is ~3.0 Å from N297, and probably serves as a hydrogen bond 

acceptor for N297.  CYP2A13 can oxidize NNK in two locations, with the major 

metabolite resulting from hydroxylation of the α-methylene position and the minor 

metabolite resulting from hydroxylation of α-methyl position.  The orientation of the 

α-methylene of NNK is located closest to the heme iron (4.8 Å) consistent with the 

major metabolite (Figure 3.5, panel A).  The α-methyl group is located 5.2 Å from the 

heme iron, but rotation of the flexible nitrosamine tail would likely be required for 

metabolism at this position.  Overall, the general orientation and distances are 

consistent with the production of either carcinogenic metabolite with preference for 

α-methylene hydroxylation.  The roof of the active site is formed by several 

phenylalanines including F107, F300 and F209.    Additional hydrophobic residues 

pack around the sides of the ligand including A117, F118, L370, and L366.   
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Figure 3.5.  CYP2A13 with NNK and comparison to structure of CYP2A13 with 
nicotine.  Heme is shown as black sticks with the heme iron as a red sphere.  Panel A, 
Active site of CYP2A13 with NNK molecule B of the asymmetric unit (pink sticks 
and ribbons) indicates that NNK hydrogen bonds with N297 and is in position for α-
methylene metabolism.  Panel B, Active site comparison of CYP2A13 with NNK 
(pink sticks and ribbons) and CYP2A13 with NNK (yellow sticks and ribbons) shows 
the similarity between the two active sites with the majority of residues in the same 
orientation. 
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 Comparison of CYP2A13 with NNK to CYP2A13 with nicotine:  The global 

structure of CYP2A13 with NNK in the active site structure is very similar to that of 

CYP2A13 with nicotine with an RMSD of 0.234 Å for all Cα atoms.  Like CYP2A13 

with nicotine, the placement of the pyridine ring of NNK is very similar to the 

placement of the pyridine of nicotine (Figure 3.5, panel B).  The majority of key side 

chains are also in nearly identical positions with only slight shifts in M365 and L366.  

“Open” Structures of CYP2A13:  Two molecules of both the CYP2A13 with nicotine 

and NNK structures represent CYP2A13 in a novel conformation.  The molecules 

were consistent between both CYP2A13 structures.  Of these two structures, the 

CYP2A13 structure with NNK had the highest resolution (2.35 Å), so this structure 

was used for all further analysis.   

 Iterative structural alignments in DeepView36 were used to compare 

molecules G (RMSD of 0.91 Å for Cα atoms) and H (RMSD of 1.2 Å for Cα atoms) 

with closed molecule B (Figure 3.6).  These alignments showed that all molecules 

had similar global structures with the largest changes occurring at a bend in the 

middle of the I helix originating near residue 300, and the F, G, Fʹ′, and Gʹ′ helices 

(Figure 3.6).  Comparisons of molecules G versus H reveal that the positions of the F, 

G, Fʹ′ and Gʹ′ helices are very similar with an RMSD of 0.61 Å for all Cα atoms in 

molecule G compared to all Cα atoms of molecule H.  Although the backbones of 

these two molecules are the same, molecule H is completely open to the surface 

(“open”) while molecule G is closed as a result of different positions of side chains.  
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Figure 3.6.  Global overlay of CYP2A13 with NNK closed molecule B (pink 
cartoons), closed non-liganded molecule G (blue cartoons), and open molecule H 
(green cartoon).  The heme is black sticks with a red sphere (iron).  The main 
differences between the molecules is in the F, G, Fʹ′ and Gʹ′ helices and a bend in the I 
helix directly over the heme. 
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 There are three main conformations: 1) closed with ligand bound as discussed 

previously for NNK and nicotine, 2) closed without ligand (molecule G), and 3) open 

to the solvent exposed surface (molecule H) (Figure 3.7).  The closed non-liganded 

molecule has an active site cavity that is significantly smaller than any previously 

reported for CYP2A13 with a volume of 245 Å3 (Figure 3.7).  In comparison, the 

active sites of CYP2A13 with NNK or nicotine are ~290 Å3.  The decrease in active 

site volume is primarily due to a bend in the I helix as it crosses the heme (Figure 3.6).  

In this case, the bend causes residues F300 and A301 to be repositioned to reduce the 

volume available near the I helix.  A smaller shift in F118 towards N297 and L370 

and towards the active site also reduces the active site volume.  The other major 

movement is a 2.5 Å shift in the position of the F helix (Figure 3.8).  This shift results 

in F209 being positioned further away from the active site.  A small additional cavity 

is opened in molecule G between L366 and F209 as a result of this movement (Figure 

3.8).  Thus, molecule G is the smallest volume of active site, especially over the heme. 
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Figure 3.7.  Comparison of active site volumes of CYP2A13 with NNK.  Active 
site voids are indicated by grey surfaces.  Panel A, “Closed” CYP2A13 molecule B 
with NNK.  Panel B, closed empty molecule G (blue cartoon).  Panel C, open 
molecule H (green cartoon).   
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Figure 3.8.  Stereo comparison of closed CYP2A13 molecule B with NNK (pink 
cartoon) and closed molecule G without ligand (blue cartoon).  The heme is black 
sticks with a red sphere for iron.  Less volume is available to the ligand in molecule G, 
especially over the heme iron, than the ligand occupied molecule B. 
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The backbone of the “open” molecule H is similar to that of the closed 

molecule G in that the I helix is shifted towards the active site, resulting in nearly 

identical placement of F300 and A301 and residue F118 (Figure 3.9).  Overall, there 

is little actual backbone difference between the closed molecule G and open molecule 

H.  Instead, the key differences between the “open” form and “closed, empty” form 

are through shifts in side chains.  In the “open” molecule H, F209 shifts even further 

away from the active site and L370 further toward the active site (Figure 3.9).  These 

side chain movements result in an active site with reduced area available directly over 

the heme.  However, the largest change is in the movement of F480 away from the I 

helix and toward the K-L loop which opens access to the additional void volume over 

the K-L loop and, together with movement of the F209, H477, and I483 side chains 

results in an open channel from the active site all the way to the surface.  This leads to 

a substantially increased cavity volume of 765 Å3 (Figure 3.9).  Compared to 

molecule G (closed, empty) the opening of this channel is not due to further global 

conformational changes, but rather the rearrangement of these few side chains.  The 

distal channel is lined by several hydrophilic amino acids including H477, E304, 

T212, and Q210.  These structures are the first to indicate a possible substrate 

access/egress channel in CYP2A enzymes as all the other CYP2A structures are in a 

closed conformation with ligand isolated in the buried active site. 
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Figure 3.9.  Comparison of closed molecule G (purple cartoon) and open 
molecule H (green cartoon) in CYP2A13 with NNK.  The heme is black sticks with 
a red sphere (iron).  The solvent occupied surfaces of the active site cavities in 
molecule G (blue mesh) and molecule H (green mesh).  The portion of the cavity 
directly over the heme is similar in molecule G and H, while movement of F480 and 
F209 opens the channel to the surface in molecule H. 
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Discussion 
 
 Important residues for differential metabolism of nicotine: Although 

CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 are 94% identical, CYP2A13 has the highest activity and 

lowest Km value for the metabolism of nicotine13,29.  The orientation of nicotine (5ʹ′ 

position, 4.1 Å from iron) in the CYP2A13 active site is most consistent with 5ʹ′-

hydroxylation, which leads to the major observed metabolite.  The methyl is located 

further from the heme (5.8 Å) and thus, slight repositioning is likely required to 

generate the minor metabolite nornicotine.  In contrast, the structures solved herein 

show that in CYP2A6 nicotine is not in an orientation consistent with the production 

of either observed metabolite.  The 5ʹ′-hydroxylation site that leads to the production 

of the primary metabolite cotinine is much too far from the heme (8.6 Å) and the 

methyl group is only slightly closer with a distance of 7.9 Å.  In order for 5ʹ′-oxidation 

to occur, nicotine must certainly be reoriented in the CYP2A6 active site.  This 

difference in primary binding mode may account for lower nicotine metabolic 

efficiency and five-fold higher binding affinity observed with CYP2A135,9.  The 

structures of human CYP2A enzymes with nicotine suggest that the difference in 

metabolic efficiency is related to small changes in the active site.  In particular, the 

residues 300, F209, and N297 seem to be important for the differential binding of 

nicotine.   

 The structural importance of some of these residues is consistent with my 

Master’s thesis research.  Four amino acid residues (208, 300, 301, 369) were 

identified that when mutated to the CYP2A13 residues in a CYP2A6 background, 
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result in an enzyme with similar catalytic efficiency for phenacetin to 

CYP2A1310,30,37.  That study led us to hypothesize that those four residues alone were 

key determinants for differences in CYP2A metabolism.  This hypothesis was further 

supported by a study in which the same quadruple CYP2A6 mutant had binding 

affinity for coumarin, 2'-methoxyacetophenone, and phenethyl isothiocyanate more 

similar to CYP2A13 than to CYP2A610.  Residue 300 seems to be the single most 

important amino acid in defining the CYP2A13 active site.  Mutation of residue 300 

in CYP2A13 to the isoleucine found in CYP2A6 resulted in a mutant with identical 

binding affinity for phenethyl isothiocyanate as wild type CYP2A1310.  This residue 

forms a key part of the CYP2A active site and in CYP2A13 increases the space 

available for ligand near the top of the I helix (Figure 3.4, panel B).  In these studies, 

we theorized that the reason residue 208 was important may be due to an indirect 

affect on the neighboring conserved residue F20937.  Residue 208 is a serine in 

CYP2A13 and an isoleucine in CYP2A6.  The smaller residue found at 208 in 

CYP2A13 likely enables the larger phenylalanine in CYP2A13 to occupy a position 

further away from the active site than the isoleucine in CYP2A6.  The importance of 

N297 as the lone hydrogen bond donor/acceptor within the CYP2A active site has 

been shown to be important for the metabolism of coumarin and NNK29. 

Important residues for differential metabolism of NNK:  The orientation of NNK in 

the CYP2A13 active site is consistent with α-methylene hydroxylation as the 

experimentally observed mode of oxidation for this substrate.  The α-methylene of 

NNK is located 4.8 Å from the heme iron while the α-methyl group is located 5.2 Å 
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from the heme iron.  The methyl group is currently not available for metabolism as it 

is blocked, and minor rearrangement would be required for metabolism.  The overall 

orientation of NNK is with the pyridine ring towards N297 and F300 and the 

nitrosamine tail near the heme.  Several docking studies have been done to predict the 

position of NNK in CYP2A1313,27,29.  All docking studies correctly predicted the 

NNK pyridine nitrogen hydrogen bound to N297.  The docking studies by Schlicht et 

al. and He at al. came closest to predicting the orientation of the nitroso group13,29.  In 

both studies NNK had an extended nitroso group with the α-methylene 4.3-4.6 Å 

from the heme iron.  This is very close to the actual position and distance of 4.8 Å.   

 The residues A117, S208, H372, and P465 were found to be important for 

CYP2A13 NNK metabolism in site directed mutagenesis studies13.  The majority of 

these residues are found directly in the active site.  Residue S208 in CYP2A13 may 

have an indirect role in the arrangement of the active site residues F300 and F209; the 

structures of CYP2A with nicotine support an important role for these two residues in 

controlling active site volume (Figure 3.4, panel B).  Residue 117 is also found 

directly in the active site and seems to be important for steric purposes as the larger 

valine found in CYP2A6 appears to be important for the higher metabolism of 

coumarin by CYP2A6 while the smaller alanine in CYP2A13 seems beneficial for 

NNK metabolism10,13,28.  The importance of N297 for ligand orientation in CYP2A13 

is clear as both the structure containing NNK and nicotine position the ligand within 

hydrogen bonding distance15.  Residues H372 and P465 are both located further away 

from the active site and there is no direct structural evidence for why these residues 
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are important for NNK metabolism.  The majority of these residues also are important 

for the CYP2A13 with nicotine structure. 

 Access Channel:  Two protein molecules of the CYP2A13 structures with 

nicotine and with NNK contain no ligand and present novel conformations.  One of 

these molecules seem to be a closed, empty intermediate conformation between the 

ligand bound CYP2A13 molecules and the open molecule.  The channel in the open 

molecule is primarily hydrophobic with N218 and D221 the key interior hydrophilic 

residues.  The entrance/exit of the cavity to the protein exterior is lined with 

hydrophilic residues Q210, T212, D218, E304, T308, and H477 that are found in the 

F and I helices and in the loop between beta-sheet system 3 and 4, respectively.   

The empty, unliganded closed molecule and the open molecule H are very 

similar in their global conformations.  Both molecules have a striking movement of 

the F helix, with a 2.5 Å shift in position away from the active site compared to the 

ligand-occupied molecule (Figure 3.6).  Flexibility in the F, Fʹ′, Gʹ′, and G helices in 

response to different sized ligands has been noted with several other cytochromes 

P450 including CYP2B4, CYP3A4, and CYP2C8 (Figure 1.5)34,38-45.  Phe209, which 

is located in the F helix, also has a change in conformation, rotating further away 

from the active site to open the channel (Figure 3.8).  The closed, empty 

conformation has a smaller active site than the liganded conformation, primarily due 

to a bend in the I helix over the heme that results in Phe300 and A301 movement 

further into the active site.  F118 rotates further into the active site resulting in a 

reduction of active site volume near N297 (Figure 3.8).  Residue L370 has a 
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conformation change with a rotation toward the heme in both the unliganded 

molecules.  The most marked changes between the open conformation and closed 

empty conformation is in the movement of F480, F209, H477, and to a lesser degree 

I483, that together may act as a gate mechanism (Figure 3.9).  Most striking, residue 

F480 moves nearly 180 degrees away from the I helix, which causes the most 

substantial change between the closed empty conformation and the open 

conformation.  Movement of F209 even further from the active site increases the 

channel opening.  Residues H477 and I483 are located in the channel and side chain 

movements of these two residues facilitate the widening of the channel towards the 

surface.  The channel is similar in position to the channel observed in CYP2D6 (PDB 

2F9Q).  In the CYP2D6 structure the active site also opened into a channel that led 

between the F helix and the loop between β-sheet 4 (Figure 1.5, panel A).  Other 

structures with channels open to the active site have had the channel opening in the 

opposite direction, from beneath the G helix and adjacent to the Bʹ′-helix (Figure 1.5).   

Conclusions 

 The three CYP2A substrate structures described provide valuable information 

into the differential metabolism of nicotine and NNK by CYP2A enzymes.  The 

CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 structures containing nicotine represent the first direct 

comparison of CYP2A enzymes with the same ligand (there is only one other 

example of different cytochrome P450s with the same ligand, the homologs CYP2B4 

and 2B6)46.  The crystal structures suggest a possible rationale for the increased 

metabolism of nicotine by CYP2A13.  The CYP2A6 structure with nicotine would 
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require the reorientation of nicotine within the active site in order to produce the 

observed metabolites.  Residues 208, 209, and 300 seem to be most important for the 

differences in CYP2A active sites according to our comparison of CYP2A13 and 

CYP2A6 with nicotine.  Likewise, the CYP2A13 structure containing NNK provides 

important information as to the binding of NNK within the active site.  It is likely that 

CYP2A13 metabolizes NNK more efficiently than CYP2A6 because it can 

accommodate the NNK in its larger active site, which is nearly identical to the active 

site of CYP2A13 with nicotine (Figure 3.5, panel B).  Overall, the CYP2A13 active 

site seems to be primarily sterically controlled with only minor side chain changes 

between liganded molecules, which suggests these structures can be utilized in 

docking studies to predict possible ligand conformations in CYP2A13.  This approach 

to studying ligand binding has not been very successful in other cytochromes P450 

because these other enzymes have increased active site flexibility compared to the 

CYP2A enzymes.  In addition, both CYP2A13 structures contain molecules with no 

ligand in novel conformations.  These molecules reveal an access/egress channel 

leading from the protein surface to the heme.  This channel is composed mostly of 

hydrophobic residues and results from movement in the F, Fʹ′, Gʹ′, and G helices and 

changes in specific active site residues conformation.  In summary, these structures 

provide valuable information into the binding orientations of nicotine and NNK and 

reveal a potential active site access/egress channel in CYP2A13.   
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Chapter 4. 
 

Pilocarpine as a cytochrome P450 inhibitor of multiple subfamilies 
 
Introduction 
  

The xenobiotic cytochrome P450 enzymes often have overlap in substrate 

selectivity.  Both CYP2A enzymes are able to metabolize a number of small planar 

cyclic compounds including coumarin, nicotine, aflatoxin B1, and NNK1-6.  CYP2A 

enzymes also have some substrate overlap with CYP1A and CYP2E1 enzymes7,8.  

The CYP1A substrates naphthalene, theophyline, and 4-methylbiphenyl are also 

metabolized by CYP2A6 at very low levels7,9.  The CYP1A2 substrate phenacetin is 

the only substrate to date that is metabolized by CYP2A13 but not by CYP2A67.  

Although p-nitrophenol and chlorzoxazone have traditionally been used as substrates 

to indicate CYP2E1 activity, specifically in systems of mixed or unkown P450 

mixtures such as human liver microsomes, CYP2A13 actually has higher catalytic 

efficiency than CYP2E1 for both substrates8.  CYP2A6 has a lower catalytic 

efficiency for chlorzoxazone 6-hydroxylation and about the same catalytic efficiency 

for p-nitrophenol 2-hydroxylation8.  Other CYP2E1 substrates including styrene and 

toluene are also metabolized by both CYP2A13 and CYP2A68.  We wanted to 

determine structures features that allow binding of the same ligand by different P450 

enzymes.  To probe the differences and similarities between the CYP2A and CYP2E1, 

we investigated the common inhibitor pilocarpine. 

Pilocarpine is a muscarinic, cholinergic agonist, commonly dispensed 

intraocularly to treat glaucoma.  Pilocarpine is able to lower the pressure in the eye by 
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activation of the M3 muscarinic receptor found on the iris sphincter muscle10.  The 

muscle contraction opens the trabecular meshwork allowing aqueous humor to leave 

the eye, and thereby decrease intraocular pressure10.  Pilocarpine can also be taken 

orally to treat the dry mouth caused by some cancer treatments.  A pilot study 

conducted to determine the fate of pilocarpine after oral consumption found that 

approximately 20% of pilocarpine was excreted unchanged while ~35% of the 

pilocarpine dose was excreted as a single metabolite11.  In 2007, the metabolite was 

identified as 3-hydroxypilocarpine and CYP2A6 was implicated as the primary 

cytochrome P450 enzyme responsible for its production, though a small amount of 

this metabolite was also produced by CYP3A412.  Pilocarpine also was previously 

identified as a competitive inhibitor of human CYP2A6, and to a lesser extent 

CYP2B613,14.  No research has been previously presented on pilocarpine metabolism 

or inhibition in CYP2A13 or CYP2E1.   

We hypothesized that CYP2A13, CYP2A6, and CYP2E1 might all three bind 

and be inhibited by pilocarpine.  Initial studies indicated that pilocarpine inhibited 

CYP2A13 and, to a much lesser degree, CYP2E1.  A common ligand for all three 

enzymes would enable us to extend our understanding of the similarities and 

differences in the CYP2A and CYP2E enzyme active sites both within and between 

subfamilies.  Structural, metabolism, and inhibition studies with the same substrates 

and inhibitors would enable us to determine if these cytochromes P450 utilize the 

same or different mechanisms of ligand recognition, perhaps providing a basis for 

prediction of the interactions of other drugs across P450 subfamilies.  One advantage 
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is that pilocarpine is very soluble with a cLogP of -0.203, which enabled successful 

structural studies even if the affinity of an individual enzyme for pilocarpine was 

relatively low.  As a result, I was able to probe the differences and similarities 

between pilocarpine complexes of CYP2A13, CYP2A6, and a CYP2A6 quadruple 

mutant (CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G), to compare with an existing structure 

of CYP2E1 with pilocarpine. 

Part of my master’s thesis focused on identifying key amino acids responsible 

for the differential metabolism of phenacetin by CYP2A6 versus CYP2A1315.  I had 

identified four amino acids that when mutated in CYP2A6 to the corresponding 

residues found in CYP2A13 produced a mutant enzyme (CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G) that gained phenacetin activity and had kinetic 

parameters very similar to CYP2A1316.  This suggested that these four residues were 

the primary determinants for CYP2A phenacetin metabolism.  Because this CYP2A6 

quadruple mutant functioned like CYP2A13 and because obtaining good diffraction 

quality crystals of CYP2A6 was much easier than CYP2A13 (prior to the 

modifications described in Chapter 3), we wanted to determine if this CYP2A6 

mutant bound other ligands in the same orientations as CYP2A13.  Of course, using 

the CYP2A6 quadruple mutant (CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G) as a surrogate 

for CYP2A13 would only be useful if the CYP2A6 mutant enzyme has identical 

functional and structural characteristics to CYP2A13. 

The purpose in this study was two-fold.  First, we sought to determine if two 

different subfamilies of cytochromes P450 would utilize similar interactions with a 
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common inhibitor.  Pilocarpine was selected as this inhibitor due to its solubility and 

preliminary studies, which identified it as a CYP2A6 substrate and inhibitor.  Second, 

we wanted to determine if the CYP2A6 quadruple mutant had similar binding, 

inhibition, and structural interactions with pilocarpine as CYP2A13. 

Methods 

 Protein Design, Expression, and Purification: Both CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 

were designed, expressed, and purified for crystallography as described in Chapter 2.  

Dr. Kathy Meneely expressed and purified CYP2E1 and determined the CYP2E1 

structure with pilocarpine to which the CYP2A structures were compared17.     

 Assays:  Ligand binding affinity was determined with the spectral ligand 

binding assay as described in Chapter 2.  Inhibition assays were accomplished using 

the coumarin and p-nitrophenol metabolisms assays also described in detail in 

Chapter 2.   

 Protein Crystallization, Data Collection, and Structure Determination: 

CYP2A6, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, and CYP2A13 were all co-

crystallized with pilocarpine by hanging drop vapor diffusion.  The 

CYP2A6/pilocarpine crystals were grown from 500 µM CYP2A6 with 100 mM 

pilocarpine in CM elution buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 20% 

glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 M NaCl) with 2% Anapoe-35 in a one to one ratio with 

precipitant solution (30% PEG 3500, 0.175 M Tris, pH 8.5, and 0.2 M ammonium 

sulfate).  The CYP2A6 quadruple mutant crystal was grown similarly using 100 µM 

CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G protein with 100 mM pilocarpine in CM 
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elution buffer and 2% Anapoe-35 in a one to one ratio with a slightly modified 

precipitant solution (30% PEG 3350, 0.100 M Tris, pH 8.5, and 0.200 M ammonium 

sulfate).  The CYP2A13/pilocarpine crystal was grown from a solution of 200 µM 

CYP2A13, 100 mM pilocarpine, and 2% Anapoe-35 in CM elution buffer in a two to 

one ratio with precipitant solution (30% PEG 3350, 0.175 M Tris, pH 8.5, and 0.2 M 

ammonium sulfate).   

Crystals were flash cooled in liquid nitrogen after being immersed in a 

cryoprotectant consisting of 700 µL of synthetic mother liquor and 300 µL of 100% 

ethylene glycol.  Native X-ray diffraction of CYP2A6, CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, and CYP2A13 each with pilocarpine were collected at 

the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (Stanford, CA) on beamline 9-2 using 

a 0.98 Å wavelength and temperature of 100 K.  Data was processed using Mosflm 

and Scala18,19.  Data collection and refinement statistics are shown in Table 1.  All 

structures were solved by molecular replacement with the program Phaser19.  The 

model building of the CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 structures were done iteratively using 

COOT20 and Refmac5 in CCP4i suite19.  Each of the structures reported below 

contains a residue in the disallowed region of the Ramachandran plot, this residue has 

well defined density and is found in this same position in other published CYP2A 

structures. 

The search model for CYP2A13 with pilocarpine was a 1.65 Å structure of 

CYP2A6 with N-methyl(5-(pyridin-3-yl)furan-2-yl)methanamine (PDB 2FDV).  A 

Matthew’s coefficient of 2.88 with 57.4% solvent suggested 8 molecules in the 
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asymmetric unit.  Molecular replacement identified 8 molecules in CYP2A13 with 

good packing.  The 3.0 Å final model of 2A13dH with pilocarpine contains residues 

32-494 in molecules A-H, heme, 6 pilocarpine molecules, and 33 water molecules.  

The crystallographic R-factor is 22.8% and the Rfree is 30.6%.  Residues in the most 

favored region of the Ramachandran plot include 86.2%, 13.0% are found in the 

additionally allowed, 0.5% are found in the generously allowed, and 0.3% are found 

in the disallowed regions.   

The search model for both CYP2A6 structures was a 1.9 Å structure of 

CYP2A6 complexed with coumarin (PDB 1Z10, molecule B).  The 2.4 Å structure of 

CYP2A6 with pilocarpine contains residues 32-494 and heme in all four copies of the 

asymmetric unit, 4 pilocarpine molecules, and 203 water molecules.  The 

crystallographic R-factor is 20.2% and the Rfree is 26.0%.  In the Ramachandran plot, 

90.6% of residues are in the most favored region, 9.0% in the additionally allowed, 

0.2% in the generously allowed, and 0.2% in the disallowed regions.   

The 2.1 Å final model for 2A6dH I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G with 

pilocarpine contains residues 32-494 and heme in all four molecules, 4 pilocarpine 

molecules, and 504 water molecules.  The crystallographic R-factor is 20.0% and the 

Rfree is 26.2%.  In the Ramachandran plot 90.6% of residues are in the most favored 

region, 8.9% in the additionally allowed, 0.2% in the generously allowed, and 0.2% 

in the disallowed regions.   
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Table 4.1.  Crystal data collection and refinement statistics. 
 
 2A6 with 

pilocarpine  
2.4 Å 

2A6 with 
I208S/I300F/G301A 
/S369G pilocarpine 
2.1 Å  

2A13 with 
pilocarpine  
3.0 Å 

Data collection    
  Space group P21 P21 P1 
  Cell dimensions    
    a, b, c (Å) 70.34, 158.00, 104.45 70.95, 159.8, 103.9 71.50, 119.86, 154.87 
    α, β, γ (°) 90.00, 92.10, 90.00 90.0, 91.8, 90.0 101.01, 101.72, 93.59 
  Resolutiona (Å) 87.04–2.40  

(2.46-2.40) 
87.04-2.10  
(2.15 – 2.10) 

117.00 - 3.00  
(3.16 – 3.00) 

  Total observationsa 
  Unique observations 

237,442 (17,456) 
85,624 (6,420) 

301,406 (21,586)   
126,622 (9,537) 

383,997 (55,808) 
96,716 (14,053) 

  Completenessa (%) 96.5 (97.9) 94.3 (96.0) 98.3 (97.9) 
  Multiplicitya 2.8 (2.7) 2.4 (2.3)  4.0 (4.0) 
  Rpim

a,b 0.075 (0.400) 0.075 (0.400) 0.068 (0.367)  
  I/σIa 13.2 (3.4) 9.3 (1.4) 9.4 (2.1) 
  Matthew’s   
Coefficient 

2.64 2.58 2.88 

  Solvent Content (%) 53.4 52.4 57.4 
Molecules per 
asymmetric unit 

4 4 8 

  Liganded molecules 4 4 6 
Refinement    
  Resolution (Å) 79.00 – 2.40  63.32 – 2.10 102.88 – 3.00 
  No. reflections 81,313 120,218 91,882 
  R/Rfree (%) 20.2/26.0 20.0/26.2 22.8/30.6 
  Number of atoms 15,547 15,821 30,525 
     Protein 15,098 15,088 30,058 
     Ligand 60 60 90 
     Heme 172 172 344 
     Water 217 504 33 
  B-factors    
     Protein 30.7 31.1 55.4 
     Ligand 33.7 40.0 65.3 
     Heme 18.3 22.0 44.1 
     Water 24.9 31.4 34.4 
  Rms. deviations    
     Bond lengths (Å) 0.020 0.024 0.010 
     Bond angles (°) 1.847 1.950 1.321 
  Error in coordinates 
by Luzzati plot (Å) 

0.277 0.254 0.388 

aParenthesis indicate highest resolution shell. 
bRpim is 

! 

Rpim = 1/(n "1) # ( II " Imean ) / (Ii$$ ) 
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Results 
  
 Binding affinities for pilocarpine to CYP2A6, CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, CYP2A13, and CYP2E1:  As described in Chapter 2, 

when a ligand is bound in a cytochrome P450 active site a shift can usually be 

observed in the visible spectrum with progressively larger magnitudes upon titration 

of ligand into the protein solution.  A type I shift indicates the displacement of a 

water molecule from the heme and has a λmax of ~393 nm and a λmin of ~420 nm.  A 

reverse type I shift occurs with a λmax of ~420 nm and a λmin of ~393 nm, which 

indicates an increase in coordination of the water molecule. A type II shift indicates a 

ligand directly coordinated to the heme, usually through a nitrogen, and has a λmax of 

~422-430 nm and a λmin of ~420 nm.   

 Pilocarpine is a clear type II ligand for CYP2A6, CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, and CYP2A13 as demonstrated by a λmax of 424 nm and 

λmin of 420 nm with increasing ligand concentration (Figure 4.1, panel A-C).  The 

spectral binding assay for CYP2E1 with pilocarpine was unusual in that low 

concentrations of pilocarpine elicited a type I spectral shift while at higher 

concentrations the shift became type II (Figure 4.1, panel D).   
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Figure 4.1.  Spectra of CYP2A6 and CYP2E1 upon titration with pilocarpine.  
Black arrows indicate the direction of type II shifts.  Panel A, Spectra of CYP2A6. 
Panel B, Spectra of CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G. Panel C, Spectra of 
CYP2A13.  Panel D, Spectra of CYP2E1 in CM elution buffer. In this panel, the red 
arrows indicate the type I spectra shifts that precede the type II shifts (black arrows) 
observed at higher concentrations of pilocarpine.  
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 Further investigation revealed that the initial type I response was most 

pronounced when the assay was conducted in CM elution buffer (50 mM KPi pH 7.4, 

1 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol, 0.5 M NaCl) while in the sucrose buffer (120 mM 

potassium phosphate, 0.5 M sucrose, 1 mM EDTA), used in CYP2E1 crystallography, 

the type I spectra shift is not as pronounced.  The spectral ligand binding constants for 

CYP2A6, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, CYP2A13, and CYP2E1 are 

provided in Table 4.2.  The dissociation constants for all the CYP2A enzymes were 

very similar (1.5-3.6 µM) while the same parameter for CYP2E1 was 3-fold higher 

(26.5 µM).  The parameter for CYP2E1 was determined only from the more 

pronounced type II spectral shift. 
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Table 4.2.  Binding dissociation constants for pilocarpine to CYP2A6, CYP2A6 
I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, CYP2A13, and CYP2E1. 
 
Enzyme Kd (µM)* 

2A13 3 ± 1 

2A6 3.6 

CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G 1.5 

CYP2E1+ 26.5 

 
* All assays were conducted in duplicate, unless the duplicate assays were more than 
2-fold different, in which case the assay was repeated one additional time (CYP2A13). 
+Reported Kd value was determined from the more prominent type II spectral shift 
only. 
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 Inhibition of CYP2A6, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, CYP2A13, and 

CYP2E1 by pilocarpine:  Pilocarpine inhibition constants were determined for 

CYP2A6, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, CYP2A13, and CYP2E1.  All of the 

CYP2A inhibition constants for pilocarpine were determined using the coumarin 

metabolism assay (Figure 4.2, panels A-C).  However, since CYP2E1 does not 

metabolize coumarin, the chlorzoxazone metabolism assay was used to determine the 

inhibition constants for CYP2E1 (Figure 4.2, panel D).  

  Pilocarpine was a competitive inhibitor of CYP2A13 with a Ki of 48 ± 4 µM 

(Table 4.3).  Pilocarpine was also a competitive inhibitor of CYP2A6, but at 83 µM 

the Ki  value was nearly 2-fold higher than for CYP2A13 (Table 4.3).  The CYP2A6 

quadruple mutant had nearly identical inhibition with pilocarpine as CYP2A13 with a 

Ki of 49 ± 3 µM.  In the CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G mutant as well, 

pilocarpine was determined to be a competitive inhibitor based on an increasing Km 

with increasing concentration of inhibitor and identical kcat values.  Pilocarpine 

inhibited CYP2E1 least effectively with a Ki of 360 ± 30 µM, a value 7.5-fold greater 

than that of CYP2A13.  Unlike the CYP2A enzymes, pilocarpine was a non-

competitive inhibitor of CYP2E1, because the Km value remained the same with 

increasing concentrations of inhibitor but there was a decrease in kcat values.   
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Figure 4.2. Pilocarpine inhibition in CYP2A6, CYP2A6 
I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, CYP2A13, and CYP2E1. Both the Michaelis-Menten 
plot and corresponding Lineweaver-Burk plot are shown for each enzyme with 
pilocarine. Panel A, CYP2A13. Panel B, CYP2A6. Panel C, CYP2A6 
I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G.  Panel D, CYP2E1.  Curves represent a global fit of 
triplicate experiments. 
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Table 4.3.  Inhibition constants for pilocarpine with CYP2A6, CYP2A6 
I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, CYP2A13, and CYP2E1. 
 

Enzyme Substrate Type of Inhibition Ki  (µM)* ____Ki___  

Ki  2A13 

CYP2A13 Coumarin Competitive 48 ± 4 1 

CYP2A6 Coumarin Competitive 83 ± 6 1.7 

CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/ 

G301A/S369G 

Coumarin Competitive 49 ± 3 1 

CYP2E1 Chlorzoxazone Non-competitive 360 ± 30 7.5 

 
* All assays were performed in triplicate 
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 Crystal Optimization:  Although CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 have both been 

previously crystallized, additional optimization was required to obtain the crystals for 

the structures with pilocarpine reported in this chapter.  The detergent used for the 

initial extraction step in purification was not specified in the published protocol for 

other CYP2A6 crystal structures21,22.  Since cymal-5 is the typical detergent used for 

the extraction step in cytochrome P450 purifications in our lab23,24, the CYP2A6 and 

CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G mutant were both initially purified using 

cymal-5, and anapoe-35 was added to 2% right before crystallization.  Although this 

led to initial crystals with pilocarpine, these crystals had poor morphology with split 

ends, possibly because the crystals grew much too fast.  Utilizing anapoe-35 as the 

detergent for extraction and purification, and as well as the additive prior to 

crystallization, resulted in much slower crystal growth with crystals reaching full size 

at five to seven days.  The crystal morphology was substantially improved with single 

well-formed rods and this single change and led to structures of CYP2A6 and 

CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G with pilocarpine. 

 The optimization techniques described in Chapter 3 to obtain CYP2A13 

crystals with nicotine and NNK were attempted with pilocarpine as the ligand for 

CYP2A13.  Despite obtaining clusters of rod crystals of CYP2A13 with pilocarpine 

in many of the variations of these conditions, there was no improvement in resolution.  

Although ~50 crystals were screened, the best crystal diffracted to only 2.8 Å.  This 

structure was solved by molecular replacement but a large, low symmetry unit cell 

meant a total of 12 molecules in the asymmetric unit.  Although there was density for 
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pilocarpine in the active sites, there were three protein molecules with very poor 

density and these molecules could not be reliably modeled and refined.  Instead, a 

second crystal that diffracted to 3.0 Å and had a smaller unit cell was used to solve 

the structure of CYP2A13 with pilocarpine.  Although this structure had slightly 

lower resolution, it had eight copies in the asymmetric unit and better electron density 

for all eight copies and for pilocarpine in six of the eight molecules.  

Summary of structures to be described:   

 The global structures of CYP2A6, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, and 

CYP2A13 with pilocarpine were very similar.  CYP2A6 and CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G had an RMSD for all Cα carbons of only 0.28 Å (Figure 

4.3, panel A), consistent with the 99% amino acid identity between these two 

structures.  The RMSD values for all Cα carbons of CYP2A6 and CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G compared to CYP2A13 were 0.63 Å and 0.67 Å, 

respectively.  In addition, the active site volumes for all three structures are similar to 

each other (280-310 Å3), as well as the other closed CYP2A structures in presented in 

Chapter 3. 

 The density in both the 2.4 Å CYP2A6 and the 2.1 Å CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G active sites allowed pilocarpine to be unambiguously 

positioned (Figure 4.3, panels B and D).  The CYP2A6 with pilocarpine structure had 

four copies of CYP2A6 in the asymmetric unit and all four contained pilocarpine in 

the active site.  Pilocarpine was placed in a similar orientation for all four molecules 

with the best density for the ligand in molecule B.  For this reason, discussion and 
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figures are based on molecule B.  The CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G structure 

also contained four copies of CYP2A6 in the asymmetric unit and each copy 

contained density corresponding to pilocarpine.  Pilocarpine was placed in a similar 

orientation in all four molecules, but molecule A is used in all further discussions and 

figures. 

 Due to the lower (3.0 Å) resolution, the density for pilocarpine was not as well 

defined in the CYP2A13 active site, but the ligand could be placed with reasonable 

certainty in six of the eight molecules.  An omit map supports the placement of the 

ethyl site chain – the one portion of the molecule with poor coverage (Figure 4.3, 

panel C).  The best ligand density was present in molecule E.  Since pilocarpine was 

similar in all six molecules, molecule E is used as a representative molecule. 

Structure of CYP2A6 with pilocarpine:   

The pilocarpine in the CYP2A6 active site places the imidazole ring closest to 

the heme with a distance of only 2.3 Å from the unsubstituted nitrogen in the 

imidazole ring to the heme iron.  This is consistent with the type II spectra shift 

observed in the spectral ligand-binding assay (Figure 4.1, panel A).  The furan ring 

packs against the I helix with a weak hydrogen bond probable from the exocyclic keto 

oxygen to the N297 NH2 (3.3 Å).  The ethyl group points toward L370.  Additional 

residues that pack against the pilocarpine include F209, V117, F118, L370, and I366.   
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Figure 4.3.  Structures of CYP2A13, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, and 
CYP2A6 with pilocarpine bound.  The heme is black sticks with a red sphere (iron).  
Panel A, Global overlay of CYP2A13, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, and 
CYP2A6 with pilocarpine bound shows the overall backbone similarity.  Panel B, 
Active site of CYP2A6 (pink ribbons and sticks) with composite omit σA-weighted 

 electron density (blue mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ around pilocarpine (grey 
sticks) and heme.  Panel C, Pilocarpine (grey sticks) in CYP2A13 (yellow ribbons 
and sticks) with  electron density (blue mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ and the 
composite omit σA-weighted map (purple mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ around 
pilocarpine and heme.  Panel D, Active site of CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G 
with composite omit σA-weighted map (pink mesh) and a  electron density 
(blue mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ around pilocarpine (grey sticks) and heme.  
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Structure of CYP2A13 with pilocarpine:   

 Similar to the CYP2A6 structure, pilocarpine in the CYP2A13 active site is 

oriented with imidazole ring closest to the heme with a distance of only 2.5 Å from 

the unsubstituted nitrogen to the heme iron.  This is consistent with the type II 

spectral shift observed in the spectral ligand binding assay for this enzyme (Figure 4.1, 

panel B).  Similarly, there appears to be a hydrogen bond from the furan ring keto 

oxygen to N297 (2.8 Å).  The furan ring is in a similar overall placement as in 

CYP2A6 except for the ethyl side chain, which is toward F300 rather than away from 

I300 in CYP2A6.  Residues A117, L370, L366, M365, and F209 all pack against 

pilocarpine in the active site.   

Structure of  CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G with pilocarpine:   

 The pilocarpine imidazole ring in the CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G 

active site is also located close to the heme with the unsubstituted nitrogen only 2.5 Å 

from the heme iron.  Like the other CYP2A ezymes, this is consistent with the type II 

spectral shift observed in the spectral ligand binding assay (Figure 4.1, panel C).  

Although the furan ring pi-pi stacks with F107 instead of against the I-helix as is the 

case between CYP2A6 and CYP2A13, the likely hydrogen bond from the keto 

oxygen on the furan ring to N297 (2.8 Å) is still maintained.  The placement of the 

ethyl group is more similar to CYP2A13 than CYP2A6, located below and towards 

F300.  Additional residues that pack against the pilocarpine include F107, V117, 

F118, F209, I366, and L370. 
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Comparison of CYP2A6 and CYP2A13:   

 The active sites of CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 are both primarily hydrophobic 

and have a similar overall shape and volume (Figure 4.4).  The main portion of 

pilocarpine is located in the same general position in both structures.  The primary 

difference for pilocarpine binding is in the placement of the ethyl group.  In 

CYP2A13 the pilocarpine ethyl group is directed toward F300, while in CYP2A6 the 

ethyl group is located in the opposite direction, towards F118 and L370 (Figure 4.4, 

panel A).  There are several side chains that vary between the two structures.  Residue 

300, a phenylalanine in CYP2A13 and a isoleucine in CYP2A6, accounts for the 

largest difference between the two active sites (Figure 4.4, panel B).  There are also 

several differences in the orientation of the conserved residues F118, F107, and F209.  

Together the different placement of these residues results in a CYP2A6 with more 

active site volume available to the ligand near F118 and above L370.  The CYP2A13 

active site is larger near F300 and F209 due to a combination of the phenylalanine at 

residue 300 and movement of F209 away from the active site in the CYP2A13 

structure.   
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Figure 4.4.  Active site comparison of CYP2A13 (yellow ribbons and sticks) and 
CYP2A6 (pink ribbons and sticks) with pilocarpine.  The heme is black sticks 
with a red sphere (iron).  Pilocarpine is placed in a similar overall position within 
both CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 with the main difference in placement of the ethyl 
group.  Main differences are in the conserved residues F107, F118, and F209.  Panel 
A, overlay of CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 with pilocarpine.  Panel B, CYP2A6 with 
pilocarpine (pink mesh) and CYP2A13 with pilocarpine (yellow mesh) active site 
volumes. 
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Comparison of CYP2A6, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G, and CYP2A13:   

 Two key features are shared between the placement of pilocarpine in all three 

structures: 1) the placement of the imidazole ring and direct coordination of the 

nitrogen to the heme iron, and 2) a conserved hydrogen bond from the keto oxygen in 

the furan ring to N297.  However, despite the hydrogen bond to N297 the furan ring 

is oriented differently in the CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G structure (Figure 

4.5, panel A).  Instead of hydrophobic packing pilocarpine against the I helix, in 

CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G the furan ring rotates slightly so that the face is 

towards F107.  This placement is not observed with pilocarpine in either CYP2A6 or 

CYP2A13.  The ethyl ring is located in a similar manner as in the CYP2A13 structure.  

Several residues are found in identical positions as CYP2A13 including the mutated 

residues F300, A301, S208, and G369.  In fact, the only two residues that differ in 

their positions are residues L370 and F118.  In the CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G mutant, the L370 side chain is deflected away from the 

central active site compared to its position in CYP2A13 or CYP2A6, allowing 

sufficient volume for the furan ring of pilocarpine to rotate in a different manner than 

observed in CYP2A13 or CYP2A6 (Figure 4.5, panel B).  Residue F118 is found in 

the same position in CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G as the wild type CYP2A6, 

a position that results in additional active site volume (Figure 4.5, panel B).   
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Figure 4.5.  Active site comparison of CYP2A13 (yellow ribbons and sticks),  
CYP2A6 (pink ribbons and sticks),  CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G (green 
ribbons and sticks) with pilocarpine.  The heme is black sticks with a red sphere 
(iron).  Panel A, overlay of CYP2A13, CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369S, and 
CYP2A6 with pilocarpine.  Panel B, Stereo view of CYP2A6 with pilocarpine (pink 
mesh) and CYP2A13 with pilocarpine (yellow mesh), and CYP2A6 
I208S/I300F/G301A/S369S (green mesh) active site volumes.   
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Discussion 
 
 Comparison of the inhibitor pilocarpine in CYP2A6 and CYP2A13:  CYP2A6 

and CYP2A13 bind pilocarpine with similar affinities, but the Ki for pilocarpine in 

CYP2A13 is about 1.7-fold lower than for CYP2A6.  Pilocarpine binds with the 

imidazole ring directly coordinated to the heme iron through one of its nitrogen atoms 

in both CYP2A wild type structures (Figure 4.4).  This mode of binding for 

pilocarpine is in agreement with the Type II binding spectra observed for CYP2A6 

and CYP2A13 (Figure 4.1).  The exocyclic oxygen of pilocarpine is also positioned 

within hydrogen bonding distance to N297 (Figure 4.4, panel A).  The differences in 

the active sites are mainly apparent in the placement of the furan ethyl side chain.  In 

the CYP2A13 structure this side chain is directed toward F300 and F209 whereas in 

CYP2A6 the ethyl group occupies excess volume in the opposite direction provided 

by a shift in the position of F118 (Figure 4.4, panel B).  This is the largest consistent 

difference between the CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 with pilocarpine active site.  The 

volumes of both active sites are similar with the CYP2A6 active site volume (281.7 

Å3) slightly smaller than the CYP2A13 active site (309.4 Å3) (Figure 4.4, panel B).   

 Comparison of the common inhibitor pilocarpine in CYP2A6, CYP2A13, and 

CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G:  We hypothesized based on my Master’s Thesis 

research that the CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G mutant would have similar 

binding, catalytic, and pilocarpine placement to CYP2A1316,25.  The CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G mutant had a lower binding affinity for pilocarpine than 

either CYP2A6 or CYP2A13, but the order of magnitude was the same, and it had an 
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identical Ki for pilocarpine as CYP2A13 (Table 4.1 and 4.2).  This functional data 

supported our hypothesis, but the experimentally determined crystal structure of 

CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G with pilocarpine indicates that these four 

mutations alone are not sufficient to completely convert the active site of CYP2A6 to 

that of CYP2A13.   

 CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G conserves the same primary binding 

features with pilocarpine as CYP2A13 and CYP2A6: the imidazole ring directly 

coordinates to the heme iron and a hydrogen bond is probable to N297 with a distance 

of 2.8 Å (Figure 4.5, panel A).  The furan ring in CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G  packs hydrophobically against F107, and the positioning 

of the ethyl side chain is conserved between the CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G and CYP2A13.    This is possibly a result of the extra 

volume available due to the mutation of I300F and I208S and resulting shift of the 

conserved F209 to the position observed in CYP2A13 (Figure 4.5, panel B).  The 

only additional amino acid in this region that differs between CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 

is residue 117, which is a valine in CYP2A6 and the CYP2A6 quadruple mutant and 

an alanine in CYP2A13.  The valine at residue 117 is important for courmain 

metabolism, and this explains why the CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G mutant 

had similar coumarin metabolism activity to CYP2A64.  This residue, in addition to 

the position of conserved residue L370, may play an important role in the positioning 

of pilocarpine in the active site of CYP2A6 along with residues 208, 300, 301, and 

369.   
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Although structurally the pilocarpine furan ring is positioned differently than 

in either CYP2A6 or CYP2A13, the CYP2A6 I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G mutant 

has nearly identical functional characteristics as CYP2A13 with the inhibitor 

pilocarpine, (Figure 4.4, panel A).  Further mutations may be required to make a 

CYP2A6 mutant that is both functionally and structurally equivalent to CYP2A13 for 

multiple ligands or ligand types. 

 Comparison of the inhibitor pilocarpine in CYP2A13, CYP2A6, and CYP2E1:  

Our functional data indicated that pilocarpine was a much better inhibitor of CYP2A 

enzymes than CYP2E1.  Pilocarpine is a much weaker ligand of CYP2E1 than either 

of the CYP2A enzymes, with 7.5-fold increased Ki and a 10-fold decreased binding 

affinity (Table 4.2). CYP2E1 is unusual in that the initial mode of pilocarpine binding 

is a type I binding spectra at low pilocarpine concentrations that converts to a type II 

binding spectra at higher pilocarpine concentrations (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, panel 

B).  In addition, inhibition assays with pilocarpine indicate that pilocarpine is a non-

competitive inhibitor of CYP2E1.  Typically a non-competitive inhibitor does not 

occupy the same site as the substrate.  Direct competition for the active site would 

lead to competitive inhibition, which is observed with all of the CYP2A enzymes.   

 The non-competitive nature of the inhibitor suggested that a CYP2E1 crystal 

structure with pilocarpine bound might indicate a secondary binding site for 

pilocarpine.  Although, the binding assay established that pilocarpine is able to bind 

directly to the CYP2E1 active site via coordination to the heme iron at higher 

pilocarpine concentrations, there is evidence for a secondary binding site in some 
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other xenobiotic cytochromes P450.  Most notable is a crystal structure of CYP3A4 

with the antifungal ketoconazole which identified two molecules of ketoconazole in 

the active site, one located close to the heme and the second located above the first26.  

The structure of CYP2C9 with warfarin also has evidence of a secondary binding site 

as warfarin is located too far from the heme for metabolism to occur27.   The CYP2E1 

structure solved by Dr. Kathy Meneely with pilocarpine showed no evidence for 

pilocarpine binding anywhere other than the active site of CYP2E1.  However, unlike 

the CYP2A enzymes, the electron density could not be explained by only a single 

binding orientation for pilocarpine, so pilocarpine was modeled in two alternative 

conformations.  In the first conformation (~60% occupancy) the imidazole ring 

directly coordinated to the heme similar to the binding mode in CYP2A enzymes, but 

in the second conformation (~40% occupancy) the furan ring is oriented toward the 

heme (Figure 4.6).  In this inverted orientation, one of the oxygen atoms on the furan 

ring is within 2.8 Å to T303, which indicates a probable hydrogen bond (Figure 4.6, 

panel A).   
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Figure 4.6.  Active site comparison of CYP2E1 (blue ribbons and sticks) with 
pilocarpine.  The heme is black sticks with a red sphere (iron).  Panel A, CYP2E1 
with pilocarpine in dual orientations in the active site with  electron density 
(blue mesh) contoured at 1.0 σ around pilocarpine (yellow and pink sticks) and heme 
(black sticks).  Panel B, Stereo view of CYP2E1 active site with pilocarpine (blue 
cartoon and sticks) with active site volume (blue mesh) compared to the active site of 
CYP2E1 with indazole, PDB 3E6I (yellow cartoon and sticks) with active site 
volume (yellow mesh) and CYP2E1 with omega-imidazolyl-dodecanoic acid, PDB 
3LC4 (green cartoon and sticks with the active site volume (green mesh).  There is a 
change in the active site in response to larger ligand binding by movement of either 
F478 or F298. 
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 The active site volume of CYP2E1 with pilocarpine is 332.7 Å3, a volume 

slightly larger than the active sites of CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 with pilocarpine (280-

310 Å3).  The volume of the CYP2E1 active sites is known to vary widely from the 

volume with indazole or 4-methylpyrazole (~190 Å3) to 420-470 Å3 with fatty acid 

analog ligands24,28 (Figure 4.6, panel B).  Those changes in active site volume 

occurred through the rotation of the F298 side chain without a major shift in 

backbone (Figure 4.6, panel B).  In the case of pilocarpine, F298 adopts an orientation 

similar to the indazole structure, but rotation of the F478 side chain opens up another 

wall of the active site so that CYP2E1 is able to accommodate pilocarpine28 (Figure 

4.6, panel B).  The CYP2E1 active site with pilocarpine is intermediate in volume 

size to the indazole or fatty acid structures but distribution of the active site volume 

are very different. 

 Since one of the questions we wanted to address was the similarities and 

differences of pilocarpine binding across subfamilies, a comparison of CYP2A and 

CYP2E1 structures is appropriate.  Both have an active site that is primarily 

hydrophobic with a roof composed of phenylalanine residues.  Several of the key 

hydrophobic residues in CYP2E1 have equivalents in the CYP2A enzymes (Figure 

4.7, panel A and B).   CYP2E1 has a leucine at residue 368 that is structurally 

equivalent to the leucine at 370 in CYP2A enzymes.  There is also a structurally 

equivalent F207 in CYP2E1 for the CYP2A F209 (Figure 4.7, panel A and B).  

However, the CYP2E1 active site is even more hydrophobic than the CYP2A active 

site, as it does not have a hydrophilic residue that corresponds to N297.  The only 
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polar amino acid is T303.  Since there are no polar residues beside T303, the 

hydrogen bond interaction that is a main feature of pilocarpine binding to CYP2A 

enzymes cannot occur.  Instead, the long axis of the pilocarpine molecule is oriented 

much more perpendicularly to the heme in CYP2E1 than in the CYP2A enzymes 

where this axis is much more parallel to the I helix (Figure 4.7, panel C).  This 

positioning in CYP2E1 allows the second orientation of pilocarpine, with the furan 

ring towards the heme, to participate in a hydrogen bond with T303. 

 The CYP2E1 structure with pilocarpine allows for the first direct structural 

comparison with CYP2A enzymes.  Similar to the CYP2A enzymes, CYP2E1 also 

metabolizes small heterocyclic compounds and the similar active site architecture 

may correspond well for these small substrates.  However, unlike the CYP2A 

structures, CYP2E1 can also adapt to larger substrates through the movement of a few 

amino acids to increase the active site volume.  To date, none of the liganded 

structures of CYP2A enzymes indicate this same type of flexibility in the CYP2A 

enzymes active sites.  Although CYP2A is able to open and close, this occurs through 

a combination of a change in backbone in the F and G helices as well as 

corresponding changes in amino acid positions.    
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Figure 4.7.  Active site comparison of CYP2E1 (purple ribbons and sticks) with 
pilocarpine.  The heme is black sticks with a red sphere (iron).  Panel A, Comparison 
of CYP2E1 (blue sticks and cartoon) and CYP2A6 (pink sticks and cartoon) active 
sites with pilocarpine.  Panel B, Comparison of CYP2E1 (blue sticks and cartoon) 
and CYP2A13 (yellow sticks and cartoon) active sites with pilocarpine.  Panel C, 
CYP2A6 with pilocarpine (pink mesh) and CYP2A13 with pilocarpine (yellow mesh), 
and CYP2E1 (blue mesh) active site volumes.   
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Comparison of available CYP2A structures 
 
 There are currently four structures of CYP2A13 known: a published structure 

with indole23, the structures with nicotine and NNK discussed in Chapter 3, and the 

structure with pilocarpine presented herein.  Although the ligands range from the 

small compact fused bicycle indole to the larger, less compact NNK, all of the ligands 

occupy the same space within the active site.  The importance of N297 in positioning 

ligand is evident as each ligand is within hydrogen bond distance to N297.  This 

residue has been shown through mutagenesis to be important for coumarin, NNK, and 

Nʹ′-nitrosonornicotine metabolism by CYP2A1329.  The majority of the side chains 

lining the active site residues also occupy very similar positions in each of the 

structures.  The side chains that seem to exhibit flexibility based on the ligand are 

M365, L366, and L370 – all three located further into the active site in the CYP2A13 

with pilocarpine structure (Figure 4.8, panel A).   

 Compared to CYP2A13, there are quite a few more CYP2A6 structures 

known.  The two wild type structures presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 bring the 

total to eight structures with different ligands.  The first two structures of CYP2A6 to 

be reported contained the substrate coumarin and the inhibitor methoxsalen22.  The 

features of these two active sites were very similar with little side chain adaptation to 

these ligands.  Four other CYP2A6 structures were solved with a series of 3-

heteroaromatic nicotine analogs21.  In this case, there are several amino acid side 

chains that reorient within the CYP2A6 active site (Figure 4.8, panel B).  
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Figure 4.8.  Active sites of all solved CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 structures. The 
heme is black sticks with a red sphere (iron).  Panel A, overlay of CYP2A13 with 
indole (PDB 2P85, cyan), CYP2A13 with nicotine (yellow), CYP2A13 with NNK 
(pink), and CYP2A13 with pilocarpine (green). Panel B, overlay of available 
structures of CYP2A6 with coumarin (PDB 1Z10, dark pink), CYP2A6 with 
methoxsalen (PDB 1Z11, light pink), CYP2A6 with N,N-dimethyl(5-(pyridin-3-
yl)furan-2-yl)methanamine (PDB 2FDU, purple), CYP2A6 with N-methyl(5-
(pyridin-3-yl)furan-2-yl)methanamine (PDB 2FDV, grey), CYP2A6 with (5-(pyridin-
3-yl)furan-2-yl)methanamine (PDB 2FDW, yellow), CYP2A6 with adrithiol (PDB 
2FDY, blue), CYP2A6 with nicotine (light green), and CYP2A6 with pilocarpine 
(dark green). 
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Two of the phenylalanines (F107 and F209) rotate to optimize hydrophobic 

interactions with the various ligands (Figure 4.8 panel B).  These same rotations are 

especially apparent in the CYP2A6 with pilocarpine structure because F107 rotates to 

grant the ethyl side chain space.  Another phenylalanine, F118, moves away from or 

toward the active site depending on the ligand (Figure 4.8, panel B).  The L370 side 

chain also exhibits some variation.  It is found in dual conformations in the CYP2A6 

structure with coumarin.   One orientation is directed toward the ligand, while the 

other is directed more away from the ligand.  In the CYP2A6 with nicotine structure 

the L370 side chain is also directed away from the ligand, similar to the majority of 

CYP2A13 closed structures.  Thus small movements of L370 and bordering 

phenylalanine side chains may allow the slightly smaller CYP2A6 active site to adjust 

to the contours of the different ligands.  As is true for CYP2A13, many of the 

structures show ligands hydrogen bonding to N297.  This residue seems to be largely 

responsible for the positioning of ligands within both CYP2A active sites.  

 In summary, examining these closed CYP2A structures with different ligands 

(both substrates and inhibitors) enables a clearer understanding as to how they are 

able to recognize multiple ligands.  CYP2A13 seems to recognize its ligands based 

mainly on size and shape with the active site remaining similar for all ligands.  

CYP2A6 shows a little more adjustment to ligands of different size and shapes by 

small movements in amino acid side chains.  These adjustments may be more 

necessary in CYP2A6 than in CYP2A13 given that the slightly smaller CYP2A6 

active site size requires CYP2A6 to adjust to ligands in order for the ligand to occupy 
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the limited space.  This may also explain why CYP2A6 seems to have a somewhat 

enhanced preference for metabolism for small bicyclic molecules, the smaller size 

being accommodated by CYP2A6 better than by the slightly larger active site of 

CYP2A13.   

Coumarin may be an ideal CYP2A6 substrate, as its small, compact, fused 

bicyclic system has minimal elaboration requiring active site accommodation.  This 

may explain why coumarin is metabolized at a much higher rate by CYP2A6 than by 

CYP2A134.  In contrast, the substrates nicotine and NNK both contain a somewhat 

higher degree of flexibility than coumarin, which requires adjustment of the CYP2A6 

active site to accommodate.  No such adjustment is required for these substrates to 

bind to CYP2A13.  The same principle may apply to inhibitors.  Pilocarpine may be a 

superior inhibitor for CYP2A13 because it compliments the native topology of the 

larger CYP2A13 active site rather than the smaller CYP2A6 active site. 

Conclusions 

The utility of studying structures of CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 with an inhibitor 

that has similar binding affinity and inhibition is that we can determine the most 

distinguishing features between the two enzymes.  We were able to make several 

findings.  First, these structure comparisons verified the importance of several 

residues identified in previous functional studies including residues 117, 208, 209, 

300, 366, and 370.  Second, although we hypothesized that CYP2A6 

I208S/I300F/G301A/S369G might be structurally and functionally identical to 

CYP2A13, this was not the case.  We now know that further substitutions would be 
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required to make a mutant form of CYP2A6 that is both a functional and structural 

analog to CYP2A13.  This mutant was desirable for future structural studies with 

selective CYP2A13 inhibitors since CYP2A6 is much easier to crystallize than 

CYP2A13, but now improvements in the CYP2A13 crystallography described in 

Chapter 3 have reduced the necessity of this approach.  Third, we were able to 

identify several features of the CYP2E1 active site that are likely responsible for the 

overlap in substrate selectivity with the CYP2A enzymes.   

Comparison of all the CYP2A6 structures solved to date indicates that small 

side chain movements allow the CYP2A6 active site to adapt to the shape and size of 

its ligands.  CYP2A13 seems to have a very static active site and ligands may 

primarily be selected based on complementary size.  This reinforces the idea that 

CYP2A enzymes primarily have active sites that are largely static, and sterically 

controlled.  The static active sites with mainly small side chain movements indicate 

that docking studies with CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 may be more reliable than docking 

studies with other cytochromes P450.  Often docking studies with xenobiotic-

metabolizing cytochromes P450 have not been accurate due to major changes in the 

active site in response to a particular ligand.  Since the CYP2A enzymes do not 

appear to have large changes in the active site, this may not be an issue.  The structure 

of CYP2E1 with pilocarpine, when compared to previously solved CYP2E1 

structures, is a much more typical example of how xenobiotic-metabolizing 

cytochrome P450 enzymes often adapt to bind stereochemically diverse ligands.  

Docking studies with CYP2E1 may pose more of a challenge as the side chain 
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movements of phenylalanines cause major changes in active site volume available to 

ligand. These findings are enabling us to understand cytochrome P450 structure 

activity relationships. 
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Chapter 5. 

Structure determination of CYP17A1, an enzyme essential for androgen 

production 

Introduction 

 Prostate cancer has been recognized as an androgen sensitive disease ever 

since the pivotal work of Huggins and Hodges in 19411.  Since then, treatments of all 

stages of prostate cancer usually rely on some form of androgen deprivation therapy.  

The involvement of androgens in prostate cancer is mainly through the activation of 

the androgen receptor (AR) which is a ligand-activated nuclear transcription factor2.  

There are two main androgens that bind to the AR, testosterone and 

dihydrotestosterone (DHT).  DHT is the primary androgen present in the prostate 

tissue and binds to AR with the highest affinity3.  Unliganded cytosolic AR is usually 

maintained as a monomer by heat shock proteins4.  When DHT binds to the AR, the 

AR is released from the heat shock proteins, homodimerizes, is phosphorylated, and 

translocated to the nucleus4.  In the nucleus AR binds to androgen response elements, 

inducing the transcription of target genes responsible for cell cycle regulation and 

proliferation5.  Preventing the interaction of androgens with the AR down-regulates 

genes that are responsible for tumor growth and can lead to the arrest of malignant 

cells in the G0-G1 phase2.   

 If diagnosed early, prostate cancer is highly curable with surgery and/or 

radiation6,7.  However, when the disease is diagnosed later, advanced disease is much 

more difficult to treat.  The first treatment mode is androgen deprivation therapy and 
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typically initial response is rapid7.  Approved means of decreasing androgen levels 

include surgical castration, chemical castration and other chemical anti-androgens, 

and recently, immunotherapy6.  Surgical castration, orchiectomy, involves removal of 

the testicles and is irreversible and so is used less frequently than chemical 

castration8.  Chemical castration usually involves treatment with LH releasing 

hormone (LHRH) and/or GnRH agonists or antagonists8.  Testosterone production in 

the testes is regulated by gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) and luetinizing 

hormone (LH)8.  The hypothalamus releases GnRH which binds to high-affinity cell 

surface receptors in the pituitary gland, which then activates a chain of events that 

leads to the synthesis and secretion of LH and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)8.  

Peptide hormone analog agnoists such as leuprolide, goserelin, and triptorelin bind to 

the pituitary GnRH receptor, causing an initial flare of testosterone production but do 

not dissociate, causing subsequent reductions in follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) 

and luteinizing hormone (LH) that decrease testosterone to castrate levels8,9. For 

prostate cancer, peptide hormone analog antagonists such as abarelix and dagarelix 

result in similar but much more immediate decreases in testosterone without the 

initial flare8,9.  Unlike surgical castration, this chemical castration is reversible.   

 Antiandrogens are often included in treatment regiments to further decrease 

androgen levels and to reduce the occurrence of flares8.  The lead antiandrogen 

currently in use, bicalutamide, is an AR antagonist, while a very recent new 

immunotherapy is Sipuleucel-T (Provenge)10.  Sipuleucel-T is patient-individualized 

therapeutic vaccine to prostatic acid phosphatase, which is an enzyme located in 
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prostate cell membranes10.  While these treatments do prolong life, most patients tend 

to develop resistance and relapse within 1-3 years with incurable castrate resistant 

prostate cancer (CRPC), which is often metastatic to bone5,7.  There are several 

mechanisms by which resistance may develop to androgen deprivation therapy, but 

they all appear to involve inappropriate activation of the androgen pathway.  Direct 

changes in the AR account for some cases of CRPC and may be caused by increased 

AR expression or mutations of AR that make it constitutively active7.  Resistance to 

CRPC may also be due to activation of AR by androgens produced by the adrenal 

gland or local tumor cells11,12.  Three drugs have been approved by the FDA for 

treatment of CRPC, mitoxantrone (a topoisomerase II inhibitor), estramustine (a 

DNA-alkylating estradiol analog), and docetaxel (a microtubule stabilizer)7.  

However, with these treatments, median survival time is typically only increased by 

months.  For example, treatment with docetaxel and prednisone has been established 

as the first-line treatment with the best mean and overall survival, yet the three year 

survival time is still low at 17.2%7.    Drugs are needed that can be utilized as a 

second line of treatment.  CYP17A1 is an attractive target for global androgen 

deprivation therapy because it is required for two sequential steps in the androgen 

biosynthetic pathway in all tissues.   

 CYP17A1 is expressed in both the adrenal gland and the gonads and oxidizes 

pregnenolone and progesterone first by hydroxylation at the 17α-position, producing 

17α-hydroxypregnenolone and 17α-hydroxyprogesterone, respectively13.  The 17α-

hydroxypregnenolone and 17α-hydroxyprogesterone metabolites can then be further 
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modified by the 17,20-lyase activity of CYP17A1 to form the androgens 

dehydroepiandrosterone and androstenedione.  The 17,20-lyase activity is modulated 

in different tissues14,15.   In the adrenal zona fasciculate, the 17α-hydroxyprogesterone 

activity dominates over the 17,20-lyase activity, leading to a greater production of 

glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids, while in the gonads and adrenal zona 

reticularis the 17,20-lyase activity also occurs leading to the production of sex 

steroids13,14.  The higher 17,20-lyase activity in the zona reticularis and gonads is 

suggested to be the result of the presence of higher concentrations of NADPH 

reductase (POR)16, possible phosphorylation of specific serine residues in 

CYP17A114, and/or the presence of higher concentrations of the accessory protein 

cytochrome b5
14,16.   

 There are four inhibitors of CYP17A1 that are currently in clinical trials for 

the treatment of castrate resistant prostate cancer.  The first is ketoconazole (Figure 

5.1), a clinically used antifungal, that at high doses is capable of CYP17A1 

inhibition17.  Ketoconazole for the treatment of castrate resistant prostate cancer is 

currently the only approved drug that targets CYP17A118.  Although the use of 

ketoconazole does prolong response to androgen deprivation therapy, it is also 

accompanied by severe side effects and liver toxicity18,19.  Much of the liver toxicity 

is caused by general inhibition of many cytochromes P450 enzymes at the high dose 

required to target CYP17A1 due to the low selectivity of ketoconazole. 
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Figure 5.1.  The chemical structure of CYP17A1 inhibitors currently in clinical 
trials. 
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 Abiraterone acetate is a second CYP17A1 inhibitor that has just entered phase 

III clinical trials11 (Figure 5.1).  Unlike ketoconazole, abiraterone is a potent, much 

more selective, and reportedly irreversible inhibitor of CYP17A112.  The drug is 

administered as the prodrug abiraterone acetate to increase oral bioavailability.  The 

compound is a pregnenolone derivative with the addition of an double bond between 

C16 and C17 and pyridine ring at C17.  Patients with castrate resistant prostate cancer 

who were given abiraterone acetate had prostate-specific antigen declines, tumor 

regression, decreases in circulating tumor cell count, and symptom improvement12.  

Abiraterone acetate is the farthest along in clinical trials of all the selective CYP17A1 

inhibitors.  

 A third CYP17A1 inhibitor called TOK-001 (Figure 5.1) is in phase I/II 

clinical trials (www.clinicaltrials.gov).  Like abiraterone, TOK-001 is also a 

pregnenolone analog but instead of a pyridine ring at C17 contains a larger 

benzoimidazole.  TOK-001 targets CYP17A1 with a nanomolar affinity (IC50 of 300 

nM for 17,20-lyase of 17α-hydroxypregnenolone), but at higher concentrations TOK-

001 also induces endoplasmic reticulum stress response and inhibits the androgen 

receptor20,21.  TOK-001 had inhibition of the AR equipotent to bicalutamide in 

LNCaP cells, an androgen-sensitive human prostate adenocarcinoma cell line with the 

common AR mutation T877A, and slightly higher affinity for the wild type AR 

receptor4.  Assays for transcriptional activation using luciferase reporter showed 

TOK-001 to be a pure AR antagonist of both wild type AR and T877A mutant AR4,20.  

Preclinical tumor reduction studies in mice indicated that TOK-001 was more 
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effective than castration in preventing the formation of tumors using the LAPC4 

prostate cancer xenograft model4,20.  Data regarding the effectiveness in clinical trials 

is not yet available. 

Several groups are also investigating non-steroid based CYP17A1 

inhibitors22,23.  The main advantage of a non-steroidal CYP17A1 inhibitor is 

decreased opportunity for cross reactivity with other steroid-recognizing enzymes, in 

particular other steroid-binding cytochromes P450 or steroid receptors.  TAK-700 

consists of a core fused cyclohexyl system with two methoxy and one imidazole ring-

containing substituents (Figure 5.1).   TAK-700 is currently in Phase I/II for the 

treatment of castrate resistant prostate cancer (www.clinicaltrials.gov).  TAK-700 had 

an IC50 of 140 nM for 17,20-lyase of 17α-hydroxypregnenolone in human human 

adrenocortical tumor cells24.  TAK-700 is reported to be selective for 17,20-lyase 

inhibition over 17α-hydroxylation and in the human adrenocortical tumor line NCI-

H295R cells.  This would offer an advantage over abiraterone or TOK-001 which 

inhibit both pathways and could cause disruptions in corticosteroid levels24.  TAK-

700 also did not inhibit xenobiotic cytochrome P450 enzymes or monkey CYP11B1 

at concentrations up to 10 µM, indicating good specificity24.  The phase I clinical trial 

was promising with decreases in median testosterone and dehydroepiandrosterone 

levels and greater than 50% decreases in prostate specific antigen (PSA) in 11 of 14 

patients25.  A phase II clinical trial with TAK-700 is currently ongoing25. 

Despite several drugs currently in clinical trials, progress in rational drug 

design is impaired without a structure of CYP17A1.  Prior to the stucture reported 
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herein there were no structures available for CYP17A1.  Homology models of 

CYP17A1 are plentiful, but depending on the method used to obtain the model and 

which cytochromes P450 were used (human or bacterial cytochromes P450) the 

models vary greatly26-30.  None of the human cytochromes P450 enzymes that 

currently have crystal structures solved have more than a 30% amino acid identity 

with CYP17A1, which also significantly reduces the usefulness of homology models 

for this enzyme.  This lack of structure for CYP17A1 has caused most drug design for 

CYP17A1 to be based purely on iterative evaluations of changes in compound 

structure and impact on enzyme activity.  Although the inhibitors abiraterone acetate, 

TOK-001, and TOK-700 are very good inhibitors of CYP17A1, the interactions these 

inhibitors make within the CYP17A1 active site are unknown.  Co-crystal structures 

with these inhibitors would provide information regarding both the structure of 

CYP17A1 and the interactions the inhibitor makes within the active site.  These 

structures could also be utilized for a structure-based approach toward the design of 

new inhibitors.  A structure-based approach will permit the design of inhibitors that 

utilize interactions specific to the CYP17A1 active site and are specific for CYP17A1 

over other cytochromes P450 and steroid enzymes that recognize similar steroidal 

compounds.  Our hypothesis is that these inhibitors should have both increased 

selectivity and potency for CYP17A1 to more effectively treat prostate cancer with 

fewer side effects. 

To address this need to understand both how current inhibitors of CYP17A1 

interact with the enzyme and to utilize rational structure design for new inhibitors, we 
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initially characterized the inhibition of CYP17A1 with the inhibitors abiraterone 

acetate, TOK-001, and TAK-700.  First we determined that Kd value for these 

inhibitors, as we could not find this information reported in literature.  In addition, we 

sought to determine the IC50 values for a number of inhibitors with our truncated 

CYP17A1 enzyme.  These IC50 values allow us to compare to those reported in 

literature and to compare all three inhibitors under the same assay conditions.  We 

used 17α-hydroxylation of progesterone as the assay because this metabolite could be 

readily isolated and quantified using HPLC with UV detection, equipment that we 

already had availuable.  The vast majority of published IC50 data was determined with 

either testes microsomes, E. coli microsomes coexpressing POR and CYP17A1, or E. 

coli cells coexpressing POR and CYP17A122,23,31,32.  None of these prior studies were 

done with purified CYP17A1, which allows for control of the ratio of POR and 

CYP17A1 and eliminates the possibility that other P450s alter the metabolism of 

progesterone or pregnenolone or sequester inhibitor or substrate.   

We were able to obtain crystals of CYP17A1 with abiraterone, TOK-001, and 

TAK-700.  The crystals of CYP17A1 with TOK-001 and TAK-700 are still in the 

process of optimization.  However, we were able to determine a co-crystal structure 

of CYP17A1 with abiraterone.  This structure provides valuable insight into the 

interactions between the active site of CYP17A1 and abiraterone and suggests a 

binding orientation for other steroidal compounds.  The structure of CYP17A1 

combined with affinity and inhibition information on the current clinical trial 

compounds are aiding in the design of improved inhibitors.   
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Methods 
 
 Unlike the methods covered in Chapter 2, the methods specific for CYP17A1 

generation are all included in this chapter as they were significantly different from 

those used for CYP2A enzymes.  A description of the 17α-hydroxyprogesterone 

assay is also included in this section since it only applies to CYP17A1. 

Cloning of CYP17A1:  Mammalian membrane cytochrome P450 enzymes 

have a single N-terminal transmembrane helix followed by a proline-rich region and 

catalytic domain.  While the transmembrane helix can often be truncated, the proline-

rich region is often necessary for protein stability.  The lack of a clear proline-rich 

region in CYP17A1 meant that several different N-terminal deletions were 

constructed.  Based on literature, hydrophobicity plots of full length CYP17A1, and 

experience with truncation of other cytochrome P450 enzymes in E. coli, three 

different truncations were designed for CYP17A133 (Figure 5.2).  The first truncation 

(CYP17A1H Δ17, Figure 5.2) was the most conservative and was the version 

originally generated as a synthetic gene with E. coli expression optimization (Blue 

Heron Biotechnology, Bothell, WA).  The other two truncations were based on the 

text (CYP17A1H Δ19) or figure 2 (CYP17A1H Δ23) described by Pechurskaya et 

al33.  These three different truncation constructs were then cloned into pCWori+ 

and/or pKK233-3 expression plasmids using engineered restriction sites.   
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Figure 5.2.  Three truncations were designed for CYP17A1.  While the 
CYP17A1H Δ17 construct was merely a simple truncation, additional residues (in 
red) were mutated in the Δ19 and Δ23 constructs to insert a sequence that has 
increased solubility in other cytochrome P450 enzymes expressed in E. coli.  All 
constructs contained a C-terminal 4-His purification tag.   
 
     1         11     21          502 
CYP17A1       MWELVALLLL TLAYLFWPKR RCPGAKYPKS …QAEGST 
CYP17A1H Δ17  M~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~AKR RCPGAKYPKS …QAEGSTHHHH 
CYP17A1H Δ19  M~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~A KKTGAKYPKS …QAEGSTHHHH 
CYP17A1H Δ23  M~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~AKKTPKS …QAEGSTHHHH 
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Expression of pCWori+ 17A1H Δ19 

 One microliter of pCWori+ 17A1H Δ19 DNA was transformed into 50 µL of 

E. coli JM109 cells.  The cell-DNA mixture was incubated on ice for 40 minutes 

followed by heating at 42˚C for 45 seconds.  The mixture was then cooled for two 

minutes on ice before plating onto LB 50 µg/mL ampicillin plates.  Plates were 

incubated overnight at 37˚C.    In the morning, one colony was selected and grown in 

5 mL of LB broth with 50 µg/mL ampicillin for ~7 hours at 37˚C with 250 rpm 

shaking.  Fifty microliters of this five mL culture was used to start a 200 mL LB 

culture containing 50 µg/mL ampicillin.  The 200 mL culture was grown overnight at 

37˚C with 250 rpm shaking.   

 Ten milliliters of overnight culture were used to inoculate each of five flasks 

containing 750 mL TB, 50 µg/mL ampicillin, and 75 mL of TB salts.  These flasks 

were grown for approximately 3 hours at 37˚C and 180 rpm until they reached an 

OD600 of 0.6-0.8.  IPTG was added to a final concentration of 0.5 mM and ALA was 

added to a concentration of 0.65 mM.  The temperature was reduced to 26-28˚C and 

shaking to 140 rpm.  Cells were grown for two days and then harvested by 

centrifugation at 3000 x g at 4˚C.  Cell pellets were a brown color with a darker top.  

The pellet from 4.5 L of culture was divided into two containers and each 

resuspended with ~40 mL of resuspension buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20% 

glycerol, 0.3 M NaCl, and 0.5 mM PMSF).  Cells were then frozen at -80˚C for later 

purification. 
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Purification of CYP17A1H Δ19 

 The cell resuspension was thawed and sonicated on ice six times for 30 

seconds with one-minute recovery between rounds of sonication.  The lysed cell 

solution was then centrifuged at 3000 x g for 15 minutes at 4˚C to pellet cell debris.  

The supernatant was removed and detergent was added (1% Emulgen 913 or 4.8 mM 

Cymal-5).  The supernatent was stirred with detergent for one hour at 4˚C when 

Emulgen 913 was added or for two hours after addition of Cymal-5.  The solution 

was centrifuged at 100,000 x g to remove cell membrane fragments.  After this 

ultracentrifugation the supernatent was removed and loaded onto a nickel affinity 

column. 

 Prior to sample loading, the 30 mL NiNTA column was equilibrated with two 

column volumes of buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20% glycerol, and 0.3 M 

NaCl) and detergent (0.2% Emulgen 913 or 4.8 mM Cymal-5).  Sample was loaded 

and washed with two volumes of buffer A.  Sample was washed with 6 column 

volumes of buffer B (buffer A with 100 mM Glycine).  CYP17A1H Δ19 was eluted 

from the column using histidine-containing elution buffer (buffer B with 80 mM 

histidine).  P450-containing fractions were pooled and diluted five-fold with CM 

wash buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20% glycerol, 100 mM glycine, and 1 mM 

EDTA).  The diluted protein was loaded onto a CM cation exchange column.  After 

loading, the column was washed with three column volumes of the same CM wash 

buffer.  Protein was eluted from the column using CM elution buffer (50 mM Tris-

HCl, pH 7.4, 20% glycerol, 100 mM glycine, 0.5 M NaCl, and 2 mM EDTA).  The 
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P450-containing elution fractions were concentrated to a one-milliliter volume and 

injected onto a 120 mL size exclusion column (Supradex-200, GE Healthcare) with 

CM elution buffer.  Protein eluted at 80 mL, which corresponds to a molecular weight 

of 53,431 Da.  According to ProtParam, the CYP17A1H Δ19 protein has a calculated 

molecular mass of 55,663 Da, so the size exclusion elution profile indicates that 

CYP17A1H Δ19 is monomeric.  Protein concentration was determined by reduced 

carbon monoxide difference assay and either concentrated to 30 mg/mL for 

crystallography or used for metabolism assays.  For crystallography, 10 µM of 

inhibitor was included in all purification buffers to stabilize protein and the detergent 

Cymal-5 was used. 

 Since purification of the CYP17A1H Δ19 construct resulted in good protein 

purity and yield, purification of neither the CYP17A1H Δ17 or CYP17A1H Δ23 

constructs have been pursued. 

Compounds used:  Progesterone, pregnenolone, 17α-hydroxyprogesterone, 

and 17α-hydroxyprogesterone were purchased from Sigma Aldrich at the highest 

purity available.  Chun-Jing Liu at the KU COBRE Center for Cancer Experimental 

Therapeutics synthesized abiraterone.  TOK-001 was purchased from Shanghai 

Haoyuan Chemexpress (Shanghai, China).  Chun Woo Huh of the KU COBRE 

Center for Cancer Experimental Therapeutics synthesized TAK-700.   

Metabolism of progesterone to 17α-hydroxyprogesterone 
 
 Progesterone 17α-hydroxylation was determined with an HPLC UV 

absorption detection method (Figure 5.3).  The assays were carried out with 50 pmol 
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of purified CYP17A1H Δ19 in a 1:4 ratio with POR.  Purified P450 and POR were 

gently mixed together by pippetting and incubated on ice for 20 minutes.  The 

reconstituted protein system was added to buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.4 and 5 mM 

MgCl2) containing progesterone (0-50 µM) for a total volume of 500 µL.  The 

samples were incubated at 37° C for 3 minutes.  Reactions were initiated by the 

addition of 1 mM NADPH.  Reactions were allowed to proceed for ten minutes at 

37°C and stopped by the addition of 300 µL of 20% TCA and placed on ice.   All 

standards (consisting of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone in assay conditions) and zero 

samples had 300 µL of 20% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) added prior to the addition of 

NADPH.  Samples and standards were centrifuged at 5000 x g for 10 minutes to 

pellet protein.  The amount of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone present was determined by 

HPLC analysis on a Luna C18, 5 micron, 50 x 4.60 mm column with a guard column 

(Phenomenex, Torrance, CA).  The mobile phase consisted of 40% acetonitrile, 60% 

water with 1% acetic acid with a 1 mL/min flow rate.  The presence of 17α-

hydroxyprogesterone was detected with an absorption wavelength of 248 nm.  

Sample eluted at approximately 4.0 minutes.  There is a smaller metabolite peak 

(~25% of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone peak) that elutes at ~2.5 minutes and is not 

present in the standard or zero time reaction that may correspond to 16α-

hydroxyprogesterone, a known minor metabolite, but at this time the 16α-

hydroxyprogesterone standard is not available to confirm this.  
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Figure 5.3.  CYP17A1 metabolizes progesterone to 17α-hydroxyprogesterone 
and 16α-hydroxyprogesterone.   
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IC50 determinations 
 

IC50 determinations were performed as described above with the following 

changes: 1) all samples had a 50 µM concentration of progesterone and 2) the 

addition of inhibitor to the P450/POR mixture buffer in final concentrations ranging 

from 0-4000 nM. 

Ligand binding assays 

Ligand binding assays based on spectral differences detected upon ligand titration 

were performed essentially as described in Chapter 234.  The only modification was 

the use of cuvettes with a path length of 5 cm and a protein concentration of 0.1 µM 

to permit affinity measurements in the nanomolar range.  Prism (GraphPad Prism, La 

Jolla, CA) was utilized to analyze all data using the saturation binding with ligand 

depletion equation:  where a=-1, b=Kd + X + Amax, and c=-

1*X*(Amax). 

Protein Crystallization, Data Collection, and Structure Determination for CYP17A1 

with abiraterone 

CYP17A1 with abiraterone crystals were grown using hanging drop vapor 

diffusion.  A 30 mg/mL solution of purified 17A1H Δ19 in CM buffer with 10 µM 

abiraterone, 2.4 mM Cymal-5, and 0.5 M NaCl was equilibrated against 30% PEG 

3350, 0.175 M Tris, pH 8.5, 0.30 M ammonium sulfate, and 3% glycerol at 20˚C.  

Rod shaped crystals grew out of phase separation within two weeks.  For data 

collection, crystals were flash cooled in liquid nitrogen after being immersed in a 

cryoprotectant consisting of 7:1 mother liquor:ethylene glycol.  A native data set was 

! 
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collected at beamline 9-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory 

(Stanford, CA).  Data processing was completed using Mosflm35 and Scala36.  Data 

collection statistics are in Table 5.1.  The structure was solved by molecular 

replacement using Balbes37 with a model based on CYP2R1 in complex with vitamin 

D2 (PDB 3CZH).  Model building and refinement were accomplished iteratively 

using COOT38 and Refmac539 in the CCP4i40 suite.  Ligand libraries and coordinates 

for pregnenolone were downloaded from the Hetero-compound Information Centre – 

Uppsala (http://xray.bmc.uu.se/hicup/) and altered with CCP4i Sketcher to generate 

the structure of abiraterone and a new library for abiraterone36.  Abiraterone was 

modeled in after the structure was nearly complete.  Waters were modeled with a 

cutoff of 1.0 σ with the   map and B-factors less than 50.  

Structure validation was performed using WHATCHECK41 and 

PROCHECK42.  There are four molecules in the asymmetric unit each with a heme 

and a molecule of abiraterone.  A total of 122 water molecules fit the cutoff of 1 σ 

and B-factors less than 40 and were modeled.  A total of 5% of reflections were 

included in the Rfree.  The CYP17A1 structure final model had an R-factor of 22.7% 

and an Rfree of 28.9%.  In the Ramachandran plots 87.4% of residues were in the 

allowed regions, 12.1% in additionally allowed and 0.5% in generously allowed.  

Refinement statistics are provided in Table 5.1.  Probe-occupied voids were 

calculated using VOIDOO43 with a probe radius of 1.4 Å and a grid mesh of 0.4 Å. 
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Table 5.1.  Data collection and refinement statistics for CYP17A1 with 
abiraterone. 
   
 CYP17A1/Abiraterone 
Data collection  
Space group P212121 
Cell dimensions  
    a, b, c (Å) 85.8, 152.1, 172.9 
   α, β, γ (°) 90.0, 90.0, 90.0 
Resolutiona (Å) 40.49-2.60 
Total observationsa 
Unique observations 

524,716 (38,556) 
70,364 (5,126) 

Completenessa (%) 100.00 (100.00) 
Multiplicitya  7.5 (7.5) 
Rpim

a,b 0.060 (0.428) 
I/σIa 9.6 (2.1) 
Matthew’s Coefficient 2.56 
Solvent Content (%) 52.06 
Molecules per Asymmetric Unit 4 
Refinement  
Resolution (Å) 40.49-2.60 
No. reflections 66,758 
R/Rfree (%) 22.7 / 28.9 
No. atoms 15,335 
    Protein 14,938 
    Ligand 104 
    Heme 172 
    Water 122 
B-factors 41.4 
    Protein 41.8 
    Ligand 25.6 
    Heme 26.3 
    Water 28.1 
Rms. deviations  
    Bond lengths (Å) 0.012 
    Bond angles (°) 1.486 
Error in coordinates by      
  Luzzati plot (Å) 

0.348 

aHighest resolution shell is in parenthesis. 
bRpim is 

! 

Rpim = 1/(n "1) # ( II " Imean ) / (Ii$$ ) 
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Results 

Protein Design and Structure Determination—Since truncation and modification 

of the putative N-terminal transmembrane helix have resulted in increases in 

expression and solubility for other membrane cytochrome P450 proteins, truncated 

versions of CYP17A1 were designed.  Usually the retention of a proline-rich region is 

required, but this region is not as obvious in CYP17A1 so a series of alternate 

modifications of the N-terminus of human CYP17A1 was designed (Figure 5.3).  

Although preliminary experiments showed that CYP17A1 was expressed from each 

of these constructs, by western blot the CYP17A1 construct with the Δ19 

modification in the expression vector pCWori+ had the highest level of expression.  

For this reason, all further experiments utilized this construct.   

Previously published purifications of CYP17A1 included the substrate 

progesterone or pregnenolone to stabilize CYP17A133.  This suggested that a ligand 

may be required to stabilize CYP17A1 during purification, as is sometimes the case 

with membrane P450 enzymes, but we were able to purify CYP17A1 with no ligand 

with the detergent Emulgen 913 with only a small amount of inactive P420 at the end 

of the purification and an absolute λmax at 418 nm indicating iron coordination to 

water.  Typical yield was ~4.5 mg CYP17A1 per liter of culture at the end of the 

purification and this enzyme was used for assays.  For crystallography, protein was 

purified with Cymal-5, a detergent that has been utilized in purification for the 

crystallization of multiple membrane cytochromes P45044-47.  However, without 

ligand during a Cymal-5 purification the protein aggregates on the nickel and cation 
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exchange columns and is all P420.  Therefore, all purifications that were for 

crystallography experiments included inhibitor (abiraterone, TOK-001, or TAK-700) 

in all purification buffers at a concentration of 10 µM.  These tight-binding inhibitors 

stabilized the enzyme so that it could be purified with Cymal-5 with all protein as 

active P450 at the end of the three-column purification.  A typical Cymal-5 

purification yielded 0.15-4.5 mg of protein for liter of culture, depending on the 

ligand present for stabilization.  Absorption spectra of CYP17A1 purified with these 

inhibitors had a Soret peak with a maximum at 428 nm, characteristic of a type II 

spectra peak indicating that the CYP17A1 sample was saturated with the desired 

inhibitor.  
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Spectral ligand binding assays:  Ligand-free CYP17A1 purified with Emulgen 

913 was used in spectral binding assays to determine the affinity of key inhibitors of 

CYP17A1 compared to the affinity of the substrates progesterone and pregnenolone.  

Despite the decreased protein concentration and increased sensitivity allowed by use 

of 5 cm pathlength cuvettes, the actual values for binding dissociation constants for 

the inhibitors abiraterone and VN/124-1 were too low to be determined with certainty 

but were less than 100 nM (Figure 5.4).  These two inhibitors bound so tightly that 

the protein was titrated, which resulted in a linear change in absorption until 

saturation was reached.  The non-steroidal inhibitor TAK-700 had a slightly lower 

affinity of 160 ± 20 nM.  All three inhibitors gave a type II spectra shift indicating 

direct coordination to the heme iron through nitrogen.  Consistent with the preference 

of the human CYP17A1 for pregnenolone as a substrate over progesterone, the 

binding affinity for pregnenolone was less than 80 ± 9 nM, more than 2-fold greater 

affinity than progesterone (230 ± 10 nM). 
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Figure 5.4.  UV-vis spectra of ligand binding to CYP17A1.  Each panel shows the 
spectral change observed as CYP17A1 is titrated with increasing concentrations of 
ligand while the inserts show the change in absorption (peak to trough) plotted versus 
ligand concentration.  Panel A, Pregnenolone. Panel B, Progesterone binding to 
CYP17A1. Panel C, Abiraterone. Panel D, TOK-001. Panel E, TAK-700.  
Abiraterone and TOK-001 bind so tightly that protein is titrated to saturation as 
shown by linear change in absorption until saturation, while TAK-700, progesterone, 
and pregnenolone have hyperbolic binding curves.  

 

80	  ±	  9	  nM	   230	  ±	  10	  nM	  

ND	   ND	  

160	  ±	  20	  nM	  
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Progesterone 17α-hydroxylation:  The kinetic paramenters for progesterone 17α-

hydroxylation were determined for our truncated CYP17A1 enzyme so we could 

establish that the enzyme was active and to compare to previously published values 

for the full-length enzyme.  CYP17A1 had a Km of 8.0 ± 1.0 µM and a kcat of 7.3 ± 

0.3 min-1 for production of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone from progesterone.  The 

catalytic efficiency is 0.9 µM-1min-1. These parameters are similar to values Imai et. 

al. reports as a Km of 6.3 ± 0.9 µM with a kcat of  6.5 ± 0.7 min-1 for purified full 

length CYP17A1 enzyme48.  There is also a secondary metabolite that elutes earlier 

than 17α-hydroxyprogesterone, which is about 25% of the 17α-hydroxyprogestone 

peak.  This is likely to be the minor product 16α-hydroxyprogesterone, which is 

reported to be generated at about that level27. 
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Inhibition assays:  The literature values for the inhibitors that were all 

determined by different research groups with different assays (17α-hydroxylation vs. 

17,20-lyase) and different CYP17A1 sources (testes microsomes, recombinant 

enzyme in E. coli)22,23,49.  The IC50 values for abiraterone, TOK-001, and TAK-700 

were determined with the same protein and with the progesterone 17α-hydroxylation 

assay in our own hands.  The IC50 value for abiraterone was 206 ± 1 nM (Figure 5.4), 

a value that falls within the IC50 range reported in the literature of 72 to 800 nM22,23,49.  

The IC50 value for VN/124-1 is 933 ± 1 nM (Figure 5.5), which is on the same order 

of magnitude as the value reported in literature of 300 nM49.  An IC50 value for TAK-

700 could not be reliably determined with this assay as only minimal inhibition was 

observed at the highest assay concentration (2 µM) and the lower concentrations 

appeared to actually increase formation of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone metabolism 

(Figure 5.5).   
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Figure 5.5.  IC50 values determined for abiraterone, TOK-001, and TAK-700.  
All assays were preformed in triplicate.   
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 Determination and optimization of crystallization conditions:  CYP17A1 

protein concentrated to 30 mg/mL with 10 µM of abiraterone in CM elution buffer 

was initially screened with commercially available crystal screening kits: Wizard I, II, 

III, and IV (Emerald BioSystems, Inc., Bainbridge Island, WA) and Crystal I and II 

(Hampton Research, Aliso Viejo, CA).  The screens were set up in a 96-well sitting 

drop format with 1:1 ratio of CYP17A1 to precipitant solution.  Five crystals hits 

were obtained from Crystal I and II and Wizard I.  The majority of these hits gave 

crystal clumps that were bow-tie shaped with a central nucleation point and smaller 

crystals emerging from the core (Table 5.2, Row 1).  This same crystal morphology 

resulted from a number of different conditions with the common factors being the 

presence of a sulfate salt, Tris buffer, and medium molecular weight PEG.  The 

precipitant 0.2 M lithium sulfate monohydrate, 0.1 M Tris, pH 8.5, and 30% PEG 

4000 gave the best initial crystals (Table 5.2, Row 1) and so this condition was used 

as the starting point for optimizations.  Optimization began with further variations of 

the Tris buffer concentration, various molecular weight PEGs and the percentage and 

concentration used, and the identity and concentration of sulfate salt.  This led to 

consistent clusters of crystals in a 24-well hanging drop format (Table 5.2, Row 2), 

but which were still splintered.  The addition of glycerol (3-6%) led to single rod-

shaped crystals that grew from phase separation (Table 5.2, Row 3).   Forty-one of the 

best CYP17A1 with abiraterone crystals were cryo-cooled in two different cryo 

solutions, one containing 35% ethylene glycol and other containing 30% glycerol.  A 

total of three data sets were collected with the best one diffracting to 2.6 Å. 
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Table 5.2.  Summary of CYP17A1 crystal initial hits and optimization. 
 
Row 
# 

Ligand Precipitate Crystal Morphology Information 

1 Abiraterone 0.2 M Lithium 
sulfate 
monohydrate 
0.1 M Tris, pH 8.5 
30% PEG 4000 

 
9/21/10 

Initial hit in 
96 well sitting 
drop format 

2 Abiraterone 0.2 M Lithium 
sulfate 
monohydrate 
0.1 M Tris, pH 8.5 
35% PEG 4000  

9/29/10 

Crystals in a 
24 well sitting 
drop format 

3 Abiraterone 30% PEG 3350 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
8.5 
0.30 M ammonium 
sulfate 
3% glycerol 

 
10/25/10 

Diffracted to 
2.6 Å, 
structure 
solved based 
on this crystal 
is described 
herein 

4 TOK-001 30% PEG 3350 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
8.5 
0.30 M ammonium 
sulfate 
3% glycerol 

 
1/18/11 

Dissolved in 
both ethylene 
glycol and 
glycerol cryos 

5 TOK-001 30% PEG 3350 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
8.5 
0.25 M ammonium 
sulfate 
5% glycerol 

 
3/5/11 

Diffracted to 
3.5 Å 

6 TAK-700 30% PEG 3350 
0.175 M Tris, pH 
8.5 
0.25 M ammonium 
sulfate 
9% glycerol  

3/2/11 

Did not 
diffract 
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 With the initial successful crystallization of CYP17A1 with abriaterone, we 

next pursued co-crystallization of CYP17A1 with the other two inhibitors in clinical 

trial, TOK-001 and TAK-700.  The precipitant that gave crystals of CYP17A1 with 

abriaterone was used as a starting point.  Although the yield of CYP17A1 with TOK-

001 was much smaller than a similar purification with abiraterone (total yield of 0.15 

mg purified protein vs. 4.5 mg per liter culture), crystals were obtained at a much-

reduced 15 mg/mL CYP17A1 concentration with precipitant of 30% PEG 3350, 

0.175 M Tris, pH 8.5, 0.30 M ammonium sulfate, and 3% glycerol (Table 5.2, Row 

4).  These initial crystals resembled the CYP17A1/abiraterone crystals, but rapidly 

dissolved when either glycerol or ethylene glycol cryo protectant was added.  These 

crystals were further optimized by the addition of 0.2% Emulgen 913 (instead of 2.2 

mM Cymal-5) just prior to vapor diffusion equilibration.  The amount of glycerol in 

the precipitant was also increased to 5-7%.  These changes resulted in 

CYP17A1/TOK-001 crystals that were clusters of long rods (Table 5.2).  These rods 

did not dissolve in the glycerol cryo but have only diffracted to ~3.5 Å to date. 

 Although larger quantities of CYP17A1 could be purified in the presence of 

TAK-700 (5 mg purified protein per liter), initial crystallization trials with the 

CYP17A1 conditions used for abiraterone resulted in no crystals.  Addition of 0.2% 

Emulgen 913 just prior to hanging drop vapor diffusion gave crystals of CYP17A1 

when equilibrated against the solution: 30% PEG3350, 0.175 M Tris, pH 8.5, 0.250 

M ammonium sulfate, and 9% glycerol (Table 5.2, Row 6).  These crystals were 

small and emerged as splintered clusters similar to initial abiraterone hits.  Further 
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optimization is underway to generate single suitably sized diffraction quality crystals 

for structure generation with TOK-001 and TAK-700. 

Structure overview:  The global structure of CYP17A1 follows the 

characteristic cytochrome P450 fold (Figure 5.6, panel A).   There are four molecules 

in the asymmetric unit and they have a root mean square deviation of Cα atoms 

ranging from 0.198 Å (molecule A to B) to 0.316 Å (molecule A to D).  These small 

differences occur mainly in the F-G loop.  The F-G loop is one of the most variable in 

cytochrome P450 enzymes, and in CYP17A1 consists of a loop region with a very 

short Fʹ′ helix.  The loop between the H and I helices is disordered between amino 

acids 273 through 284 for molecules A and B, and for this reason the global structure 

representation shown is molecule C (Figure 5.6, panel A).  This loop is located 

between the two helices in a solvent exposed area.   
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Figure 5.6.  Global structure of CYP17A1.  Panel A, Molecule C from the N-
terminus (blue) to C-terminus (red) with heme shown as red sticks.  Panel B, 
Interactions between molecule A (green) and molecule C (teal) with heme shown as 
black sticks. 
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 The packing between molecules A and C and molecules B and D are unusual 

for P450 enzymes in that the N-terminus of one molecule packs against the N-

terminus of another molecule (Figure 5.6, panel B).  The N-terminus region from 

each molecule packs along the beta-sheet 1 in the opposite molecule.  The other 

region that interacts between molecules is the F-G loop, which packs against the F-G 

loop in the neighboring molecule and near the N-terminal region of the protein.  This 

loop is the most hydrophobic surface and often self-associates in crystal structures of 

xenobiotic metabolizing cytochromes P450.  

Active site topology:  The CYP17A1 active site extends to the heme floor 

along the surface of the I helix wall, over the top of the I helix, and beneath the F and 

G helices (Figure 5.7).  The active site is 679.7 Å3 (VOIDOO).  The active site is 

lined by a number of hydrophobic amino acids near the core (A105, A113, F114, 

I205, V209, I371, V282, and V283) but there are also several polar amino acids 

located at the top of the active site by the F and G helices (Y201, N202, D298, R239, 

and E305).  The unfilled cavity at the top of the active site has two conserved water 

molecules and is part of a hydrogen bond network that includes N202, E305, R239, 

Y201, and the backbone carbonyl of D297.   
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Figure 5.7.  Stereo diagram of the active site cavity in CYP17A1 (yellow cartoon 
and sticks).  Abiraterone is pink sticks and heme is black sticks with a red sphere for 
iron.  The active site cavity is shown as orange mesh.   
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Abiraterone binding:  Abiraterone binds with the pyridine nitrogen only 2.2 Å 

from the heme iron, consistent with the observed type II spectral shift (Figure 5.8, 

panel A) and formation of a coordinate covalent bond.  The I helix residues G301 and 

A302 form a flat hydrophobic surface very complementary to the α-face of the 

steroidal ring system.  The β-face of the steroidal ring system, which includes the 18 

and 19 methyl groups, faces residue A105 in the Bʹ′ helix, residues I205 and I206 in 

the F helix, residues A113 and F114 in the Bʹ′-C loop, and residues V482 and V483 

(Figure 5.8, panel B). A direct hydrogen bond with a distance of 2.7 Å is present 

between the 3-OH donor of abiraterone and the N202 acceptor oxygen. There is also 

a hydrogen bonding network between N202, E305, R239, the backbone carbonyl of 

D297, and which includes several conserved water molecules (Figure 5.8, panel B).  

The conserved waters are not close enough to the 3-OH of abiraterone in any of the 

molecules to form a direct hydrogen bond, but does form part of the N202-associated 

network.   

 Abiraterone is a steroid structurally very similar to the substrate pregnenolone, 

which likely occupies a similar location in the active site.  The C17 carbon of 

abiraterone is located 5.2 Å from the heme iron, a distance that would be consistent 

with the production of the 17α-hydroxymetabolite from pregnenolone in the same 

position and the iron-oxo intermediate in the catalytic cycle (Figure 5.8, panel B).  

The direct hydrogen bond to N202 and the associated hydrogen bonding network with 

the surrounding hydrophilic residues are likely to be retained in a progesterone 

complex.   
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Figure 5.8.  Active site of CYP17A1 (yellow cartoon and sticks).  Abiraterone is 
shown as pink sticks.  Heme is shown as black sticks with a red sphere for the iron.  
Non-bonded red spheres indicate water molecules. Panel A, CYP17A1 active site 
with composite omit σA-weighted  electron density (blue mesh) contoured 
at 1.0 σ around abiraterone and heme.  Panel B, Active site with abiraterone (pink 
sticks) with hydrogen bonding network. 

	  

! 
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Discussion 
 

Active site topology and interactions with inhibitor—The active site of CYP17A1 

consists of an elliptical space directly over the heme floor formed by the walls of the 

I-helix, Bʹ′-helix, the K-L loop, and the loop between the third β-sheet system and the 

ceiling formed by the F-helix and G-helix.  It does not provide any evidence for the 

existence of a bi-lobed active site, a concept proposed based on several homology 

models 28,30,50.  The active site is occupied by the steroidal inhibitor abiraterone and 

closed to the protein surface.  

Abiraterone is almost perpendicular to the heme plane with the pyridine nitrogen 

directly coordinated to the heme iron and the 3-OH of the steroidal portion within 

hydrogen bonding distance to N202 (2.7 Å).  Near N202 are the hydrophilic residues 

R239, E305, and two conserved water molecules.  The abiraterone steroid α-face 

packs tightly against the I helix with G301 and A302 while the β-face interacts with 

L102, F114, V366, and V482.  The packing interactions with the β-face are not as 

closely complementary as the hydrophobic packing of the α-face.   

The majority of CYP17A1 inhibitors are expected to  take advantage of a number 

of these interactions.  All of the steroidal analog inhibitors discussed herein contain a 

pyridine or imidazole ring moiety with nitrogen that can directly coordinate to the 

heme iron.  This interaction is confirmed by spectral ligand binding assays that 

indicate direct coordination to the heme iron through a nitrogen (Figure 5.5).  This 

interaction and structural similarity to the steroidal backbone probably accounts for 

the nanamolar IC50 values for both abiraterone and TOK-001 (Figure 5.6).  This 
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crystal structure with abiraterone provides a model for the other steroidal inhibitors, 

for example TOK-001, that probably also has a similar binding mode.   

The non-steroidal inhibitors, for example TAK-700, may interact with the protein 

slightly differently although certain features are likely to be conserved.  Spectral 

evidence supports TAK-700 direct coordination to the heme iron through its 

imidazole nitrogen.  The planar core may similarly hydrophobically pack against the 

I-helix, while the OH may form hydrogen bonds with hydrophilic amino acids that 

interact directly with the 3β OH of abiraterone in CYP17A1 active site.  Although 

TAK-700 does directly coordinate to the heme, as indicated by the spectral binding 

assay, TAK-700 did not bind as tightly as abiraterone or TOK-001 and was not as 

good inhibitor for progesterone 17α-hydroxylation (Figures 5.6).  In the literature, 

TAK-700 is reported to be a selective 17,20-lyase inhibitor, which may explain why 

we observed very little inhibition with the 17α-hydroxylation assay25.  This may be an 

advantageous aspect of TAK-700 as it may preferentially inhibit the production of 

androgens with less disruption of the glucocorticoid and mineralocorticoid pathways. 

Several groups have docked substrate, abiraterone, or other inhibitors into 

CYP17A1 homology models23,26,28,29,50,51.  Based on structures of bacterial or human 

cytochromes P450, these docking studies predicted a mixture of orientations with 

some models predicting binding parallel to the heme floor for substrates and 

inhibitors and others predicting an orientation more perpendicular to the heme 

binding mode and more similar to that observed in the crystal structure23,28,51,52.  The 

disagreement between models illustrates one of the problems with homology models 
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of cytochromes P450.  Although the family fold is well preserved, often the active 

site can vary widely both between enzymes and for a single enzyme depending on the 

ligand present.  As a result, homology models are often poor predictors of ligand 

binding.  The experimentally determined crystal structure should aid in the further 

optimization of CYP17A1 inhibitors for the treatment of castrate resistant prostate 

cancer.  Based on the active site of CYP17A1 with abiraterone, there are a number of 

active site regions that currently do not interact with abiraterone but which would be 

advantageous.  The hydrophilic side chains of D298 and R239 line the β-face of the 

active site but neither participates in hydrogen bonds with abiraterone.  New 

inhibitors are being designed that incorporate functional groups that could interact 

with these residues.  There is additional active site volume available over the I helix 

where the two waters are found in the hydrogen bond network and adjacent to the 

pyridine ring over the heme (Figure 5.7).  Adding steric bulk in these two volumes 

may further increase the affinity and specificity of inhibitors for CYP17A1.   

Relationship of clinically significant mutations/polymorphisms to CYP17A1 

structure- Over 50 polymorphisms has been described for CYP17A1.  The majority 

of these polymorphisms were identified based on patients that had congenital adrenal 

hyperplasia and exhibited ambiguous genitalia in males and females and hypertension 

as a result of increased mineralocorticoids.  These polymorphisms include nonsense 

mutations, insertions, and deletions28.  The biochemical effect of a number of these 

mutations can be explained by structural interactions.  Mutation of R96, R125, H373, 

or R440 all cause complete inactivation of enzyme, which likely occurs because they 
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all directly interact with the A or D heme propionates and mutation may lead to heme 

loss and/or protein instability53-58.  Several residues reduce both 17α-hydroxylation 

and 17,20-lyase activities, including A174E, N177D, Y329D, I332T, and F453S, 

likely through disruption of hydrophobic or polar interactions with neighboring 

residues53,58-61.  The A105L mutation was shown by site-directed mutagenesis to 

significantly reduce the minor product 16α-hydroxyprogesterone, probably a result of 

the increase in amino acid size thereby decreasing variation in ligand positioning that 

otherwise would allow C16 to approach iron for hydroxylation27,4.  There is excess 

volume available to the ligand near A105 (Figure 5.7).  Ala105 (4.7Å from the C2 

carbon) of abiraterone and substitution with the larger Leu side chain may permit 

rearrangement of progesterone so that the C16 carbon is less likely to be positioned 

for hydroxylation.   

There have also been a few mutations that are reported to reduce 17,20-lyase to a 

greater degree than 17α-hydroxylation.  Two of these mutations, F114V and E305G, 

are located within the active site59,61,62.  Mutation of phenylalanine 114 to a smaller 

valine would alter the hydrophobic packing of the steroidal backbone (Figure 5.9, 

panel B).  In contrast, E305 hydrogen bonds to N202, therefore mutation of the E305 

residue to a glycine may indirectly result in a change in ligand hydrogen bonding 

(Figure 5.8, panel B).  Two other mutations, R437H/C and R358Q, are located in the 

K helix and are solvent exposed and mutagenesis dramatically decreased lyase 

activity but did not alter 17α-hydroxylation activity62,63.  As the presence of 
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cytochrome b5 selectively increases the 17,20-lyase reaction in CYP17A1, these 

residues may be located in the cytochrome b5 interaction site.   

Structural comparison of CYP17A1 to other steroid enzymes:  CYP19A1, 

aromatase, is the only other microsomal steroid cytochrome P450 with an available 

crystal structure, in this case with the steroid androsterodione.  The root mean square 

deviation for all Cα between CYP17A1 and CYP19A1 based on secondary structure 

alignment is 2.20 Å.  Superposition shows significant differences in the F, G, and Fʹ′ 

helices as well as in the addition of a beta-strand between helices D and E not found 

in CYP19A1 (Figure 5.9, panel A).  CYP17A1 also does not contain the second N-

terminal Aʹ′ helix found in CYP19A1 (Figure 5.9, panel A).  These differences 

correspond to alterations in ligand positions and the active site topologies of the two 

enzymes.  Instead of the more perpendicular interaction of the heme of abiraterone in 

CYP17A1, CYP19A1 positions the β-face of androstenedione more parallel to the 

heme with the α-face interacting with hydrophobic interactions, while the 3-ketone is 

2.6 Å from the carbonyl of E309, which may be protonated and hydrogen bonded, 

and the 17-ketone is hydrogen bonded to the backbone amide of M374 (2.8 Å) and 

perhaps to the ketone side chain of R115 (3.4 Å)52 (Figure 5.9, panel B).  The 

CYP19A1 active site is also much more complementary to the substrate both in terms 

of volume (382 Å3) and topology.  The CYP17A1 active site is quite a bit larger with 

its volume of 679.7 Å3, which may allow excess volume on the β-face so that 

rearrangement can occur if needed for the 17,20-lyase reaction.   
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Figure 5.9.  Comparison of CYP17A1 to CYP19A1.  Heme is shown as black 
sticks with iron as red sphere.  Panel A, Overlay of CYP17A1 (yellow sticks and 
cartoon) and CYP19A1 with androstenedione, PDB 3EQM  (blue sticks and cartoon).  
Panel B, Overlay of active site of CYP17A1 (yellow cartoon and sticks) and 
CYP19A1 with androstenedione, PDB 3EQM (blue cartoon and sticks).   
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Since the reactions catalyzed by CYP21A1 (a steroid 21α-hydroxylase) and 

CYP11B1 (a steroid 11β-hydroxylase) are more similar to the 17α-hydroxylation 

activity of CYP17A1, the active sites of these two cytochromes P450 may be more 

similar to CYP17A1 than CYP19A1.  CYP21A1 catalyzes the hydroxylation of C21 

to convert progesterone and 17α-hydroxyprogesterone to deoxycorticosterone and 11-

deoxycortisol, respectively.  CYP11B1 catalyzes the next step in the synthesis of 

glucocorticoids and mineralocorticoids by catalyzing the hydroxylation of C11 of 

both deoxycorticosterone and 11-deoxycortisol to generate corticosterone and 

cortisol, respectively.  As CYP21A1 and CYP17A1 share a common substrate, 

progesterone, the active sites may be very similar.  However, at this time structures 

are not available for either protein. 

There are structures available for the cholesterol metabolizing mitochondrial 

CYP11A1, CYP7A1, and CYP46A1 enzymes.  The available structures of all three of 

these enzymes are globally more different from CYP17A1 than CYP19A1.  Based on 

secondary structure alignment between CYP17A1 and these enzymes the RMSD 

values for all Cα atoms are 4.33 Å for CYP11A1, 6.53 Å for CYP7A1, and 3.68 Å for 

CYP46A1.  CYP11A1 catalyzes multiple reactions and both structures have an active 

site that is highly solvated and much larger (959-1113 Å3) than the substrate64.  The 

CTP11A1 substrate, 20,22-dihydroxycholesterol, is positioned more like the ligand in 

CYP19A1 with the substrate nearly opposite abiraterone with the main steroidal core 

oriented toward the A helix and the aliphatic cholesterol tail occupying the space 

where abiraterone is located in CYP17A1 (Figure 5.10, panel A).   
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Figure 5.10.  Comparison of CYP17A1 to mitochondrial cholesterol metabolizing 
CYP11A1 and CYP46A1.  Heme is shown as black sticks with iron as red sphere.  
Panel A, Overlay of CYP17A1 (yellow sticks and cartoon) and CYP11A1 with 20,22-
dihydroxycholesterol, PDB 3NA0  (pink sticks and cartoon) active sites.  Panel B, 
Overlay of CYP17A1 (yellow cartoon and sticks) and CYP46A1 with thioperamide, 
PDB 3MDM (green cartoon and sticks) active sites.   
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There is a noticeable kink in the I helix of CYP11A1 to accommodate the cholesterol 

tail (Figure 5.10, panel A).  CYP11A1 does not have a specific amino acid which 

hydrogen bonds directly to the 3-OH of cholesterol, instead this interaction is 

mediated through an ordered array of water molecules, an interaction termed “soft 

recognition”64.   

 CYP46A1 24-hydroxylates cholesterol to 24S-hydroxycholestrol, the first step 

in cholesterol elimination in the brain64.  The active site of CYP46A1 does utilize a 

hydrogen network which includes an Arg, His, and Asn near the exterior of the 

protein to orient ligand in the active site and is smaller compared to the CYP11A1 

active site with a volume of 829 Å3 65.  The active site cavity is banana-shaped located 

directly over the heme and the substrate branches toward the N-terminal beta-sheet65.  

Ligands in CYP46A1 are positioned similar to cholesterol in CYP11A1, with the 

main core of the steroid or inhibitor positioned away from the I helix in the opposite 

direction over a loop and pointing towards the A helix (Figure 5.10, panel B).   

 The coordinates for a third cholesterol metabolizing cytochrome P450, 

CYP7A1 (7α-hydroxylase), are deposited but no accompanying publication is 

currently available.  The active site is similar to that of CYP17A1 with a volume of 

591 Å3, however no ligand is present in the structure so a direct comparison is 

difficult.   
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 Finally, the cytochrome P450 structure used for molecular replacement was 

CYP2R1 in complex with vitamin D2 (PDB 3CZH).  Although this enzyme is not a 

steroid-metabolizing cytochrome P450, its substrate vitamin D2 is structurally 

similar.  CYP17A1 has an RMSD based on secondary structure alignment for all Cα 

of 1.24 Å to CYP2R1.  The majority of this structural difference is due to changes in 

the secondary structure in the loop between the F and G helices and placement of the 

Bʹ′-helix, regions known to vary structurally from P450 to P450 depending on the 

ligand.  The active site of CYP2R1 is much larger than CYP17A1 with a volume of 

1389 Å3 and open access to the solvent surface, but in both structures the ligand 

hydrophobically packs against the I helix (Figure 5.11). 
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Figure 5.11.  Stereo comparison of CYP17A1 to CYP2R1.  Heme is shown as 
black sticks with iron as red sphere.  Comparison of active site voids for CYP17A1 
(yellow cartoon and sticks) with yellow mesh for active site void and CYP2R1 with 
D2, PDB 2CZH (green cartoon and sticks) with green mesh for active site void. 
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Although in the CYP17A1 structure the 3-OH of abiraterone does not directly 

hydrogen bond to R239, the hydrogen bonding network found in CYP17A1 is overall 

very similar to that found in the AR, estrogen receptor, glucocorticoid receptor, 

mineralocorticoid receptor, and progesterone receptor66.  In each of these receptors, 

the 3-OH of the respective steroids bind within a deep receptor pocket where it can 

form hydrogen bond with an arginine, a glutamine/glutamate, and usually a conserved 

water molecule (Figure 5.12)66-69.  This hydrogen bonding system is very important 

for ligand recognition by hormone receptors and may also account for CYP17A1 

selectivity for pregnenolone and progesterone and their 17α-hydroxy derivatives69.  

The type 5 17β-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, the enzyme responsible for the 

transformation of androstenedione to testosterone, also utilizes hydrogen bonding as a 

critical component of substrate recognition although hydrophobic interactions also 

contribute to the major binding energy70,71.    
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Figure 5.12.  Androgen receptor (orange cartoon and sticks) with 
dihydrotestosterone bound in androgen recognition site (gray sticks).   
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Conclusions 
 

The IC50 values and binding affinity of three different CYP17A1 inhibitors 

currently in clinical trials (abiraterone, TOK-001, and TAK-700) were characterized 

with purified human CYP17A1 enzyme.  The affinity for abiraterone and TOK-001 

were below 100 nM while the affinity for TAK-700 was slightly lower, 160 ± 20 nM.  

The IC50 values are consistent with those reported in literature, validating the use of a 

truncated, histidine-tagged version CYP17A1 for crystallographic ligand binding 

studies.  Crystals were obtained of CYP17A1 with all three inhibitors, but CYP17A1 

crystals with TOK-001 and TAK-700 require further optimization prior to structure 

determination.   

We were able to determine the first structure of CYP17A1, and to do so in 

complex with the inhibitor abiraterone.  The structure reveals an active site that is 

complementary to the planar α-face of the steroid body and less so to the β-face.  

CYP17A1 has a hydrogen-bonding network around the 3OH end that is similar to that 

found in steroid receptors.  This hydrogen bond network likely has a major role in 

orienting steroid ligands perpendicular to the heme within the CYP17A1 active site.  

Comparison to other steroid cytochrome P450 enzymes reveals how changes in the 

position of the F, G, and Fʹ′ helices result in an active site and a binding orientation 

not at all similar to that found in CYP17A1.  Extra volume near the steroid β-face is 

reminiscent of the active site of CYP11A1, which also contains an active site not 

completely complementary for its substrate cholesterol.  
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 Future directions in this project will focus on the using the structural information 

provided herein for the rational design of CYP17A1 non-steroidal inhibitors.  In 

addition to other inhibitors, we would also like to obtain a crystal structure containing 

a substrate in order to understand the enzyme-substrate interactions and the 

mechanisms of the 17α-hydroxylase versus 17,20-lyase reactions.  The initial crystal 

structure of CYP17A1 with abiraterone provides a much-needed structural basis for 

an enzyme that is an important drug target for the treatment of advanced stage 

prostate cancer. 
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Chapter 6 
 

Human CYP2A7:  Is it an inactive enzyme and if so, why? 
 
Introduction 
 
 The human genome contains genes for three members of the cytochrome P450 

2A family: CYP2A6, CYP2A13, and CYP2A7.  As already discussed in this 

dissertation, both CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 are involved in the metabolism of 

xenobiotics such as nicotine, NNK, and coumarin.  All three enzymes are similar in 

amino acid composition.  CYP2A13 and CYP2A7 have 93% and 95% identical 

amino acid sequences to CYP2A6, respectively.   

 Some of the history behind the discovery of the CYP2A enzymes in humans is 

required to understand why CYP2A7 has been considered an inactive enzyme.  In 

1989, the human gene for CYP2A6 was identified by Yamano et. al.1.  The following 

year, Yamano et. al. determined that the CYP2A6 gene product catalyzed coumarin 

7-hydroxylation, now viewed as a distinctive, or marker, reaction for CYP2A 

enzymes from multiple species2.  Their report also identified a second protein that 

was 94% identical to CYP2A6, called CYP2A72.  Expressed in vaccinia virus and 

evaluated alongside CYP2A6, CYP2A7 was deemed inactive based on the inability to 

detect any coumarin conversion to 7-hydroxycoumarin.  The expression level of 

CYP2A7 in vaccinia virus was very low compared to CYP2A6, but detectable by 

western blot with a rat CYP2A antibody2.  However, the typical P450 carbon 

monoxide difference assay spectrum was not present for CYP2A72.  These results 

were attributed to faulty translation, incorrect folding, failure to incorporate heme, 
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inefficient membrane insertion, and/or failure of expression in the vaccinia virus 

system2.   

 No further investigation was reported on CYP2A7 until 1995 when Ding et. al. 

attempted to express CYP2A7 in COS-7 cells3.  Western blots using antibodies to rat 

CYP2A1 indicated that CYP2A7 was expressed in COS cells, but whole cell 

metabolism assays with coumarin did not indicate the production of 7- 

hydroxycoumarin3.  No information was given on the UV/vis spectral absorbance 

features, which would indicate whether heme was incorporated. In addition to 

expression in COS cells, Ding et. al. also investigated mRNA levels for CYP2A6 and 

CYP2A7 in six human different liver samples3.  CYP2A7 mRNA was found in equal 

or greater amounts than CYP2A6 mRNA in all six samples.  One month after the 

Ding et. al. report was published, Fernandez-Salguero et. al. reported the DNA 

sequence of a portion of chromosome 19 that contained cytochrome P450 genes for 

the CYP2A, CYP2B, and CYP2F subfamilies4.  In addition to the known genes for 

CYP2A6 and CYP2A7, several pseudogenes and another complete CYP2A gene, 

CYP2A13, were discovered4.  The sequence of CYP2A13 was more similar to 

CYP2A6 than to CYP2A7.  It was noted that both CYP2A13 and CYP2A7 have an 

alanine at residue 117, while CYP2A6 contains a valine that is important for 

coumarin 7-hydroxylation4.  Ding et. al.  and Yamano et. al. hypothesized that this 

Ala versus Val substitution at 117 might be responsible for a lack of coumarin 7-

hydroxylation by CYP2A7 and/or CYP2A132,3.  CYP2A13 was not investigated for 

another five years due, in part, to this similarity. 
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 CYP2A13 was first reported to be an active enzyme capable of the metabolism 

of several xenobiotic compounds, including coumarin, NNK, and several other 

nitrosamines in 20005.  After the determination that CYP2A13 was a fully functional 

enzyme, research on human CYP2A enzymes has focused on CYP2A13 and 

CYP2A6.  In subsequent literature CYP2A7 has often been classified as an orphan 

cytochrome P450 or reported as inactive based on these two initial studies described 

above, frequently ascribed to a failure to incorporate heme6.   

 The goal of this research was to reevaluate the functionality of CYP2A7 versus 

CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 and, if inactive, determine why CYP2A7 was not functional.  

The very high sequence identity between CYP2A6, CYP2A13, and CYP2A7 raises 

questions as to why CYP2A7 would not be a fully functional enzyme.  Since A117 is 

found in CYP2A13 and CYP2A13 is a functional enzyme, this residue alone cannot 

be the reason for CYP2A7 inactivity.  A number of structural and mutagenesis studies 

for both CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 have substantially increased the knowledge of 

individual residues important for substrate metabolism and structural integrity.  It is 

also known that for many xenobiotic-metabolizing cytochrome P450 enzymes, 

including the human CYP2A enzymes, polymorphic variants are relatively common. 

We investigated three different versions of CYP2A7 that have been isolated/cloned 

from genomic DNA because information is not yet available on which version is most 

frequently found in the general population7.  Two versions of CYP2A7, called herein 

2A7.1 and 2A7.3, were cloned from human lung samples by Dr. Jeanette Berg in Dr. 

Sharon Murphy’s lab at the University of Minnesota7.  The third CYP2A7 version, 
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called 2A7.2, was cloned from human liver and the cDNA purchased from Open 

Biosystems (Thermo Scientific, Huntsville, AL).   

 We hypothesized that CYP2A7 might be an active enzyme and might be 

involved in the metabolism of coumarin, nicotine, and/or NNK.  We wanted to 

generate human CYP2A7 by recombinant expression in E. coli in order to 

characterize its stability and its functionality side-by-side with the other two human 

CYP2A enzymes.  Since truncating the N-terminal transmembrane helix facilitates 

increased expression in E. coli without changing the function of CYP enzymes, all 

three CYP2A enzymes were truncated.  Additionally, like CYP2A6 and CYP2A13, a 

four-histidine tag was added to the C-terminus so that protein could be readily 

purified using nickel affinity chromatography.  Our objectives were to establish: 1) 

whether the CYP2A7 protein could be expressed in E. coli, 2) whether the CYP2A7 

polypeptide is able to incorporate the heme prosthetic group, and 3) whether CYP2A7 

can metabolize substrates for CYP2A6 and CYP2A13, specifically coumarin or p-

nitrophenol. 

Materials and Methods 

 CYP2A7 sequences: An alignment of all three CYP2A7 versions along with 

CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 was accomplished in CLC workbench (Figure 6.1).    
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Figure 6.1.  Sequence alignment of 2A6, 2A13, 2A7.1, 2A7.2, and 2A7.3.  The 
CYP2A6 and 2A13 sequences are for comparison.  Residues that differ between 
CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 are highlighted in cyan while those in CYP2A7 differing 
from CYP2A6 are highlighted in yellow.  Down arrows are located over the twelve 
unique CYP2A7 residues conserved in all three sequences.  Secondary structure is 
indicated by boxes for helices or an underline for β sheets.   
 
    1        êêêê ê            70 
2A6        MLASGMLLVA LLVCLTVMVL MSVWQQRKSK GKLPPGPTPL PFIGNYLQLN TEQMYNSLMK ISERYGPVFT 
2A13       MLASGLLLVT LLACLTVMVL MSVWRQRKSR GKLPPGPTPL PFIGNYLQLN TEQMYNSLMK ISERYGPVFT 
2A7.1      MLASGLLLVA LLACLTVMVL MSVWQQRKSR GKLPPGPTPL PFIGNYLQLN TEHICDSIMK FSECYGPVFT 
2A7.2      MLASGLLLVA LLACLTVMVL MSVWQQRKSR GKLPPGPTPL PFIGNYLQLN TEHICDSIMK FSECYGPVFT 
2A7.3      MLASGLLLVA LLACLTVMVL MSVWQQRKSR GKLPPGPTPL PFIGNYLQLN TEHICDSIMK ISERYGPVFT 
         A’       A         β1-1 
   71                          140 
2A6        IHLGPRRVVV LCGHDAVREA LVDQAEEFSG RGEQATFDWV FKGYGVVFSN GERAKQLRRF SIATLRDFGV  
2A13       IHLGPRRVVV LCGHDAVKEA LVDQAEEFSG RGEQATFDWL FKGYGVAFSN GERAKQLRRF SIATLRGFGV 
2A7.1      IHLGPRRVVV LCGHDAVREA LVDQAEEFSG RGEQATFDWV FKGYGVAFSN GERAKQLLRF AIATLRDFGV 
2A7.2      IHLGPRRAVV LCGHDAVREA LVDQAEEFSG RGEQATFDWV FKGYGVAFSN GERAKQLLRF AIATLRDFGV 
2A7.3      IHLGPRRVVV LCGHDAVREA LVDQAEEFSG RGEQATFDWV FKGYGVVFSN GERAKQLRRF SIATLRDFGV 
   β1-2    B  β1-5   B’                C 
   141      ê ê ê            ê     210 
2A6        GKRGIEERIQ EEAGFLIDAL RGTGGANIDP TFFLSRTVSN VISSIVFGDR FDYKDKEFLS LLRMMLGIFQ 
2A13       GKRGIEERIQ EEAGFLIDAL RGTHGANIDP TFFLSRTVSN VISSIVFGDR FDYEDKEFLS LLRMMLGSFQ 
2A7.1      GKRGIEERIQ EESGFLIEAI RSSHGANIDP TFFLSRTVSN VISSIVFGDR FDYEDKEFLS LLSMMLGIFQ 
2A7.2      GKRGIEERIQ EESGFLIEAI RSTHGANIDP TFFLSRTVSN VISSIVFGDR FDYEDKEFLS LLSVMLGIFQ 
2A7.3      GKRGIEERIQ EEAGFLIEAI RSTHGANIEP TFFLSRTVSN VISSIVFGDR FDYEDKEFLS LLSMMLGIFQ 
           D                 E   F 
   211                   280 
2A6        FTSTSTGQLY EMFSSVMKHL PGPQQQAFQL LQGLEDFIAK KVEHNQRTLD PNSPRDFIDS FLIRMQEEEK 
2A13       FTATSTGQLY EMFSSVMKHL PGPQQQAFKE LQGLEDFIAK KVEHNQRTLD PNSPRDFIDS FLIRMQEEEK 
2A7.1      FTSTSTGQLY EMFSSVMKHL PGPQQQAFKL LQGLEDFIAK KVEHNQRTLD PNSPQDFIDS FLIHMQEEEK 
2A7.2      FTSTSTGQLY EMFSSVMKHL PGPQQQAFKL LQGLEDFIAK KVEHNQRTLD PNSPRDFIDS FLIRMQEEEK 
2A7.3      FTSTSTGQLY EMFSSVMKHL PGPQQQAFKL LQGLEDFIAK KVEHNQRTLD PNSPQDFIDS FLIRMQEEEK 
            F’             G                          H 
   281       ê ê                 350 
2A6        NPNTEFYLKN LVMTTLNLFI GGTETVSTTL RYGFLLLMKH PEVEAKVHEE IDRVIGKNRQ PKFEDRAKMP 
2A13       NPNTEFYLKN LVMTTLNLFF AGTETVSTTL RYGFLLLMKH PEVEAKVHEE IDRVIGKNRQ PKFEDRAKMP 
2A7.1      NPNTEFYLKN LMMSTLNLFI AGTETVSTTL RYGFLLLMKH PEVEAKVHEE IDRVIGKNRQ PKFEDRTKMP  
2A7.2      NPNTEFYLKN LMMSTLNLFI AGTETVSTTL RYGFLLLMKH PEVEAKVHEE IDRVIGKNRQ PKFEDRAKMP  
2A7.3      NPNTEFYLKN LMMSTLNLFI AGTETVSTTL CYGFLLLMKH PEVEAKVHEE IDRVIGKNRQ PKFEDRTKMP  
                   I                J                  J’ 
   351                  ê420 
2A6        YMEAVIHEIQ RFGDVIPMSL ARRVKKDTKF RDFFLPKGTE VYPMLGSVLR DPSFFSNPQD FNPQHFLNEK  
2A13       YTEAVIHEIQ RFGDMLPMGL AHRVNKDTKF RDFFLPKGTE VFPMLGSVLR DPRFFSNPRD FNPQHFLDKK 
2A7.1      YMEAVIHEIQ RFGDVIPMSL ARRVKKDTKF RDFFLPKGTE VFPMLGSVLR DPSFFSNPQD FNPQHFLDDK 
2A7.2      YMEAVIHEIQ RFGDVIPMSL ARRVKKDTKF RDFFLPKGTE VFPMLGSVLR DPSFFSNPQD FNPQHFLDDK 
2A7.3      YMEAVIHEIQ RFGDVIPMSL ARRVKKDTKF RDFFLPKGTE VFPMLGSVLR DPSFFSNPQD FNPQHFLDDK 
        K                  β1-4    β2-      β2-2        β1-3    K’      K”   
   421                       494 
2A6        GQFKKSDAFV PFSIGKRNCF GEGLARMELF LFFTTVMQNF RLKSSQSPKD IDVSPKHVGF ATIPRNYTMS FLPR 
2A13       GQFKKSDAFV PFSIGKRYCF GEGLARMELF LFFTTIMQNF RFKSPQSPKD IDVSPKHVGF ATIPRNYTMS FLPR 
2A7.1      GQFKKSDAFV PFSIGKRYCF GEGLARMELF LFFTTVMQNF RLKSSQSPKD IDVSSKHVGF ATIPRNYTMS FLPR 
2A7.2      GQFKKSDAFV PFSIGKRYCF GEGLARMELF LFFTTVMQNF RLKSSQSPKD IDVSPKHVGF ATIPRNYTMS FLPR 
2A7.3      GQFKKSDAFV PFSIGKRNCF GEGLARMELF LFFTTVMQNF RLKSSQSPKD IDVSPKHVGF ATIPRNYTMS FLPR 
             L     β3-3    L’     β4-1      β4-2       β3-2 
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 CYP2A7 protein modification:  The CYP2A7 proteins were engineered to 

create identical modifications to those that result in expression of CYP2A6 and 

CYP2A13 in E. coli.  Specifically, CYP2A7 was altered by truncating the N-terminal 

transmembrane sequence (∆2-23), modifying the N-terminus with the addition of a 

short hydrophilic sequence, and adding four histidine residues to the C-terminus 

(Figure 6.2).  Synthetic oligonucleotides were designed that added the hydrophilic tag 

MAKKTS to the truncated N-terminus in the forward primer while the reverse primer 

coded for a four histidine tag after the last native residue and both primers included 

specific restriction sites for insertion into the P450 expression plasmid pKK233-2 

(Pharmacia) (Table 6.1).  The same forward and reverse primers were used to 

construct the pKK2A7.1dH, pKK2A7.2dH, and pKK2A7.3dH constructs. The 

modified genes were amplified with polymerase chain reaction (PCR).  The modified 

genes were then cut with the restriction enzymes NcoI and EcoRV and ligated into 

pKK233-2 that had also been cut with NcoI and EcoRV.  The complete sequences of 

the modified CYP2A7 genes in the pKK233-2 plasmid (pKK2A7.1dH, 

pKK2A7.2dH, and pKK2A7.3dH, respectively) were verified by DNA sequencing at 

Idaho State University8.   
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Table 6.1.  Sequences for primers and oligonucleotides used in the construction 
of the indicated mutation(s) are shown on table.  Underlining represents restriction 
enzyme site.  Bold DNA in primers are complementary to the CYP2A7 gene.  Amino 
acid coded by sequence is colored blue.  The mutation in the site directed 
mutagenesis oligos are colored red. 
 
Primer Sequence (5' to 3') Restriction Site 

Altered 

Forward primer for 
pKK2A7 

TTT ACC ATG GCT AAG AAA ACG AGC AGC  
   F      T       M      A     K      K       T        S       S      
AAA GGG AAG CTG CCT CCG GGA CCC 
  K       G        K      L       P       P       G        P 
 

Add NcoI 

Reverse primer for 
pKK2A7 

CGG ATA TCA ATG GTG GTG ATG GCG  
            Y       *        H    H      H      H       R 
GGG CAG GAA GCT CAT GG 
   P        L        F      S        M       
 

Add EcoRV 

CYP2A6 R128L C AAG CAG CTC CTG CGC TTC TCC 
      K       Q       L      L      R      F       S 
 

Add AlwNI 

CYP2A7 L128R GCC AAG CAG CTC CGT CGC TTT GCC 
   A      K       Q       L      R      R      F       S 
 

Delete AlwNI 
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 Site Directed Mutagenesis: Mutations were produced using either 

pKK2A7.1dH or pKK2A6dH as a template.  Synthetic oligonucleotides containing 

the desired nucleotide substitutions (Genosys, Woodlands, TX) were utilized to 

obtain both the desired amino acid substitutions and selected silent mutations (Table 

6.1) using the Quikchange® method (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA).  All genes were 

completely sequenced to verify the desired mutation(s) and the absence of unintended 

mutations at Idaho State University.  All CYP2A proteins were expressed in E. coli 

TOPP-3 cells (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) as reported in Chapter 28,9.   

 Purifications:  While the basis for CYP2A7 purification followed the protocol 

for CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 including the NiNTA affinity and cation exchange 

chromatography as described in Chapter 2, protocols were altered empirically to 

optimize the stability for each CYP2A7 variant.  Alterations included the addition of 

potential ligands at various stages in the purification, the addition of protease 

inhibitors during early stages of separation, accelerated purification speed by 

removing additional wash steps on columns to decrease the time spent by protein on 

columns, and the use of different detergents to optimize for protein extraction and 

stabilization.  These alterations are all described in detail in the results section.    

 Assay to detect modified coumarin metabolism in E. coli cells: CYP2A7 and 

CYP2A13 protein were grown as previously described in Chapter 2.  Samples of E. 

coli transformed with pKK2A7.3 or pKK2A13dH were grown in the presence or 

absence of 500 µM coumarin for two days to determine whether coumarin 

metabolism could occur in E. coli cells expressing CYP2A proteins.  Samples from 
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each growth were harvested both before and after protein induction.  E. coli cells 

were removed from spent media by centrifugation at 5000 x g for ten minutes and 

then by filtering the supernatant through a 0.2 µm filter.  The amount of 7-

hydroxycoumarin present in the filtrate was determined by HPLC analysis as reported 

for the coumarin metabolism assay in Chapter 2.  

Results 

 Alignments of CYP2A7 versions:  Alignment shows that all human CYP2A 

enzymes have remarkably close amino acid identity (Figure 6.1).  Both CYP2A13 

and CYP2A7.2 are 94% identical to CYP2A6 with 32 differing amino acids.  

CYP2A7.1 is 93% identical to CYP2A6 while CYP2A7.3 has the greatest identity to 

CYP2A6 with a sequence identity of 95%.  There are only twelve residues common 

to the three different versions of CYP2A7 that are completely different from the 

corresponding residues in CYP2A6 or CYP2A13.  None of these twelve residues are 

located at positions that fall within the active site of CYP2A6 or CYP2A13.  Residue 

128 is the only differing residue that coordinates directly with the heme.  This 

position is a leucine in the CYP2A7.1 and CYP2A7.2 versions, but is an arginine in 

CYP2A7.3 and other wild type human CYP2A enzymes.  The largest cluster of 

amino acids in CYP2A7 that differ from those found in CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 are 

located in the A helix.  The remaining differing residues are located throughout the 

sequence.  Based on what is currently known about the CYP2A structure and 

function, besides R128L, there is no other single residue in any of the 2A7 versions 

that would obviously account for a lack of active enzyme. 
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 Expression of CYP2A7:  After three days of induction, a typical CYP2A cell 

pellet is a medium brown with a dark black surface and a cell mass of 16 g/L E. coli 

culture (Scheme 6.1).  This cell mass indicates normal cell growth while the darker 

color of the cells usually correlates with the expression levels of the heme-containing 

cytochrome P450 enzymes.  All three versions of CYP2A7 were expressed with the 

same protocol as the wild type CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 enzymes.  The three-day 

expression of CYP2A7.1 yielded a pellet that was slightly lighter brown pellet with a 

black top which had a mass of 15.5 g/L.  Although the mass of the CYP2A7 pellet 

was similar to a pellet of CYP2A6 or CYP2A13, ~18.3 g/L, the color was ligher 

which suggested a protein yield slightly lower than that of CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 

(Scheme 6.1). 

 The pellet from the first expression of CYP2A7.2 had a very small pellet with 

a mass of 7.3 g/L and was a pinkish/light brown color, which suggested poor cell 

growth and poor P450 expression.  To determine if the first expression was normal 

for CYP2A7.2, a second expression was started with a fresh transformation.  This 

second expression had a light brown pellet with a dark surface and a cell mass of 16 

g/L, which looked very similar to the pellet of CYP2A7.1.  Thus, the low cell mass of 

the first expression was likely due to inconsistent growth and not due to specifically 

to the protein, CYP2A7.2, being expressed.   
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Scheme 6.1.  Purification of CYP2A7.1 compared to CYP2A6.  Total nmol yield is 
based on the absorption of the Soret peak.  CYP2A6 is solubilized from E. coli 
membrane as a red supernatant (right top panel) and the red color (measured by the 
Soret peak) increases throughout the purification (right middle panels) to yield 
protein with a large Soret peak at 416 nm (right bottom panel) and a reduced CO 
difference spectrum maximum at 450 nm (not shown).  CYP2A7.1 is also solubilized 
from E. coli membranes as a red supernatant (top left panel), but as nickel affinity 
column and CM purification progressed (left middle panels) the red color disappears 
as heme is lost to yield purified protein with only a small soret peak (left bottom 
panels) and reduced carbon monoxide spectrum maximum at 420 nm (not shown). 
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 Expression of CYP2A7.3 in E. coli resulted in a light brown pellet with a dark 

top with relatively normal cell mass (14.5 g/L).  This pellet was very similar to that of 

the other two versions of CYP2A7.  Expressions of all three versions of CYP2A7 

were very similar to expressions of CYP2A6 or CYP2A13, with a pellet that was only 

slightly lighter in color.  Both cell mass and cell color indicated a healthy, normal 

expression of cytochrome P450 protein. 

 Purification of CYP2A7:  The purification of each version of CYP2A7 was 

optimized individually for maximal yield of protein.  Then, the best purification 

modifications were combined and then used to purify all three versions in an identical 

manner, which allowed the protein stability to be compared under identical 

conditions.  There were three changes from the CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 purification 

in Chapter 2: 1) the inclusion of protease inhibitors (0.1 µg/mL aprotinin and 1 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride) prior to E. coli lysis to prevent protein degradation, 2) 

omission of the histidine wash step on the NiNTA column to speed purification and 

obtain as much protein as possible, and 3) a decrease in pH from 7.4 to 6.8 during the 

cation exchange column.  The pI for CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 is 9.3 while for 

CYP2A7.1 it is 7.7, CYP2A7.2 is 8.4, and CYP2A7.3 is 8.4.  The lower pH was 

necessary for CYP2A7.1 to stick to the cation exchange column. 

 The purification of all three proteins were similar, with the initial steps to 

solubilize the protein from the E. coli membrane indicating that protein yield was 

only slightly lower than a normal CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 purification (Scheme 6.1).  
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The supernatant was a dark reddish brown color with a small brown/black pellet after 

centrifugation at 100,000 x g.  This reddish color indicates a high content of heme 

containing proteins and visually was the same as the supernatant from a CYP2A6 or 

CYP2A13 purification (Scheme 6.1).  The first chromatography step is nickel affinity 

chromatography and at this stage the purification of CYP2A7 enzymes began to differ 

significantly from a purification of CYP2A6 or CYP2A13.  Less protein appeared to 

bind to the nickel affinity column, resulting in the elution of orange colored fractions 

with much lower P450 yield compared to CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 (Scheme 6.1).  In 

addition, the protein from CYP2A7 was all shifted to 420 nm with the reduced carbon 

monoxide difference assay, indicating a lack of active cytochrome P450 protein, 

which has a maximal wavelength at 450 nm in this assay.  

 This protein was diluted to reduce the salt content, the pH was reduced to 6.8, 

and then loaded onto the cation exchange column.  Despite the fact that by both 

absolute and CO difference spectrum at least 200 nmol of protein was present after 

the nickel affinity column, very little protein bound to the cation exchange column 

(Scheme 6.1).  This was in sharp contrast to a typical CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 

purification where a prominent red band forms at the top of the cation exchange 

column (Scheme 6.1).  The elutent was very light in color for the CYP2A7 

purifications, while for the CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 purification the elutant is a dark 

red.  The difference in heme-containing protein content can be seen in the absolute 

spectrum which is used as a measure of purity when the heme Soret at ~415 nm is 

compared to the absorption of tryptophan, tyrosine, or phenylalanine at 280 nm.  This 
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ratio is typically at 1.3-1.5 for CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 after the CM column, but for 

CYP2A7 the ratio was 0.15.  This suggested that either 1) the protein was not pure, 

despite the two chromatography steps or 2) the protein sample contained a larger 

fraction of apoprotein (protein without heme) which would account for the relatively 

greater ~280 nm absorption and decrease in ~415 nm absorption after the cation 

exchange column.  This protein also had a wavelength maximum shift to 420 nm after 

the reduced carbon monoxide difference assay (Figure 6.2).  Samples from 

purification of CYP2A7.1, CYP2A7.2, and CYP2A7.3 purified in this manner were 

aliquoted for assays based on a concentration from 420 nm in the CO difference assay 

and further characterized with a western blot (Figure 6.2).  Although the specificity of 

the CYP2A13 antibody for CYP2A enzymes was poor, with many additional bands 

visible even in the control CYP2A13 sample, there were small bands present in the 

CYP2A7 samples at ~50 kDa (expected mass weight ~55 kDa). 
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Figure 6.2.  Western blot of CYP2A7 samples with the CYP2A13 antibody 
(AVIVA) and CO difference assay after the cation exchange column (CYP2A7.1 
and CYP2A7.3 are at a 9 to 1 dilution while sample CYP2A7.2 is not diluted at all). 
Panel A, Samples from CYP2A7.1, after the NiNTA and CM column a band is 
present at 50 kDa on the western blot and there is a shift to 420 nm with the CO 
difference assay.  Panel B, Western blot of samples from CYP2A7.2 purification and 
CO difference assay spectrum.  Panel C, Western blot of samples from CYP2A7.3 
purification and CO difference assay spectrum. 
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 Optimization of CYP2A7.1 purification:  A total of nine purifications were 

attempted with CYP2A7.1.  The very first purification was a complete failure because 

all the protein from the nickel column was lost in the histidine wash.  To retain as 

much P450 protein as possible after the nickel affinity column, the concentration of 

histidine in the wash buffer was reduced to 2 mM from the 8 mM used in the 

purification of CYP2A6 or CYP2A13.  The second purification failed because 

although protein was obtained after the nickel affinity column, none bound to the 

cation exchange column.  This was due to the lower pI value for the CYP2A7.1 

protein (pI = 7.7), and future purifications included a decreased pH of 6.8 in the CM 

was buffer.  This change resulted in protein binding to the cation exchange column.  

The first purifications of CYP2A7.1 utilized Cymal-5 as the detergent because 

Cymal-5 purifications of CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 have been completely optimized as 

detailed in Chapter 2.   Purifications were also attempted using the detergent Anapoe-

35 because this detergent is successfully used to purify CYP2A13 or CYP2A6 for 

crystallization.  The change in detergent resulted in a similar purification with no 

detectable P450 by the reduced CO difference assay after the cation exchange 

column, just like a purification with Cymal-5.  For this reason, Cymal-5 was selected 

as the detergent of choice in all further purification trials.  In addition, the protein 

purification was not altered by the inclusion of 0.1 µg/mL aprotinin and 1 mM 

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride protease inhibitors.  However, this modification was 

retained to minimize protein degradation during initial steps.  Often the inclusion of a 

substrate or inhibitor can stabilize a protein through purification, but inclusion of the 
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CYP2A inhibitor pilocarpine or substrate indole during the initial stages of 

purification had no effect on protein yield or stability.   

 Purification of CYP2A7.2:  Expressions described above supported a total of 

three attempted purifications for CYP2A7.2.  The first purification used the pellet 

from the “poor” expression and protein yield was extremely low with all protein lost 

in the histidine wash (already reduced to 2 mM histidine).  The second purification 

was modified by inclusion of protease inhibitors as in the CYP2A7.1 purification and 

an attempt was made to speed purification using batch binding to nickel affinity beads 

instead of the FPLC nickel affinity column.  The batch-binding mode did not seem to 

alter the yield of protein, and in fact resulted in a lower protein yield after the nickel 

affinity column.  The main thing that was learned from these purifications was that 

batch binding to nickel affinity beads did not improve protein yield.  The third pellet 

was used to purify CYP2A7.2 in an identical manor to CYP2A7.1 and CYP2A7.3 as 

described previously. 

 Purification of CYP2A7.3:  The purification of CYP2A7.3 was attempted four 

times.  The first purification was stopped at the NiNTA column due to low yield by 

absolute spectrum (50 nmol).  The second purification decreased the concentration of 

the nickel wash buffer from 2 mM to 0 mM in order to further reduce loss of protein 

and reduce the time spent on the nickel affinity column.  This change resulted in 

enough protein to move on the cation exchange column, however no cytochrome 

P450 protein was observed by either reduced CO difference assay or absolute spectra 

after the cation exchange column.  The third purification included protease inhibitors, 
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as described for the purification of CYP2A7.1 and this change resulted in a very 

small yield after the cation exchange column.  The major alteration was the complete 

elimination of histidine in the nickel wash buffer.  The fourth purification was 

identical to the final purification of CYP2A7.1 and CYP2A7.2 as described 

previously. 

 Comparison of CYP2A7.1, CYP2A7.2, and CYP2A7.3:  Expression and 

solubilization of all three CYP2A7 versions were initially promising but led to very 

little protein after a two-column purification (Scheme 6.1).  All three versions of 

CYP2A7 were similar in that instead of improving in purity with each column, as is 

the case for CYP2A6 or CYP2A13, the appearent purity actually decreases.  The 

amount of cytochrome P450 protein also decreases with each progressive column.  

The elutant for all proteins after the cation exchange column was tan colored, not the 

vibrant red seen for CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 (Scheme 6.1).  This indicates that all three 

versions of CYP2A7 have a significant loss in protein and/or heme throughout the 

purification process.  The decrease in ratio of ~416 nm (heme Soret) to 280 nm could 

indicate either a higher degree of contamination than in a CYP2A6 or CYP2A13 

purification, or it could indicate an increase in CYP2A7 apo-protein due to the loss of 

heme as the purification proceeds. 
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 Purification of CYP2A6 R128L and CYP2A7.1 L128R mutants:  Since CYP2A7 

appeared to be unstable due to heme loss throughout the purification, we investigated, 

based on the structures of CYP2A13 and CYP2A6, a single residue R128 known to 

be involved in heme binding which is mutated to a leucine in two of the CYP2A7 

versions.  To determine if this residue is responsible for some of the instability 

observed during purification, two mutants were designed.  The first was the CYP2A6 

R128L mutant enzyme and the second was the CYP2A7.1 L128R mutant.  A loss of 

stability in the CYP2A6 R128L mutant during purification and improved stability of 

CYP2A7.1 L128R during purification could establish whether mutation of residue 

128 plays a role in protein instability.   

 Expression of both mutant enzymes resulted in similar pellets (a normal mass of 

~15.5 g/L) that were green with a black surface.  The green color was not promising, 

but the presence of the black surface layer did suggest that at least some cytochrome 

P450 was produced.  The CYP2A7.1 L128R mutant was purified twice with the 

nickel affinity and cation exchange protocol.  In both instances P420 was observed 

after centrifugation at 100,000 x g, but no heme-containing protein was detected after 

the nickel affinity or the cation exchange column by the carbon monoxide difference 

assay or absolute spectra.  This was worse than the purification of wild type 

CYP2A7.1 because in that case at least some P420 protein could be purified (Table 

6.2).   
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 The mutant CYP2A6 R128L had a similar purification profile to that of 

CYP2A7.1 L128R with P420 visible by the CO difference assay after the final 

centrifugation stage but no active cytochrome P450 detected after the nickel affinity 

column or the cation exchange.  The CYP2A6 R128L purification was repeated twice 

with identical results.  Both mutant purifications had similar yield and color, and 

protein stability appeared to be worse than either the CYP2A6 and CYP2A7.1 

purification as no cytochrome P450 could be detected after the cation exchange 

column (Table 6.2).  This indicated that R128L mutation in CYP2A6 did have a 

dramatic decrease in stability, which was expected.  However, there was no appearent 

improvement in the stability of CYP2A7 with the corresponding L128R mutation, 

which would be expected if this one residue alone was responsible for the protein 

instability.  
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Table 6.2.  Mutant purification results compared to wild type CYP2A6 and 
CYP2A7.1.  Yield in total nanomoles of protein is determined based on the amount 
of P450 for CYP2A6 or P420 for CYP2A6 R128L, CYP2A7.1, and CYP2A7.1 
L128R using to the carbon monoxide difference assay.  While mutation of R128 to 
leucine in CYP2A6 results in substantial heme loss, the opposite mutation to L128R 
in CYP2A7.1 does not reduce heme loss. 
 

Protein Detergent solubilized 
cell lysate 

Nickel affinity column 
elution 

CYP2A6 106 nmol, P450 

 

100 nmol, P450 

 

CYP2A6 R128L 26 nmol, P420 

	  

None detected 

	  

CYP2A7.1 188 nmol, P420 17.2 nmol, P420 

CYP2A7.1 L128R 35 nmol, P420 

 

None detected 
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 E. coli expression metabolism assay results:  Since the color and spectra of E. 

coli lysate in the early CYP2A7 purification stages suggested the presence of a 

cytochrome P450, it appeared as if CYP2A7 was being expressed in E. coli.  

However, because we were not able to extract it from the membrane as a stable 

enzyme and purify it successfully, we sought to evaluate the ability of CYP2A7 to 

monoxygenate coumarin in E. coli cells.  As described in the methods section of this 

chapter, whole cells were incubated in presence or absence of coumarin and spent 

media analyzed to detect the 7-hydroxycoumarin metabolite.  A preliminary 

experiment using a very large excess of coumarin (100 mM) indicated that 7-

hydroxycoumarin was present in both CYP2A7.3 and CYP2A13 three-day growths 

and not in samples grown without addition of coumarin.  This was a very large excess 

of coumarin so these experiments were then repeated with a lower concentration of 

coumarin, 500 µM or 5 mM.  Controls were induced with IPTG and included 1) E. 

coli cells with no pKK2A7.3 present with 5 mM coumarin, 2) E. coli cells 

transformed with pKK2A7.3 with 5 mM coumarin that were not induced with IPTG, 

and 3) E. coli cells with pKK2A7.3 with no coumarin present.  Although the sample 

with no coumarin added did not produce 7-hydroxycoumarin, all of the other samples 

did, suggesting that metabolism of coumarin to 7-hydroxycoumarin can occur in 

uninduced E. coli cells without CYP2A expression.  It was verified that the 7-

hydroxycoumarin was not contamination from the 5 mM coumarin solution. 

Coumarin metabolism by CYP2A enzymes:  As a final attempt to evaluate the ability 

of CYP2A7 to oxidize coumarin, coumarin metabolism assays were carried out using 
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a reconstituted enzyme system with CYP2A7 purified through at least the CM 

column.  The concentrations of CYP2A protein were determined by carbon monoxide 

difference assay using the P420 content for all CYP2A7 enzymes.  Although the CO 

difference assay indicated that only the P420 form was present, some 7-

hydroxycoumarin metabolite was detected. CYP2A7.1 had the highest activity of the 

three CYP2A enzymes with a comarin 7-hydroxylation activity of 0.200 ± 0.002 

pmol/min/pmol (Figure 6.4).  There were very, very low levels of coumarin 7-

hydroxylation by CYP2A7.3 (0.024 ± 0.001 pmol/min/pmol) and CYP2A7.2 (0.007 ± 

0.001 pmol/min/pmol).  Comparison with side-by-side assays of purified CYP2A13 

and CYP2A6 showed that CYP2A7.1 activity was 10-fold lower than CYP2A13 and 

100-fold lower than CYP2A6 (Figure 6.4). 

 Several control samples were run to verify that the observed low activity was 

really from CYP2A7.  These controls included samples that were 1) stopped with acid 

to insure all enzyme activity was halted at ten minutes, 2) contained only reductase 

and cytochrome b5 to insure activity observed was really due to CYP2A7.1, 3) 

contained only CYP2A7.1 and cytochrome b5 to verify dependence on POR, and 4) 

contained normal reconstituted protein system but had no NADPH (the electron 

source) added.  None of these controls had activity above the instrumental limit of 

detection, which was 0.001 pmol/min/pmol.  Samples of CYP2A7.1 without 

cytochrome b5 were also analyzed and, similar to wild type CYP2A6 and CYP2A13, 

the coumarin 7-hydroxylase activity showed a strong dependence on the presence of 

cytochrome b5 with a 75% decrease in activity (0.057 ± 0.001 pmol/min/pmol). 
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Figure 6.4.  Metabolism activity of purified CYP2A enzymes for coumarin 7-
hydroxylation.  Results represent the averages of triplicate assays with standard 
deviations indicated.  Activity was determined at a concentration of 90 µM coumarin 
to compare relative levels of activity. 
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 Para-nitrophenol metabolism by CYP2A enzymes: CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 also 

monoxygenate p-nitrophenol with similar activity for both enzymes.  We wanted to 

investigate if perhaps coumarin was simply not a good substrate for CYP2A7, so we 

also evaluated the ability of all three purified CYP2A7 versions to metabolize p-

nitrophenol.  Metabolism assays with p-nitrophenol were carried out as described in 

Chapter 2.  All three CYP2A7 enzymes had activities below the instrumental limit of 

detection, which corresponds to an activity of 0.33 pmol/min/pmol. 

Discussion 
 
 All three versions of CYP2A7 were purified with a two-column purification 

scheme, resulting in very low final yield ranging from 0.9 nmol to 2.5 nmol as 

estimated by P420 content.  Western blots with a CYP2A13 primary antibody may 

have detected all three of these proteins with a small band around 50 kDa, but 

antibody specificity was very low.  The CYP2A7.2 and CYP2A7.3 samples showed 

prominent bands around 37 kDa and 25 kDa that could represent degradation product, 

but this is not definitive as these bands may also simply represent nonspecific protein 

interactions with the antibody.  However, the western blot did not indicate the 

presence of similar lower molecular weight bands on the CYP2A7.1 sample.  The 

CYP2A7.1 sample had the highest coumarin 7-hydroxylation activity of all three of 

the CYP2A7 versions, but the amounts of coumarin 7-hydroxylation were 

significantly below the levels produced by CYP2A6 or CYP2A13.  The levels of 

coumarin 7-hydroxylation for CYP2A7.2 and CYP2A7.3 were extremely low, yet 

above the limit of detection.  The low levels of activity that we observed are so low 
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that they are not likely biologically significant.  Dr. Jeanette Berg also tested the 

activity of the CYP17A1.1 and CYP17A1.3 full-length enzymes for coumarin, 

chlorzoxazone, p-nitrophenol, and NNK activity in E. coli and human embryonic 

kidney fibroblasts (203T cells)7.  No activity was observed with any of the substrates 

for either of these CYP2A7 versions7.   

 We were unable to determine whether the instability we observed during the 

purification process is actually a reflection of intrinsic CYP2A7 decreased stability 

compared to other CYP2A enzymes or substantially a result of purification process.  

There are several possibilities, which include loss of heme during the course of 

purification and/or the degredation of apoprotein.  Either one or a combination 

thereof would result in the observed decrease in yield with each step of the 

purification process.  Protein instability is indicated by the fact that no active 

cytochrome P450 with a λmax of 450 nm was observed with the CO difference assay 

at any stage.  It is likely that the stability issue is not solely due to our purification 

approach as the full-length proteins used in studies by Dr. Jeanette Berg and whole 

cell samples in our whole cell coumarin assay were not purified but also never shifted 

to 450 nm by the CO difference assay either and instead shifted to 420 nm7.  Initially, 

we hypothesized that residue 128, which is an arginine in CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 

and a leucine in CYP2A7.1 and CYP2A7.3, was at least partially responsible for the 

protein instability since this residue forms a hydrogen bond with the heme propionate 

(Figure 6.5).  This would be consistent with heme loss occurring throughout the 

purification. 
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Figure 6.5.  Several arginines are involved in hydrogen bonding to the heme 
propionates in CYP2A6 with pilocarpine (green cartoon and sticks).  The heme is 
colored black sticks with red sphere as iron.  One of these arginines, R128, (pink 
sticks) is a leucine in two of the CYP2A7 versions. 
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 Support for a significant role for this residue is present in that CYP2A6 R128Q 

polymorphism that has been shown to significantly reduce coumarin 7-hydroxylation 

to one eighth of the wild type CYP2A6 activity10.  In the case of this R128Q 

polymorphism, heme loss and protein stability were identified as the main cause of 

reduced protein activity, similar to what was observed with CYP2A7.  To investigate 

this residue, site directed mutagenesis was utilized to both generate this mutation in 

the CYP2A6 background (CYP2A6 R128L) and to restore the leucine of CYP2A7.1 

to the arginine found in CYP2A6 (CYP2A7.1 L128R).  If this single residue was 

responsible for CYP2A7 loss of heme we would expect the CYP2A7.1 L128R mutant 

to have increased stability and perhaps have increased catalytic activity while the 

corresponding CYP2A6 R128L mutant would be more susceptible to heme loss and 

have decreased activity.  Neither of these mutants even had P420 enzyme at any point 

in the purification and were not successfully purified due to loss of heme during the 

nickel column. The CYP2A6 R128L mutant indicates the dramatic importance of 

R128 in the stability of CYP2A6.  However, incorporation of arginine into 

CYP2A7.1 at this position resulted in a less stable protein than CYP2A7.1 so this 

residue alone is not completely responsible for the loss of stable protein during 

purification.  It is also notable that the CYP2A7.3 contains an arginine at residue 128 

like the other CYP2A enzymes.  The only other residue that differs between CYP2A7 

versions located near the heme is residue N438, which forms a salt bridge with R128 

in CYP2A6.  This residue is a tyrosine in CYP2A7.1 and CYP2A7.2 and an 

asparagine in CYP2A7.3.  The tyrosine is also present in CYP2A13 so this residue is 
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not expected to be essential for heme stabilization so long as the salt bridge is 

maintained.   

 Further examination of the sequence differences among these proteins (Figure 

6.1) reveals that the A helix is another region of CYP2A7 that is significantly 

different from the other functional human CYP2A enzymes.  Of the twelve conserved 

different residues in CYP2A7, five residues are found in CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 in 

the A helix (Figure 6.1).  It is possible that these alterations result in changes in the 

secondary structure of helix A that may ultimately decreases protein stability.  Helix 

A is not in direct contact with the active site or the heme so the altered residues in this 

helix, if important, may have a more indirect effect on protein tertiary or secondary 

structure (Figure 6.6).  Three more of these twelve conserved differing residues are 

also clustered together and located in the solvent exposed helix D (Figure 6.6).  This 

particular helix is located even further from the active site and heme than helix A.  

Two residues, M292 and S294 are located in the beginning of the I helix.  The I helix 

is important for substrate recognition and has a very important structural role as it 

spans the entire diameter of the cytochrome P450 structure (Figure 6.6).  These two 

residues are conservative changes from the valine found at residue 292 and the 

threonine found at residue 294 in CYP2A6 and CYP2A13 enzymes (Figure 6.1).  

Thus, they would not be expected to substantially alter enzyme activity or the 

structural integrity of the I helix.  The final two residues that differ from CYP2A6 and 

CYP2A13 in all versions of CYP2A7 are located in the F helix and in a solvent 

exposed loop. 
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Figure 6.6.  Global view of CYP2A6 pilocarpine (green cartoon and sticks) with 
the twelve residues that are conserved in CYP2A7 and differ from CYP2A6 and 
CYP2A13 shown as sticks (pink).  The heme is colored black with a red sphere for 
iron.   
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 Since these twelve residues are the only shared features between the three 

CYP2A7 versions and no obvious difference existed between the characteristics of 

these versions, it is likely that the observed instability of these proteins results from 

one or a combination of these mutations.  If I were to continue this project, future 

directions would include probing the importance of these residues with mutagenesis.  

Since none of the mutations are near the heme or active site, our hypothesis would be 

that these mutations result in some global or local disruption in secondary or tertiary 

structure.  Since many of the mutations are clustered, studying chimeras of CYP2A7 

in the CYP2A6 background would enable us to quickly determine which groups of 

mutations are important.  The first series of mutants would include: CYP2A6 with the 

five residues from CYP2A7 incorporated in the A helix, CYP2A6 with the three 

CYP2A7 residues in the D helix, and third CYP2A6 with the two mutations from 

CYP2A7 in the I helix.  Then, based on the purification and coumarin metabolism 

activities of this first series of mutant enzymes, individual residues could be probed 

with further mutagenesis.  If one or more of these mutants had substantially different 

stability compared to CYP2A6, the corresponding residues in CYP2A6 could be 

incorporated into CYP2A7 to determine if the residues result in an increase of protein 

stability and activity.  This would clarify why CYP2A7 is so very unstable compared 

to CYP2A6 and CYP2A13. 

 It is not known at this time what percentage of the population contains which 

version of CYP2A7.  Therefore, we do not know which of the versions studied are 

those most common in the population.  The fact that a small catalytic activity was 
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observed for all three versions of the truncated CYP2A7 does not preclude, that at 

least for some of the population, CYP2A7 may have a some role in xenobiotic 

metabolism. 

Conclusion 

 In conclusion, at least CYP2A7.1 is capable of a low level metabolism of 

coumarin to 7-hydroxycoumarin.  Much lower activity is present with CYP2A7.2 and 

CYP2A7.3.  Purification of CYP2A7 was challenging due to the loss in protein and 

probably the heme during the course of the purification.  Cytochrome P450 protein 

was expressed as shown by spectral observations of P420 using the reduced CO 

difference assay and a western blot, albeit with a less specific CYP2A13 antibody 

than desired.  The inherent instability of CYP2A7 in our hands and low level of 

activity at present seem to indicate that it is unlikely to have a significant 

physiological role in the metabolism of xenobiotics despite substantial mRNA levels 

in vivo.  However, our study results do not confirm previous reports that CYP2A7 is a 

completely inactive enzyme.  It is possible that there is a more optimal substrate for 

CYP2A7 that would result in catalysis or that different isolation conditions that would 

increase protein stabilization.  Further information as to the CYP2A7 genotype 

present within populations, the frequency of genetic versions, and protein stability is 

required to understand the possible physiological relevance of this enzyme.   
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Chapter 7. 
 

Conclusions 
 

The overall goal of this dissertation research is to increase the understanding of 

the structure-function principles that determine ligand binding to different P450 

enzymes.  We have examined two different families of cytochromes P450 enzymes to 

better understand ligand selectivity-the first is the xenobiotic metabolizing CYP2A 

family and the second is the endogenous steroid-converting CYP17A1.    

The CYP2A family is involved in the metabolism of several procarcinogens 

including aflatoxin B1, 4-aminobiphenyl, and the nicotine derivative 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK)1-4.  The family includes three 

enzymes: CYP2A6, CYP2A13, and CYP2A7.  Based on several crystal structures of 

both CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 with the same ligands (the substrate nicotine and 

inhibitor pilocarpine), as well as a structure of CYP2A13 with the procarcinogen 

NNK reported in Chapters 3 and 4, we were able to identify structural differences 

between the CYP2A13 and CYP2A6 active sites and relate them to functional 

differences.  Overall, ligand selectivity in both of these human CYP2A enzymes 

seems to be mainly guided by sterics.  The active sites of all the CYP2A13 structures 

are very similar with only very small side chain movements (Figure 4.8, panel A).  

CYP2A6 shows a little more adaptation to ligands than CYP2A13, possibly because 

the active site is smaller and some side chain movement must occur to bind a 

similarily sized ligand (Figure 4.8, panel B).  The primary differences between the 

two enzymes are the identity of residues 117, 300, 301, 365, 366, and 3695.  These 
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residues seem to account for both structural and functional differences between 

CYP2A13 and CYP2A6.  Some of these residues also seem to have an indirect affect 

on nearby conserved residues.  This seems to be the case for the position of L370 in 

CYP2A13 and F209. 

We had not anticipated that the CYP2A enzymes would be primarily guided by 

sterics in their ligand recognition.  The structures of the same cytochromes P450 with 

different ligands to date suggest that this is not the usual case for many xenobiotic-

metabolizing cytochromes P450 enzymes.  For example, CYP2E1 is able to bind a 

wide variety of ligand and does so through movements of specific phenylalanines, 

which opens access to adjacent active site volume and allows larger ligands to bind.  

CYP2B4 is another example of dramatic adaptation to different ligands, several 

structures with different ligands have been solved of rabbit CYP2B4 and the active 

site can vary greatly due to movements in the F, G, Gʹ′, and Fʹ′ helices6-10.  This 

situation is much more common to cytochromes P450 than the primarily steric active 

site observed in the CYP2A enzymes.  Although this was not anticipated, it has 

positive implications for the use of docking to predict ligand binding orientations in 

the CYP2A enzymes.  Since the CYP2A active site does not appear to vary greatly 

with ligand binding in my studies, docking may provide an accurate information as to 

ligand orientation.  Many of the docking studies of CYP2A13 with NNK had docked 

NNK in an orientation similar to that observed in the actual crystal structure4,11.  This 

adds further validity to the use of docking studies with this family of enzymes.  A 

future direction for this project will include docking studies with several additional 
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CYP2A substrates and inhibitors followed by crystallography with selected 

compounds to test this hypothesis.  Such a concerted approach would further validate 

the use of docking to find selective CYP2A13 inhibitors. 

The final section of the CYP2A family project was an investigation into CYP2A7: 

the third member of the CYP2A family was reported to be an inactive enzyme 15 

years ago.  Truncation and purification like the other CYP2A enzymes yielded a very 

small amount of protein.  This protein maximum absorbance was at 420 nm with the 

CO difference assay, suggesting inactive enzyme.  Despite this unpromising 

characteristic, a very small amount of 7-hydroxycoumarin was detected with the 

coumarin metabolism assay.  Heme-containing CYP2A7 was expressed, but does not 

appear to be a very stable enzyme losing heme repeatedly throughout purification 

following extraction from the membrane.  The low levels of metabolite production 

indicate that the enzyme may have a small biological significance for some of the 

population or that we just do not know how to purify the enzyme yet.  Future 

directions for this aspect of the project would be to investigate residues that may be 

responsible for stability differences in CYP2A7. 

The final project was an investigation into the structure of CYP17A1 and the 

function of several inhibitors currently in clinical trials – abiraterone, TOK-001, and 

TAK-700.  The binding affinity and IC50 of these three inhibitors were determined 

with a truncated, His-tagged version of CYP17A1.  These IC50 values were similar to 

values reported in the literature validating the use of the truncated version for 

crystallography.  Crystals were obtained of CYP17A1 with all three inhibitors, but 
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CYP17A1 crystals with TOK-001 and TAK-700 require further optimization to 

determine these latter structures.   

A structure was determined of CYP17A1 with the inhibitor abiraterone bound.  

The active site of this structure is mainly hydrophobic with a hydrogen bond network 

at the top of the active site where the 3ʹ′-OH of abiraterone is positioned.  Abiraterone 

is positioned perpendicular to the heme with hydrophobic packing of the steroid α-

face against the I helix.  Comparison to other steroid cytochrome P450 enzymes 

reveals very different steroid binding compared to that of abiraterone in CYP17A1.  

The hydrogen-bonding network in CYP17A1 is very similar to the hydrogen-bonding 

network in the androgen receptor.  Future directions in this project will focus on the 

additional structures with TOK-001 and TAK-700, and using the structural 

information provided herein combined with these new structures for the rational 

design of CYP17A1 non-steroidal inhibitors.  These additional structures will allow 

us to determine how variable the active site is with different inhibitors.  Specifically, 

extra volume near the steroid β-face and at the roof of the active site above the I helix 

may be utilized in inhibitor design.  Inhibitors will also be designed that incorborate 

functional groups that may interact with additional polar residues in the CYP17A1 

active site.  The initial crystal structure of CYP17A1 with abiraterone will provide 

much needed structural information to aid in the design of new drugs for treatment of 

advanced stage prostate cancer. 

In conclusion, the research described herein has expanded our understanding of 

the structure and function of the CYP2A enzyme family and CYP17A1.  These 
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studies will aid in the design of selective inhibitors for CYP2A13 with the goal of 

developing drugs for prevention of lung cancer.  The CYP17A1 structure will be 

utilized in the rational design of second-generation prostate cancer drugs.  	  
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